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INTRODUCTION
THE TELEVISUAL SUBLIME

Television. Maybe it was all a study in the art of mummification. The effect of the medium is so evanescent that those who work in its time apparatus feel the need to preserve themselves, delivering their bodies to be lacquered and trussed, sprayed with the rarest of pressurized jellies, all to one end, a release from the perilous context of time.

(Don De Lillo 1994: 136)

The discovery and use of, let us say, radium had a profound effect in medical methods. Properly used it was a boon to mankind. Improperly used it killed. In this respect, television is like radium but with one difference – radium is rare; television is exactly the opposite, for it is destined to encompass the world. With the passing of every day this genie is growing bigger and stronger.

(Richard Whittaker Hubbell 1942: 223)

In theory, democracy begs for the ear. In action, it challenges the eye.

(David Sarnoff 2004: 309)

A spectre haunts television: the Internet.

(Paul Attallah 2007: 346)

What is television? It stands for so many things, in so many contexts, for so many different people that the answer could cover a dozen books. A short list might include fun, boredom, public service, profit, sport, action, news, men, the United States, movies, color, disaster, routine, poisonous fumes, toxic parts, sweated manufacture, and ragpicker recycling. TV is an object produced in a factory
that is distributed physically (via transportation) and virtually (via advertising). At that point it transmogrifies into a fashion statement, a privileged (or damned) piece of furniture that is there to be stared at. Audiences are the opium of television – it craves them, longing to control their time and space. When they become sick of it, their set becomes outmoded junk, full of poisons and pollutants in search of a dumping ground. In short, television has a physical existence, a history of material production and consumption, in addition to its renown as a site for making meaning. It is “an entertainment medium; a scientific phenomenon; a multifaceted industry … a feature of modern public life which has a place in nearly every private home” (Stokes 2000: 1).

Television is very old, despite the fact that very few viewers existed until the 1950s, and, pace the quotation immediately above, vast numbers still don’t own a set; in West Africa, for example, it remains basically an urban phenomenon (Osei-Hwere 2008: 180). In what sense, then, has TV been around so long and in so many locations? Because people have always fantasized about transmitting and receiving sounds and images across space via a box. Richard Whittaker Hubbell made the point by publishing a book in 1942 (before almost anyone possessed a TV) entitled 4000 Years of Television. The device even has its own patron saint, Clare of Assisi, a teen runaway from the thirteenth century who became the first Franciscan nun and was canonized in 1958 for her bedridden vision of images from a midnight mass cast upon the wall. Centuries later, Pius XII declared that this was the world’s first broadcast (Berger 2002; Pattenden 2008).

So television has long been part of our fantasy structure. In 1879, a Punch magazine cartoon imagined a husband and wife seated in front of their wide-screen set, watching mixed-doubles tennis (Settel and Laas 1969: 10). The idea was even connected to the telephone from the latter’s beginnings in the 1870s, when Alexander Graham Bell envisaged sending images through his new invention (Uricchio 2008: 290). Yet we think it’s novel to hear “Your television is ringing” (Standage 2006)! The word “television” was coined by the Russian academic Constantin Perskyi at the 1900 Paris International Electricity Congress. His hybrid etymology – using both Greek and Latin to name an apparatus that could bring sight from far away – nicely encapsulates the slightly
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illegitimate nature of TV (Lange 2003). Hugo Gernsback, editor of the first science-fiction magazine, wrote an article for Modern Electrics in 1909 that proposed television should be a two-way device. He envisaged it as “two mirrors” linked electrically. The complex, multi-sited development of televisual technologies in the 1920s and 1930s saw manifold conflicts of both people and methods – mad-cap and hyper-rational inventors pitched against and alongside corporations; governments and companies circling one another over who would control the coming marvel; debates over whether radio would dwarf and ultimately destroy TV; different nation-states vying to be “first” with a functioning, competitive apparatus; and scientists struggling over whether optical-mechanical or electronic-scan lines would make the best images and most reliable devices (Uricchio 2008: 297).

In the Hollywood movie Murder By Television (Clifford Sanforth 1935), large media companies covet the new technology, but are confounded by its inventor, Professor Houghland. He refuses to obtain a patent, because he wants to sequester television from conventional notions of property so that it can become “something more than another form of entertainment.” Houghland puts on a grand demonstration, joining people across the US, then taking them live to Paris, London, and an unnamed Asian city. It’s all part of a grand design to “make of this earth a paradise we’ve all envisioned but have never seen.” But just at Houghland’s moment of triumph, when TV seems set to assure “the preservation of humanity” and “make of this earth a paradise,” he is killed on-screen. A doctor secretly involved with “foreign governments” (a cable to him in code is signed “J. V. S.” – Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin’s initials) uses the sound of a telephone ringing back in his office to radiate waves that merge with great spirals emanating from the television set to create an “interstellar frequency . . . a death ray.” The message is clear: Houghland’s invention incorporates the best and the worst of human thought and guile, and the mystery of modern life; his public-broadcasting, not-for-profit model cannot be cordoned off from capitalism; and his invention can enter the minds of spectators to control their thoughts and harm them.

As TV came close to realization, it attracted intense critical speculation. In a 1930 edition of the Daily Worker, a socialist newspaper, activist Samuel Brody argued that television in the US
would seek to pacify audiences through “the same authentic lies” as cinema. Conversely, the Soviet Union would deploy television to “build socialism and a better world for the laboring masses” (1988: 106).

In 1935, aesthetics philosopher Rudolf Arnheim wrote a “Forecast of Television.” He predicted that it would offer viewers simultaneous global experiences, from railway disasters, professorial addresses, and town meetings to boxing title-fights, dance bands, carnivals, and aerial mountain views – a spectacular montage of Athens, Broadway, and Vesuvius. TV could surpass the limitations of linguistic competence and interpretation. It might even bring global peace by showing spectators that “we are located as one among many.” But this was no naive welcome. Arnheim warned that “television is a new, hard test of our wisdom.” The emergent medium’s easy access to knowledge would either enrich its viewers, stimulating an informed public, vibrant and active – or impoverish them, manufacturing an indolent audience, domesticated and passive (Arnheim 1969: 160–3).

Two years later, Barrett C. Kiesling said “it is with fear and trembling that the author approaches the controversial subject of television” (1937: 278), while the noted children’s writer and essayist E.B. White argued in 1938 that it was “going to be the test of the modern world” (1997: 2). David Sarnoff, President of RCA, poured millions of dollars into research and development to “bring to the home a complete means of instantaneous participation in the sights and sounds of the outer world” (1942), and Adolph Bolm from the Ballets Russes welcomed television, because “to the dancer, the choreographer, and the painter it offers something unique” (1942). Hubbell praised TV’s potential to “make a classroom of an entire nation” and teach the public “fine arts, surgery, or extinguishing fire bombs” (1942: 221). (Does this remind you of today’s cybertarian claims about the Internet, by any chance?)

Hubbell saw the emergence of television as “a story of time and space annihilated, telescoped into the pulse beat of an electron.” It had the potential to “create or consume entire nations” (1942: 9). White thought the new “peephole of science” would transport us “beyond the range of our vision,” to reveal “either a new and unbearable disturbance of our general peace or a saving radiance in
the sky: We shall stand or fall by television – of that I am quite sure” (1997: 2). Sarnoff hoped for “the greatest opportunity ever given us for creating close ties of understanding among the peoples of the world” (2004: 310). At the same time, he warned that TV’s location “in the intimate background of one’s home” made it “a far more powerful force than anything we have yet known,” with the capacity to transmit “propaganda intended to arouse racial animosities, religious hatreds, and destructive class struggles” (1942). By 1949, the notion of a joyously interactive system of electric two-way mirrors was reimagined as a system of centralized surveillance and domination in George Orwell’s 1984 (1977). Pope Pius XII issued an encyclical letter in 1957 admiring television’s capacity to communicate “the news, thoughts and usages of every nation” as “food for the mind especially during the hours of recreation.” TV offered the Vatican a means of uniting “the worldwide flock with its Supreme Pastor.” But unless it was “subjected to the sweet yoke of Christ,” the new technology might be a “source of countless evils,” by enslaving viewers’ minds.

These hopes and concerns have never really gone away. The first international multi-sited television program, 1967’s Our World, reached 400 million people across thirty-one countries, most famously debuting The Beatles’ “All You Need is Love,” a stinging critique of US and Soviet imperialism. But even here, there were limitations to the utopia, because First, Second, and Third World political–economic differences restricted participation in the broadcast (Bignell and Fickers 2008a: 28; Parks 2005). On the other side of the ledger, right up to the 1970s, apartheid South Africa prohibited TV on the grounds that it would dilute the Afrikaner way of life, indoctrinate viewers into Marxism, and encourage liberation for blacks (Boateng 2008: 194–5). This utopic/dystopic oscillation is comically captured in Glen David Gold’s novel Carter Beats the Devil (2001), where a young magician must battle Satan for control of television and preserve its eccentric inventor, Philo T. Farnsworth (who in real life had the invention wrested from him for corporate capitalism by RCA’s Vladimir Zworykin).

This diabolical struggle often shames viewers as well as critics. Consider this Ivy League professor recalling New Haven follies of 1953:
In those days a Yale faculty member who owned a television set lived dangerously. In the midst of an academic community, he lived in sin. Nevertheless, in an act of defiance, we put our television set in the living room instead of the basement or the garage where most of the faculty kept theirs, and we weathered the disapprobation of colleagues who did not own or would not admit to owning this fascinating but forbidden instrument. (Silber 1968: 113)

Half-a-century later, Argentina’s Ciudad says: “Demonizar la televisión es parte de la lógica del medio” [“Demonizing television is part of the logic of the medium”] (Iribarren 2005).

Why has this essentially domestic entertainment device caused so much anxiety? Perhaps because it was the first technology to stream images and sounds into domestic as well as public space, TV has received the greatest attention (largely critical) of any cultural medium: in the eloquent words of its first great scholar, Dallas Smythe, television channels an immense “flow of representations of the human condition” (1954: 143). Most programs are dedicated to entertainment, and that focus, along with the ease of use and the double pull of vision and sound, have long produced embarrassment and even shame – for producers as well as viewers. The Director-General of the BBC at the time the new medium was becoming popular, William Haley, refused to have a set in his own home, and instructed TV executives to ensure viewers did not watch it much. This ambivalence was shared across the Atlantic: it is rumored that Jack Warner insisted that television sets never be part of Warner Bros. movies’ mises-en-scène (though TV became a profitable home for washed-up movies, washed-up stars, and recovering and non-recovering studio alcoholics) (Airey 2004; Attallah 2007: 326; Becker 2008). Consider this exchange in Alfred Hitchcock’s Dial M for Murder (1954):

TONY: You write for the radio, don’t you?
MARK: No, television; for my sins.

US producer David Susskind confided to 1950s readers of Life magazine that he was “mad at TV because I really love it and it’s lousy. It’s a very beautiful woman who looks abominable” (quoted in
Schramm et al. 1961: 3). This sexist metaphor exemplifies the seemingly ineradicable binary opposition of televisual uplift versus televisual degradation. Such dreams and concerns about TV have never receded. Fifty years later, Fox Entertainment president and former NBC executive Kevin Reilly said: “NBC is like the crazy ex-wife I can’t get away from” (quoted in Friedman 2009b).

And women were central to corporate calculations about TV from the very first, because they were expected to spend more time in the home than other potential viewers. In the early days of tuning sets, it was thought they would be unable to cope with the technical challenges of reception. Then there was the question of the unpaid labor they were doing in the home – how could that crucial economic and social service continue while they fell captive to commercials? The US strategy, which became orthodoxy elsewhere, was to drop plans for reconstructing the cinema in the home. Earlier assumptions about television repeating the immersive world of movies – lights off, full attention, and immobility – were rejected in favor of a distracted experience. Like radio, TV would be just one aspect of home life alongside demanding children, husbands, and tasks. Its visuals would reinforce a message that could be understood in another room or while doing chores – the volume would go up when the commercials came on (Morley 2007: 277).

These discourses about the emerging device and its broadcasts have formed a lasting trend, which I call the “televisual sublime.” In his 1954 testimony before an anti-leftist hearing held by the US Atomic Energy Commission, the noted physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer, who led the group that had developed the atomic bomb, and which ironically included many progressives like himself who were soon removed from office, talked about the instrumental rationality that animated the people who created this awesome technology. Once these scientists saw that it was feasible, the bomb’s impact diminished in intellectual and emotional significance. They had been overtaken by the “technically sweet” quality of the technology (United States Atomic Energy Commission 1954: 81).

This “technically sweet” element is part of the love of new technology, the drive for innovation, early adoption, and the mix of the sublime – the awesome, the ineffable, the uncontrollable, the powerful – with the beautiful – the approachable, the attractive, the pliant, the soothing. In philosophical aesthetics, the
sublime and the beautiful are generally regarded as opposites. The unique quality of consumer technology, especially television, has been to combine them. This is true at an industrial as well as an experiential level; many of the companies involved in developing then broadcasting TV, such as Westinghouse, General Electric, and Du Pont, also participated in the development of nuclear energy and weaponry – and advertised on TV from the earliest days. The US Advertising Council even sponsored television’s coverage of bomb tests in 1952, under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission (Nelson 1992: 12, 37, 42, 44).

As it spread around the globe after World War II, TV became the most important cultural and political device in people’s homes. Ever since, there has been widespread cultural anxiety at the supposed lack of “active choice” entailed in watching it (Carson 1983). The famous twentieth-century architect Frank Lloyd Wright called television “Chewing gum for the eyes” (quoted in Kellner 1990: 1). Novelist and attorney Andrew Vachss’ hard-bitten, damaged criminal Burke, denizen of Manhattan’s underworld, says: “If America is a nation of sheep, TV is the shepherd” (2006: 132). White Dot: The International Campaign Against Television (whitedot.org) peddles keychains designed to turn off any set, and signs for restaurants boasting that they do not have TVs. It invites people who grew up before television to publish their memories online of that “better” time. And Wilco’s noted album Kicking Television (2005) sets up live music as a means of losing one’s addiction to the apparatus. In Philip Roth’s The Dying Animal (the inspiration for Isabel Coixet’s 2008 feature film, Elegy), David Kepesh, a professor and cultural critic, defines himself and his tastes in opposition to popular culture. Kepesh bitterly, glibly inveighs against “TV doing what it does best: the triumph of trivialization over tragedy” (2002: 145). But his philandering with graduate students, he realizes, relies not on his sagacity but its platform – television itself, where he presents a regular slot avowing how dreadful TV is (2002: 1)! In From Russia, With Love, James Bond’s faithful housekeeper, May Maxwell, calls it “the sinful thing” (Fleming 1984: 92). But away from her monitorial gaze in You Only Live Twice, Bond finds a consoling feeling of modernity in his Kyoto hotel room thanks to a crime series (Fleming 1964: 117). The same logocentric interdependence on what is both loathed and loved,
the sublime and the beautiful, can be seen in the snobbery that creates hierarchies within the industry – HBO promotes itself with the slogan: “It’s not television. It’s HBO.”

Educators are often greatly afeared of television. A slew of studies seeking to account for the alienation between college students and their professors places the blame for student disinterest in pedagogy on the popular, and especially TV, which is held responsible for “prolonged immaturity” (Bauerlein 2006: B8; Lasch 1979: 226–8). Britain’s Association of Teachers and Lecturers surveyed 800 members in 2009 on this subject, and gleaned the following:

66 per cent said that Big Brother [2000–] was the programme that caused most poor behaviour among pupils, closely followed by Little Britain [2003–] at 61 per cent and EastEnders [1985–] at 43 per cent. Staff say these programmes led to general rudeness, such as answering back, mimicking, using retorts and TV catch-phrases (mentioned by 88 per cent), and swearing or using inappropriate language (mentioned by 82 per cent). Aggressive behaviour was highlighted by 74 per cent of those surveyed, and sexually inappropriate behaviour by 43 per cent.

(atl.org.uk/media-office/media-archive/Inappropriate-behaviour.asp)

Neil Postman’s Amusing Ourselves to Death (1987) tropes Aldous Huxley to condemn popular culture, especially television. Postman favored writing and reading over filming and watching. He contrasted a lost past of creative civilization with a pesky present of dishpan dross dominated by mindless consumerist entertainment. Amusing Ourselves to Death sold over 200,000 copies and was translated into several languages. It inspired a Roger Waters album (Amused to Death (1992)) and public-broadcasting debates in Canada and the US, became a memorable phrase in the English language, and made its author a noted figure within the media, where, Kepesh-like, he would appear on television denouncing the very forum that opened up to him.

Postman’s argument against technology was made at a personal level, with his own subjectivity a guarantor of its validity – he famously wrote in longhand and declined to type. (Of course, that meant others performed such labor on his behalf.) He wouldn’t use
social-science or semiotic methods to analyze television. In fact he declined to deploy most academic knowledge about TV, apart from work done by his own inspirations, mentors, or students, paying virtually no heed to media, cultural, or communication studies. For instance, John Fiske and John Hartley’s *Reading Television* (1980), which preceded his own success by several years and sold over 100,000 copies across seven languages, may as well never have happened. But the work Postman did fits into a very powerful critique of television. Alive only to shifts in the forces of production, he occupied a determinedly anti-Marxist frame that disavowed labor and conflict. His contempt for ordinary people as audiences, and his valorization of a better day long gone, effortlessly buys into nostalgia. Postman’s allegedly halcyon era – the mid-nineteenth century – saw women disenfranchised, African-Americans enslaved, and the culture he favored being delivered by, to, and for white, property-owning men. In short, his better day was the supposedly quiet, deliberative domain before the crowd expressed itself. Yet this wistful, willful nostalgia continues to draw people into its mythic historical vision.

Policy-makers, too, are troubled by the people’s device. The US-based Trilateral Commission, a foundation of corporate leaders and coin-operated intellectuals dedicated to strengthening capitalist societies, was founded in 1973 to solve, *inter alia*, the problem of awkwardly ungovernable populations in the era of TV. The Commission argued that television promoted an adversarial approach to political culture, emphasizing difference and debate rather than legitimacy and leadership. It distinguished a need for order from a need for democracy. TV was found wanting because it had made excessive contributions on behalf of the latter. Neoconservative and neoliberal critics continue to warn that it has become anti-free-enterprise, anti-family, anti-development, and anti-authority. The leading bourgeois economist Jagdish Bhagwati is convinced that television is partly to “blame” for global grass-roots activism against globalization, since it makes people identify with those suffering from capitalism. Bhagwati deems this TV empathy to be counter-productive, because it has not led to rational action (i.e. support for the neoclassical economic policies he supports, which many would say caused the problem). But he also maintains that television can be a savior! There is no need to litigate against companies that
pollute the environment, or impose sanctions on states that enslave children, because “in today’s world of CNN ... multinationals and their host governments cannot afford to alienate their constituencies” (Bhagwati 2002: 4, 6).

On the left, TV is frequently identified as a crucial component of advanced capitalism, a site for delimiting, molding, and controlling people’s needs, and ensuring routinely high levels of consumption. Television is the key point of articulation between the requirements of a massively complicated economic system and the daily lives of people whose individual patterns of purchasing and laboring both service and are serviced by it. It is an effective device of ideological mystification, where economic travail in search of meeting basic needs is never adequately addressed, and viewers are subject to a false consciousness of happiness through the presentation of misleading versions of what their lives should be like. For feminists and anti-racists, TV is often derided for the demeaning, inaccurate, and stereotypical ways that it represents women and minorities (Kellner 1990; Miller 2002).

Of course, many people say TV is finished today, that it no longer matters. The rhetoric of newer audiovisual media is inflected with the phenomenological awe of a precocious child set to heal the wounds of modern life, magically reconciling public and private, labor and leisure, commerce and culture, citizenship and consumption. The alleged upshot? It’s La fin de la télévision [The End of Television] (Missika 2006) or La televisión ha muerto [Television is dead] (De Silva 2000) and the Internet is the future. The grand organizer of daily life over half a century has lost its pride of place in the physical layout of the home and the daily order of drama and data. We must all say “Bienvenidos al mundo de la posttelevisión” [“Welcome to the post-television world”], where dual monopolies have been broken: the physical object no longer dominates, and nor does its model of unidirectional production. TV has lost its identity (Verón 2008).

Yet the evidence for such claims is sparse and thin. Historically, it is true that most new media have supplanted earlier ones as central organs of authority or pleasure, as per books versus speeches, films versus plays, and records versus performances. But TV blended all of them, becoming a warehouse of contemporary culture that converged what had gone before (Newcomb 2005,
It is true that the corporate music industry is shrinking due to the Internet, with double-digit decreases in compact-disc sales over the last decade, and that the Internet is displacing newspapers in the Global North as a key source of political and commercial information. But corporate and public TV continue to grow by every indicator imaginable (Friedman 2008d; Pew Research Center 2008; Spangler 2009). Television still occupies vast amounts of people’s time and money, because it delivers information and entertainment with astonishing speed and ease. The early signs are that the Internet and TV will transform one another. After all, what are computer and telephone screens based on as entertainment forms anyway? In the words of Steve Ballmer, Microsoft’s chief executive, “we will see TVs become more sophisticated and more connected. The boundary between the PC and the TV will dissolve” (quoted in Moses 2009; for more on the company’s views, see Microsoft 2009). Similarly, La Tempestad’s 2008 dossier on the subject asked: “¿Está en la televisión el futuro del cine?” [“Does the future of cinema lie in TV?”].

Consider the United States, often a harbinger of media futures (for better or worse); as the editors of A European Television History put it, “American television becomes a horizon towards which all television seems to progress” (Bignell and Fickers 2008a: 4). In 2006, more than 98 percent of US homes had at least one set, while 64 percent had cable, up twenty points in twenty years. Consumers spent US$20 billion buying new TVs that year. By 2007, 51 percent of people owned three or more (the proportion was 44 percent in Britain) (Motion Picture Association of America 2007: 35, 37; Borland and Hansen 2007; Ellis 2007: 40). In 2008, the number of US households owning televisions increased by 1.5 percent, with particularly significant growth among migrants and their recent descendants. Of the top 100 brands recognized by residents in 2009, sixteen were TV or film-related, with CNN and MTV in the top ten (Reynolds 2009).

The US population watched more television in 2005 than a decade earlier – an hour more than in that basically pre-web era. In 2007, AOL Television and the Associated Press polled US residents on their viewing habits. Over one-quarter of the population said they watched more than three hours a day, while 13 percent watched more than thirty hours a week, up five points on 2005.
TV is more popular than ever. Ratings disclose that the average household watched eight and a quarter hours of television daily, and individuals four and a half hours in 2006 – record numbers. And in 2008, the statistically most significant change in leisure activities was the increase in time watching TV. Even the venerable (if un-venerated) Academy Awards saw a ratings increase of 13 percent in 2009 (“Precious Little Time” 2008; “What Impact” 2008; Grindstaff and Turow 2006: 119; “Nielsen Media” 2006; Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau 2007; Rash 2009).

In the US, children between the ages of six and fourteen are tuned to television at rates unprecedented for twenty years; 69 percent of them have sets in their bedrooms, versus 18 percent with Internet access and 49 percent owning or subscribing to video-games (Pew Research Center 2005). Those aged between two and eleven watched 17.34 hours of TV a week in 2006, an increase on the previous year; in Britain, they watch more than fifteen hours. The keenest viewers are young girls. They quite like new technology, and adopt it at a frenetic pace – but “TV is king,” in the words of The Tubes’ album Remote Control (1979) (Downey 2007a; Ofcom 2009: 109; Friedman 2009h).

The average US resident watched 127 and a quarter hours of television a month in 2006, as opposed to spending twenty-six-and-a-half hours online and two-and-a-quarter hours with their cells; in 2009, 93 percent of adults watched at least an hour of TV a day, but just 4 percent watched an hour of video online each day. Video texts are mostly consumed on television and in real time: time-shifting occupies 5 percent of spectators, and the same proportion of cell-phone owners watch video on them. People under the age of twenty-four spend fewer hours on the Internet than older users, but watch more video. Three-quarters of people have viewed TV at some point or another online – but they spend seventy times more hours a month doing so via a conventional set. Those born between 1984 and 1990, a desirable demographic both commercially and politically because their fundamental desires are not yet formed in terms of preferred brands, choose television over the Internet and the cell-phone, for both entertainment and information. Half the Internet sites that children aged between six and eleven visit attract their attention through advertising on TV or in print. Right across the age spectrum, television is the most
influential advertising medium, and its influence is greater than during the pre-Web period. Hundreds of case studies undertaken over the past two decades confirm that TV is the principal source of raising brand awareness. But as there ceases to be a one-stop location for viewers, the larger stations face huge difficulties in maintaining their level of advertising (“Nielsen Reports Growth” 2008; “Majority of Americans” 2007; Shields 2009; “Nielsen Reports” 2008; “Kids Motivated” 2009; Gonsalves 2008; Neff 2009; Thomasch 2009). In Britain, people turned more and more to television as the twenty-first-century recession deepened, with distinct increases in ratings across 2008, while 94 percent of the population say TV news is their principal resource for understanding both global events and local politics (Fitzsimmons 2009; Graf 2008; Ellis 2007: 23; Gray 2009).


Consider the famous Barack Obama campaign of 2008 and its much-vaunted use of the Internet. The campaign spent the vast majority of its energy and money on television. The Internet was there to raise funds and communicate with supporters. The US Presidency cycles with the summer Olympics, broadcast by General Electric (GE) subsidiary NBC, but few candidates commit funds to commercials in primetime during this epic of capitalist excess, because more powerful homologues of competition vie for screen time – athletes and corporations. Obama, however, took a multi-
million dollar package across the stations owned by GE: NBC (Anglo broadcast), CNBC (business-leech cable), MSNBC (news cable), USA (entertainment cable), Oxygen (women’s cable), and Telemundo (Spanish broadcast). TV was on the march, not in retreat: during the 2008 campaign, US$2.2 billion was spent on TV and less than half a billion on radio, newspapers, magazines, and the Internet combined. On election night, CNN gained 109 percent more viewers than the equivalent evening four years earlier. And the Internet-enabled “citizen’s democracy” heralded after Obama’s victory? The first three months after his inauguration saw more money spent on political advertising by lobby groups (US$270 million) than was normally the case in non-election years until September. Why? His reform agenda attracted huge expenditure by left and right on TV commercials addressing energy, labor, the environment, and health (Teinowitz 2008; Atkinson 2008; Gough 2008; Vogel 2009).

What about the old barriers to amateur producers sending and receiving sounds and images across distance? Haven’t they been eroded, with YouTube open to all (5.8 billion video streams in January 2009 alone) and television soon to be forgotten? In fact, YouTube videos are the greatest boon imaginable to mainstream US TV. Rather than substituting for television programs, these excerpts and commentaries promote them, promising new business opportunities provided they can be legalized. Although amateur content forms the majority of what is on the service, it is barely watched by contrast with the vastly more popular texts of the culture industries: fifteen of its top twenty search terms are for US TV programs, and there has been a 600 percent increase since 2007 in people watching news videos from the Associated Press, Reuters, and similar corporate services. Along with the English Premier League, the Scottish Premier League, and Rodgers & Hammerstein, MTV’s owner, Viacom, sued YouTube for copyright infringement because of the number of their texts that it re-screened. YouTube has been unpopular with advertisers because the amateurish texts are so variable in quality and theme and the professional ones are often illegally reproduced. So its owner, Google, reluctant to continue expending vast sums on server farms for a financially failed service at a loss of half-a-billion dollars a year, set up a new site of premium content, drawing on US TV
and cinema. MTV arranged with MySpace to overlay advertising on clips that it owned, and more and more firms made deals with YouTube to license their texts (Kruitbosch and Nack 2008; Tancer 2009; Donohue 2009; “Hulu Who?” 2009; Vascellaro et al. 2009; DeBord 2009; Learmonth 2009a, b; Pace 2008; Viacom et al. v. YouTube et al. 07 Civ. 2103).

Television continues to proliferate. There are tens of thousands of broadcast, cable, and satellite TV stations: over 7,000 in Russia; 3,000 in China; 2,700 in the European Union; and 2,200 in the US. Almost 100 million people now subscribe to satellite television, with massive growth in the Global South (Central Intelligence Agency 2007; Euroconsult 2008). And the Global Internet TV portal global-itv.com lists over 9,000 stations available on the Web. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the peak body of advanced capitalist democracies from the European Union to Australasia, says that its members have witnessed an explosion of television across the first years of the twenty-first century, mostly via satellite and cable. The number of networks increased from 816 in 2004 to 1,165 in 2006 – 43 percent growth. The amount of time watching TV has also increased. In 2004, people in OECD countries spent one-third of their time using the media watching television and one-fifth online. Although other OECD members exhibit only half the loyalty to TV of US viewers, it remains the most popular medium (2007: 175, 177). European data illustrate the ongoing power of television to attract advertisers. The Internet is growing slowly, and drawing money and people away from print rather than TV (see Table I.2).

In the decade since deregulation opened Europe up to more and more commercial stations and niche channels, viewing has consistently increased across dozens of nations by twenty minutes per day (Open Society 2005). And in the Global South, a “television set (or a better television set) is the main consumer priority for most people” (Straubhaar 2007: 1). In 2007, 2.5 billion people averaged over three hours a day watching TV worldwide (Thussu 2007: 593). In many parts of the world, such as southern Europe, uptake of the Internet remains slow by contrast with the Nordic countries or northern Asia (Microsoft 2009). And consider Argentina, a country on the cusp between the Third and First Worlds in living standards. For young
### Table I.1 Average household TV viewing time per day (hours)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium (Wallonia)</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>8.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

people, television is by far the medium with the greatest credibility and use – just one in twenty adolescents privilege the Internet for social and political knowledge (Morduchowicz 2008: 114, 116). The fear is that rather than being “hiper-conectados” [“hyper-connected”] people are really “hiper-segmentados e hiper-individualizados” [“hyper-segmented and hyper-individuated”] (Carboni and López 2008). In the case of Brazil, one of the world’s largest economies and populations, 68 percent of people have never used the Web, while South Africa has seen the spread of television-set ownership amongst black citizens with the spread of electricity (Nigro 2008; Becker and González de Bustamante 2009: 57; van Vuuren 2004: 11).

TV is expanding the kinds of spaces where it is seen, as well. Wal-Mart, the largest retail chain in the world, has its own network, broadcast over 3,000 stores in the US; 140 corporations advertise on its six channels. The model has been emulated in China, Brazil, and Britain (“How Not” 2008). India is seeing an explosion of channels and networks, just as it is with newspapers (one more instance where cybertarians are as inaccurate as they are solipsistic in saying papers are dying out). And the core customers in the explosion of South Asian television advertising? Car manufacturers – they increased expenditure by 29 percent in 2008 and dominate the national scene (one more instance where cybertarians are as inaccurate as they are solipsistic in saying car advertising is
dying out). The vaunted Indian film industry has entered the television warehouse, with big and little stars alike charging toward TV, and television actors brokering their way into cinema through mass exposure. The glamour of the industry is increasing at the same rate as its size and reach (Kamat 2009; “Overview” 2009). China has gone from fifty sets in 1958 to over 500 million today (Feng et al. 2008). In Brazil, about 200 sets in 1950 grew to the point where 98 percent of the nation has access. The huge TV network Globo continues to dominate public-interest knowledge – 42 percent of households with sets are tuned to its nightly news (Becker and González de Bustamante 2009: 45; Porto 2007: 368).

So it is silly to see the Internet in opposition to television; each is one more way of sending and receiving the other. The fact is that television is becoming more popular, not less. It is here to stay, whether we like it or not. I suspect that we are witnessing a transformation of TV, rather than its demise. What started in most countries as a broadcast, national medium, dominated by the state, is being transformed into a cable, satellite, Internet, and international medium, dominated by commerce – but still called “television.” And it can shift beyond this narrative, as per the reintroduction of state ownership in twenty-first-century Russia, or the BBC winning audiences away from commercial systems and revolutionizing online viewing. A TV-like screen, located in domestic and public spaces, and transmitting signs from other places, will probably be the future.

This little book aims to help you understand television by providing a brief tour of the field of knowledge dedicated to TV. Television Studies: The Basics explains television theory, in Chapter 1; institutions, in Chapter 2; content, in Chapter 3; audiences, in Chapter 4; renovating TV studies, in Chapter 5; and the future, in the Conclusion. Some books about the study of television focus almost exclusively on what other academics have to say. I think that’s worth knowing, but ideas about TV – and research into it – are produced by regulators, pediatricians, journalists, judges, viewers, activists, advertisers, producers, churches, women’s groups, and governments as well as scholars. So you won’t find endless references in this book to academic theorists, as if they alone constituted the field of knowledge about television. I’m concerned to show you how to study TV, not just cite professors.
Chapter 1 notes that television studies draws on a variety of theories and methods: ethnography to investigate production and reception; experimentation and clinical observation to connect watching television and subsequent conduct; textual and audience interpretation to speculate on psychological processes; content analysis to evaluate programming in terms of generic patterns; textual analysis to identify ideological tenor; and political economy to examine ownership, control, regulation, and international exchange.

Chapter 2 outlines the history of TV technology, the emergence of television around the world, and the role of the state, business, and labor in its development. We’ll investigate public- and private-sector models, Third-World television, and the arrival of new technology, addressing regulation, deregulation, and globalization.

Chapter 3 highlights TV genres from the medium’s origins to today; from the comprehensive service that provided sport, news, weather, music, comedy, and drama to contemporary stations dedicated to single kinds of programming.

Chapter 4 looks at television audiences as objects of anxiety, desire, and control via research instruments derived from communication studies, sociology, demography, the psy-function (psychoanalysis, psychology, and psychiatry), and marketing. These methods have been used by various constituencies: regulators, the psy-function itself, religionists, propagandists, and, above all, capital.

Chapter 5 offers examples of how to do TV studies by analyzing policies, programs, and topics. It draws on what has been outlined in previous chapters to offer some practical applications that should prove valuable across these three key domains.

The Conclusion thinks about the future of television. New digital environments, specifically telephones, PCs, and the Web, are transforming TV. Just as they are modeled on it, so television tries to look like them. Television tries to play well with others, as it learnt to do with earlier rivals such as radio and film.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

(1) Is television very new or very old?
(2) Have early predictions about TV come true?
(3) How does television’s history resemble the promises and panics associated with the Internet?
(4) What is the televisual sublime?
(5) Is TV over?

FURTHER READING

TELEVISION THEORY
TV STUDIES 1.0 AND 2.0

The finale of The West Wing included a quick shot of a copy of Michel Foucault’s “Society Must Be Defended”: Lectures at the College de France, 1975–1976 being taken off a shelf as the office of former president Jed Bartlet (Martin Sheen) was packed up to make way for the new president, Matt Santos (Jimmy Smits).

(Dana Polan 2006)

I guess too much TV can rot your brain.

(Andrew Vachss 2008)

In its relentless drive to keep current ... media studies has found its objects of study seemingly dictated by Entertainment Weekly.

(Bart Beaty 2009)

Technology is the opiate of the educated public ... an end to poverty ... equality of opportunity ... a radical increase in individual freedom ... the replacement of work by leisure ... permanent but harmless social revolution ... the final comeuppance of Mao Tse-tung and all his ilk ... the triumph of wisdom over power ... the end of ideology.

(John McDermott 1969)

I was losing my students in a ferment of curriculum changes that would eventually lead to the descheduling of Latin and Greek and their replacement by cultural and media studies. My refusal to sue the university, Elaine decided, was a sign of my innate weakness, a frailty that soon extended to the marriage bed.

(J.G. Ballard 2009)
“Television is vast” – both as an institution and an object of analysis (Hilmes 2005: 113). That vastness contributes to the televisual sublime already described. It’s not surprising, then, that TV studies is characterized by major debates and differences, since its analysts “speak different languages, use different methods,” and pursue “different questions” (Hartley 1999: 18). Perhaps “the most salient feature of the study of television may be its institutional dispersal” (Attallah 2007: 339).

TV has given rise to three major topics of scholarly inquiry:

- technology, ownership, and control – its political economy;
- textuality – its content; and
- audiences – its public.

Within these categories lie three further divisions:

- approaches to technology, ownership, and control vary between neoliberal endorsements of limited regulation by the state, in the interests of protecting property and guaranteeing market entry for new competitors, and Marxist critiques of the bourgeois media for controlling the socio-political agenda;
- approaches to textuality vary between hermeneutics, which unearths the meaning of individual programs and links them to broader social formations and problems, and content analysis, which establishes patterns across significant numbers of similar texts, rather than close readings of individual ones; and
- approaches to audiences vary between social–psychological attempts to validate correlations between TV and social conduct, political–economic critiques of imported texts threatening national culture, and celebrations of spectators making their own interpretations.

These tasks in turn articulate to particular academic disciplines, which are tied to particular interests of state and capital:

- engineering, computing, public policy, and “film” schools help create and run TV production and reception via business, the military, the community, and the public service;
• communication studies focuses on socio-economic projects such as propaganda, marketing, and citizenship;
• economics theorizes and polices doctrines of scarcity, and manages over-production through overseas expansion;
• Marxism points to the impact of ownership and control and cultural imperialism on TV and consciousness; and
• cultural criticism evaluates representation, justifies protectionism, and calls for content provision.

Lest this appear to be a tendentious insider’s guide, you can visit the US National Center for Education Statistics’ Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP 2000), which categorizes mass communication/media studies as “the analysis and criticism of media institutions and media texts, how people experience and understand media content, and the roles of media in producing and transforming culture” via foci on law, policy, history, aesthetics, effects, economics, and literacy (09.0102), or the British Government’s Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education. It says that critical media literacy is essential equipment for citizenship and “mapping the contemporary” (2002) using tools from political economy, representation, aesthetics, discourse, consumption, identity, and ideology, frequently wrapped into production training (2007). The British model provides a less positivistic and reactionary set of skills, informed by social theory and progressive politics. This is in keeping with the fact that Western-European academia, for all its shortcomings, is less stitched-in than its US equivalent to either the welfare and warfare social-science bureaucracy or the high-aesthetic privilege of the philanthropic humanities and art worlds.

Many regulatory bodies with responsibility for the medium have more restrictive ideas about how to study television, especially in the US. Reed Hundt, Chair of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) under Bill Clinton, argues that TV regulators must be “instructed at least rudimentarily in economics, antitrust, network operation, and administrative procedure” (Hundt and Rosston 2006: 33) – a drastically limited toolkit typical of the welfare–warfare bureaucracy/social-science nexus. What would be the impact if we supplemented or supplanted those skills by the labor theory of value, critiques of monopoly capital, content and textual analysis, ethnography, and effects research? This would
loosen agencies like the FCC from a direct and necessary tie to the 
données of neoclassical economics, which define the public interest in narrow terms. It would jeopardize the hegemony of forms of knowledge that have no engagement with content, audiences, or producers, so certain is their lofty judgment that laissez-faire theory fits all. Right now, though, what matters is “up[-]to[-]date technical competence in law, engineering, economics, or other appropriate disciplines” (Hundt and Rosston 2006: 33). This has led to a dominant mixture of either extremely reactionary, pro-corporate cost–benefit analyses and technical specifications, or a faith in abstract empiricism, such that matters of minor import are elevated to great moment because they are amenable to statistical manipulation under controlled circumstances. The great labor historian E.P. Thompson made fun of this half a century ago with a famous essay summarizing faux research that he planned to publish in the mythic “American Journal of Communicational Guphology” (1959: 4n. 3).

Fractured by politics, nation, discipline, theory, and method, this dispersed field of knowledge can be bifurcated as TV Studies 1.0 and TV Studies 2.0 – both of which are subject to the televisual sublime. Television Studies 1.0 derived from the spread of new media technologies over the past two centuries into the lives of urbanizing populations, and the policing questions that posed to both state and capital. What would be the effects of these developments, and how would they vary between those with a stake in maintaining society versus transforming it? By the early twentieth century, academic experts had decreed media audiences to be passive consumers, thanks to the missions of literary criticism (distinguishing the aesthetically cultivated from others) and the psychofunction (distinguishing the socially competent from others). Decades of social science have emphasized audience reactions to audiovisual entertainment: where they came from, how many there were, and what they did as a consequence of being present.

When new cultural technologies emerge, young people are identified as both pioneers and victims, simultaneously endowed by manufacturers and critics with power and vulnerability – the first to know and the last to understand cheap novels during the 1900s, silent then sound film during the teens and 1920s, radio in the 1930s, comic books of the 1940s and 1950s, pop music and television from the 1950s and 1960s, satanic rock as per the 1970s and
1980s, video-cassette recorders in the 1980s, and rap music, video games, and the Internet since the 1990s. Each of these innovations has brought an expanded horizon of texts to audiences, such that they come to be defined both in market terms and via the regulatory morality of administrators of conscience and taste. A “new practice of piety” accompanies each “new communications technology” (Hunter 1988: 220). Moral panics emerge, in scientistic frames that are created and populated by the denizens of communication studies, paediatrics, psychology, and education, who largely abjure cultural and political matters in favor of experiments on TV viewers. This is the psy-function (psychology, psychiatry, and psychoanalysis) at work. It is the heart of Television Studies 1.0.

Television Studies 1.0 also covers political economy, which focuses on ownership and control rather than audience response. Like the psy-function, this part of TV Studies 1.0 is frequently functionalist on its political–economy side, neglecting struggle, dissonance, and conflict in favor of a totalizing narrative in which television dominates everyday life and is all-powerful. TV is said to force people to turn away from precious artistic and social traces of authentic intersubjectivity by taking control of individual consciousness. The demand for television is dispersed, but its supply is centralized, so political economy regards it as one more industrial process subordinated to dominant economic forces within society that seek standardization of production. Far from reflecting preferences of consumers in reaction to tastes and desires, TV manipulates audiences from the economic apex of production. Coercion is mistaken for free will. The only element that might stand against this leveling sameness is said to be individual consciousness. But that consciousness has itself been customized to the requirements of the economy and making television programs.

There are significant ties in TV Studies 1.0 between the critical-theory tradition, which calls for a resistive consciousness through artistic rather than industrial texts, and political economy, which calls for diverse ownership and control of the industry. The first trend is philosophical and aesthetic in its desire to develop modernism and the avant garde, the second policy-oriented and political in its focus on institutional power. But they began as one with lamentations for the loss of a self-critical philosophical address and the
triumph of industrialized cultural production. The two approaches continue to be linked via political economy’s distaste for what is still often regarded as mass culture (Adorno and Horkeimer 1977; Garnham 1987). Conflicts to do with labor and interpretation are forgotten in favor of a pessimistic, top-down, leftist functionalism.

For Television Studies 2.0, by contrast, TV represents the apex of modernity, the first moment in history when central political and commercial organs and agendas became receptive to the popular classes. This perspective has offered a way in to research that reverses Television Studies 1.0’s faith in the all-powerful agency of the apparatus. For, in TV Studies 2.0, the all-powerful agent is the television audience, not the industry. TV Studies 2.0 claims that the public is so clever and able that it makes its own meanings, outwitting institutions of the state, academia, and capitalism that seek to measure and control it. In the case of children and the media, anxieties from Television Studies 1.0 about turning Edenic innocents into rabid monsters or capitalist dupes are dismissed. TV supposedly obliterates geography, sovereignty, and hierarchy in an alchemy of truth and beauty, as per Houghland and Arnheim’s 1935 hopes. The “interstellar death ray” and the nefarious, manipulative designs of governments and firms have failed. Today’s deregulated, individuated world of television allegedly makes consumers into producers, frees the disabled from confinement, encourages new subjectivities, rewards intellect and competitiveness, links people across cultures, and allows billions of flowers to bloom in a post-political cornucopia. It’s a kind of Marxist/Godardian wet dream, where people fish, film, fuck, frolic, and fund from morning to midnight. Sometimes, faith in the active audience reaches cosmic proportions. It has been a donnée of TV Studies 2.0 that television is not responsible for – well, anything. Consumption is the key – with production discounted, labor forgotten, consumers sovereign, and research undertaken by observing one’s own practices of viewing and one’s friends and children. This is narcissography at work, with the critic’s persona a guarantor of assumed audience resistance and Dionysian revelry (Morris 1990). New technology even sees some adherents of TV Studies 1.0 resigning from their former lives and signing up to join 2.0 due to their investment in a revised televisual sublime. Jean-Louis Missika argues that the classic era of television was a period
of absolute domination by producers, editors, and schedulers over audiences, but it has been superseded by the freedoms of new technology (Cristiani and Missika 2007). His fellow-cybertarian Vincent Cerf, one of the seemingly limitless white men jostling to claim authorship of the Internet while boasting that no-one owns it, claims that TVs are becoming iPods – downloading devices subject to audience mastery (Martin 2007).

This strand of research, which lies at the core of Television Studies 2.0, is a very specific uptake of venerable and profound UK critiques of cultural pessimism, political economy, and current-affairs-oriented broadcasting. These critiques originated from a heavily regulated, duopolistic broadcasting system – 1950s–1970s Britain – in which the BBC represented a high-culture snobbery that many leftists associated with an oppressive class structure. Hence the desire for a playful, commercial, anti-citizen address as a counter. When this type of TV made its Atlantic crossing to the US, there was no public-broadcasting behemoth in need of critique – more a squibby amoeba “financially suspended in a vegetative state” (Chakravartty and Sarikakis 2006: 85). And there were lots of not-very-leftist professors and students seemingly aching to hear that US audiences learning about parts of the world that their country bombs, invades, owns, misrepresents, or otherwise exploits was less important, and less political, than those audiences’ interpretations of actually existing soap operas, wrestling bouts, or science-fiction series. When a group of Yanqui Television Studies 2.0 scholars intervened in policy, it was to support video-game industrialists in a law case against a commercial ordinance that required manufacturers to advise parents that their products were risky for young people (“Brief” 2003; see Kline 2003).

Greg Dyke and David Putnam, famous British media executives, are highly unusual in boosting media studies as good for both citizenship and professional awareness (Burrell 2008; Beckett 2004), although Ofcom (2008b) has a Media Literacy E-Bulletin, amongst other initiatives. This is not surprising, because despite their complicity with many dominant ideas from neoclassical economics and the psy-function, TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0 are frequently associated with the more critical, textual, political-economic and ethnographic side of my summary. This alternative tradition attracts intense opprobrium. So Robert W. McChesney laments that the
study of the media is “regarded by the pooh-bahs in history, political science, and sociology as having roughly the same intellectual merit as, say, driver’s education” (2007: 16). Similar attitudes abound across the humanities (Hilmes 2005: 113): for the *Times Literary Supplement*, media and cultural studies form the “politico-intellectual junkyard of the Western world” (Minogue 1994: 27). Pet Tory philosopher Roger Scruton denounces media studies as “sub-Marxist gobbledook [sic]” (quoted in Beckett 2004). Probably the most-read academic work on television, *The Simpsons and Philosophy* (Irwin et al. 2001) sold a quarter of a million copies within six years and had no relationship to the work done over many decades in TV studies, so Olympian were its views of the world (as per *Amusing Ourselves to Death*) (Asma 2007). Britain’s former Inspector of Schools denounces media studies as “a subject with little intellectual coherence and meager relevance to the world of work” (Woodhead 2009). Critics hold it “responsible for everything from undergraduates arriving at university unable to write proper sentences to the precipitous decline in the numbers taking Latin and Greek. No subject is the focus of so much sneering” and Cambridge, for example, derides it tout court (Morrison 2008). In Australia, where some media courses are very difficult to get into and require high entry scores, reactionaries decry the area as obscurantist, “degenerate” (a wonderful term) and misleading, because it supposedly attracts students through pseudo-vocationalism while in fact lacking articulations to industry (Windschuttle 2006).

Similar attitudes are expressed by the bourgeois British and Yanqui media, business leeches, and politicians. The *Observer* scornfully mocks us with a parental parody: “what better way to have our little work-shy scholars rushing off to read an improving book than to enthuse loudly in their presence about how the omnibus edition of *EastEnders* is the new double physics?” (Hogan 2004). The *Village Voice* dubs TV studies “the ultimate capitulation to the MTV mind … couchpotatodom writ large … just as Milton doesn’t belong in the rave scene, sitcoms don’t belong in the canon or the classroom” (Vincent 2000). The *Wall Street Journal* describes media studies as “deeply threatening to traditional leftist views of commerce,” because its notions of active consumption are close to those of the right: “cultural-studies mavens are betraying the leftist cause, lending support to the corporate enemy and even training
graduate students who wind up doing market research” (Postrel 1999). The *Daily Telegraph* thunders that media studies is “quasi-academic” (Lightfoot 2005; Paton 2007a), while *Guardian* newspaper columnist Simon Hoggart could be seen on British television in 2000 chiding local universities for wasting time on this nonsense when they should be in step with Harvard and MIT. Chris Patten, a former Conservative Party politician and the last Governor of Hong Kong, refers to the discipline as “Disneyland for the weaker minded” (quoted in Morley 2007: 17). The Conservative Party and Alan Sugar, UK inquisitor for *The Apprentice* (2005–), then a Labour Party politico, worry that TV Studies “may be putting future scientific and medical innovation under threat” and “undermining the economy” (Paton 2007b, 2008).

Media studies’ popularity with students (in 1997, 31,000 English school pupils took it; in 2008, the number was 58,000) often irritates right-wing anti-intellectuals working in the media (Morrison 2008; Ellis 2005). Such people favor market-based education derived from preferences – other than when they lead people to learn about television! So we see the study of the media being simultaneously more vocational than many other subjects, due to its commitment to production skills and news-and-current affairs research; more populist, given its legitimization of the everyday and its success with students; and more politicized, because in the British tradition it has been influenced by leftists and feminists (Turner 2007). At the same time, much as it might decry the radicalism of some of these influences, the shameless UK government claims that Britain “leads the way worldwide in the study of media-related subjects, and is highly respected.” Chinese students flock there to take these classes, which are lacking at home and are seen as more practical than traditional information-technology courses, because they emphasize textuality rather than wires, meaning rather than manufacture (British Council 2009; Hodges 2009).

It is worth recalling that new subject areas always cause controversy when they enter universities, as the British experience with the introduction of the natural sciences in the nineteenth century, and politics, philosophy, English, and sociology in the twentieth, indicates. These were practical responses to major socio-economic transformations – industrialization, state schooling, class mobility, and public welfare (Fox 2003; Whittam Smith 2008). Many of the
claims made against our work are as silly as were critiques of those developments. For example, Hoggart’s dismissiveness is ill-informed. Two minutes’ research would have told him that Harvard long-hosted a journal of media studies (the ungainly-titled Harvard International Journal of Press/Politics, now thankfully free of its oxymoronic Yanqui moniker and its retro housing) and a New Approaches to International Law colloquium that engaged with cultural studies, while MIT held major conferences called “Media In Transition” to trope its acronym. Foucault proposes that we think of the media on a continuum with universities, journals of tendency, and books – all are media, and it is strange to treat one or the other as more or less significant or powerful as a venue or topic (2001: 928).

Where did TV studies come from? In the United States, it derives from university participation in the emergence of radio. The discipline of speech communication had been formed in the early-twentieth-century US to help white non-English-speaking migrants assimilate into the workforce. It became the first home of media education, because the engineering professors who founded radio stations in colleges during the 1920s needed program content, and drew volunteers from that area after being rebuffed by literature mavens. These stations doubled as laboratories, with research undertaken into technology, content, and reception. At the same time, schools of journalism were forming to produce newspaper workers (Kittross 1999). This was also a period of massively complex urbanization and the spread of adult literacy, democratic rights, labor organization, and socialist ideas. First radio then TV were prized and feared for their demagogic qualities. In the twentieth century, with the standardization of social-science method and its uptake and export by US military, commercial, and governmental interests, audiences came to be conceived as empirical entities that could be known via research instruments derived from communication, sociology, demography, the psy-function, and marketing. Such concerns were coupled with a secondary concentration on content. Texts, too, were conceived as empirical entities that could be known, via research instruments derived from sociology, communication, and literary criticism. Universities across the US began preparing students to work in the media. As they grew in size and opened up both to highly instrumental, conservatory-style
training and to more critical tendencies within the human sciences, influenced by oppositional social movements, so TV studies was simultaneously deemed by many traditionalists to be overly applied and overly progressive. In Britain, a research position into TV was first endowed by Granada TV at Leeds University in 1959. Then the Society for Education in Film and Television and the British Film Institute began sometimes separate, sometimes overlapping, forms of stimulus in the 1960s and 1970s, from teaching posts to publishing, which ultimately fed into major formations of media studies influenced by continental Marxism and feminism and social movements. Classes grew as the subject developed from film appreciation to media critique and media training, in concert with shifting research agendas, a changing cultural economy, and the latter’s applied, conservatory approach (Bignell et al. 2000a: 81; Bolas 2009; Fox 2003).

Today, major engagements with TV come from the psycho-function, other social sciences (sociology, economics, communication studies, anthropology, and law), and the humanities (literature, cinema studies, media studies, and cultural studies). There are seven principal forms of inquiry, which:

- borrow ethnography from sociology and anthropology to investigate the experiences of audiences;
- use experimentation and testing methods from psychology to establish cause-and-effect relations between media consumption and subsequent conduct;
- adapt content analysis from sociology and communication studies to evaluate programming in terms of generic patterns;
- adopt textual analysis from literary theory and linguistics to identify the ideological tenor of content;
- apply textual and audience interpretation from psychoanalysis to speculate on psychological processes;
- deploy political economy to examine ownership, control, regulation, and international exchange; and
- utilize archival and historiographic methods to give TV a record of its past.

Relevant professional associations housing TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0 include those listed in Table 1.2.
Some of these bodies see themselves as feeder groups and even advocates for the industry; some identify as purely scholarly entities; and others call for progressive change. AEJMC describes itself as “a multicultural network of practitioners.” Founded in 1912, it seeks to “advance education in journalism, cultivate better professional practice and promote the free flow of information, without boundaries.” (Does the Association really mean this? Isn’t copyright the longest-standing and most brutally enforced device for retarding such “free flow,” by imposing boundaries and empowering police to enforce them?) BEA commenced in 1948 as an educational arm of the US radio then TV industry through the National Association of Broadcasters, which eventually provided it with

### Table 1.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Disciplines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulation, Industry</td>
<td>State, Capital,</td>
<td>Political Economy,</td>
<td>Engineering, Computer Science,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development,                  Labor</td>
<td>Neoliberalism</td>
<td>Economics,</td>
<td>Economics, Political Science,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Law, Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
<td>Communication Studies, Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Textual Analysis</td>
<td>Literary/Cultural/Media Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Uses and Gratifications</td>
<td>Communication Studies, Psychology, Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Ethnography</td>
<td>Anthropology, Cultural/Media Studies, Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resources to fund events and publications (Kittross 1999). It bears the lineaments of a heritage “preparing college students to enter the radio & TV business.” MeCCSA, among the newer of these bodies, argues that media studies gets “negative publicity” because it “involves studying things which are generally seen as entertaining but trivial” or “for making things too complicated by using complicated theoretical language.” MeCCSA presents itself as a service to students, rather alarmingly suggesting that “Many of the jobs you will go into once you have finished your degree have not yet been invented.” It suggests that obtaining employment in the television sector may flow from “the ability to produce high[-] quality research, to analyze sociological trends, to work effectively

| Table 1.2 |
|-------------------|-------------------|
| International Association for Media & Communication Research | Union for Democratic Communications |
| Broadcast Education Association | Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication |
| National Communication Association | International Communication Association |
| Society for Cinema and Media Studies | American Association for Public Opinion Research |
| American Journalism Historians Association | Asociación Latinoamericana de Investigadores de la Comunicación |
| Association for Chinese Communication Studies | Association of Internet Researchers |
| Chinese Communication Association | European Consortium for Communications Research |
| European Society for Opinion and Marketing Research | Global Communication Research Association |
| Australian and New Zealand Communications Association | Southern African Communication Association |
| International Association for Media and History | Canadian Communication Association |
| Media, Communications & Cultural Studies Association | Association for Cultural Studies |
with people, to organize events, to think creatively and to write well.” SCMS says it is “devoted to the study of the moving image.” Founded in 1959 “to be to film what the Modern Language Association was to literature” (Doherty 2008), the Society aims to “promote all areas of media studies” and “advance multi-cultural awareness and interaction.” (Does the “moving image” include how the image is, quite literally, “moved,” i.e. its political economy and ethnography of distribution?) Attempts to bring television studies into the former Society for Cinema Studies were roundly rejected in the 1990s by the operatic elite of cinephiles. It may be that the eventual expansion of their rubric to incorporate “media studies” derived not from an appreciation of the importance of TV, but because of “the propinquity of television studies to the higher-prestige if loosely defined field of new media studies” (Boddy 2005: 81). Universities “tend to value anything called new media” thanks to its applications to militarism and Mammon, and its ability to draw hefty research money through governmental and commercial fetishes for new technology. The upshot is that “studying anything that comes over the Internet … has somehow become more legitimate than studying television itself” (Spigel 2005b: 84). By contrast with the jobs/jobs/jobs emphasis of several Associations, and the aesthetico-historical emphasis of SCMS, UDC sees itself as dedicated to the “critical study of the communications establishment” in the interests of “democratically controlled and produced media … alternative, oppositional, independent and experimental production … democratic communications systems locally, regionally and internationally.” This is a transformative rather than a parthenogenetic project: UDC works toward a better world in preference to generating new cohorts of docile workers and aesthetes. IAMCR is the only truly international body in the figure above, because it has not been centered in the English-speaking behemoths of media studies, and has therefore featured a greater variety of epistemological, political, and geographical concerns.

Clearly, there is no single professional association to go to in order to see how academia makes sense of TV. The same applies to journals. It’s a huge list! But consulting these and other titles will keep you abreast of debates in television studies – it may even put you ahead of your teachers:
Some journals are the organs of professional associations, which authors may have to join then obediently cite the work of powerful members in order to be published; some are journals of tendency, which seek new and transformative work rather than the reiteration of normal science; and some are dedicated to particular regions or languages.

TV studies also exists in the medium itself and in museums. Many channels are dedicated to repertory replays of old programming. Nostalgia is a staple, and television itself is a source of programs. For example, TV that is about television began in the US with *The Dick van Dyke Show* (1961–6) and moved on through such shows as *The Mary Tyler Moore Show* (1970–7), *Max Headroom* (1987–8), and *Murphy Brown* (1988–98) (Caldwell 2008b; Wallace 1997: 35). There is now a huge public archive of programs, even though many texts were lost because their makers saw them as ephemeral rather than of lasting aesthetic or historical value. Despite that assumption, what was once regarded as passing entertainment has become perennial art, perforce its collection and cataloguing within leading museums such as New York City’s Museum of Modern Art (the creature of the Rockefeller family, but regarded as one of the major art centers in the world). In the 1950s, the Museum looked to US TV as an avant-garde device that would speak to the masses even as it generated museologically worthy creativity. Two decades later, New York’s Museum of Broadcasting opened, with a clearer mission, one that analyzed broadcasting in the way that most US cultural policy works – as propaganda for capitalism and the industry, as a site of canon formation, and as a tourist attraction. And in the ten years prior to his death, Andy Warhol taped a large amount of television, which is now held at Pittsburgh’s Andy Warhol Museum. The archive offers two kinds of cultural analysis. First, because Warhol represents the pop-art tradition, his tastes become hermeneutic clues to that world and his own oeuvre. Second, the Museum is a body of broadcast history (Spigel 2005a: 74–5, 82, 86, 67). And there are significant physical and electronic museums of television and the moving image in La Libertad, Ankara, New York, London, Paris, Chicago, Toronto, Los Angeles, Bradford, Canberra, Berlin, and Tokyo.

Core sources for studying television via the Internet are listed in Table 1.3.

Most of the significant psy-function and neoliberal contributions to Television Studies 1.0 have come through journals and policy
reports, because they are the preferred publishing locations for those areas. If we look at key books from TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0 over the past four decades, which tend to come from more critical, progressive tendencies, certain common themes and developments become clear.\(^2\) I have prepared two matrices of such foundational texts. After all, as Foucault said: “On ne me fera jamais croire qu’un livre est mauvais parce qu’on a vu son auteur a la télévision” [“You’ll never persuade me a book is no good simply because its author has been on television”] (2001: 925).

The first matrix features notable contributions from the late 1960s through the 1980s (Table 1.4).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of analysis</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form of analysis</td>
<td>Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This formation has grown and changed in the last two decades, as the second matrix below (Table 1.5) indicates. Generalized cultural imperialism critique and national television history have been transformed into more specific analyses, represented by national, regional, global, diasporic, First Peoples, and activist television. Ideology critique has been subsumed by racialization analysis and policy critique. Feminism has been supplemented by gender studies, including queer analyses. As the field has become academically institutionalized, media criticism has fallen away, but anthology readers and textbooks have proliferated. Genre study and ethnography have remained significant, and new areas have emerged, such as cultural and institutional history. This is in keeping with intellectual growth and institutionalization as well as a reaction to broader trends, such as social-movement activism and the globalization and privatization of television in the wake of the Cold War and the rise of neoliberalism. Foundational categories and texts since 1990 are listed in Table 1.5.

We are witnessing a shift here of some significance. John Hartley expertly describes the terrain:

Sometime during the 1970s and 1980s, TV theory … [began] to grow out of an amalgam of critical humanities and behavioral social sciences. It was devoted to understanding, on one hand, values (human, aesthetic, cultural) – the domain of the critic – and, on the other hand, behaviors (psychological, social) – the terrain of the clinic. Mix in the influence of politicized “high theory” (structuralism, psychoanalysis, Marxism, postmodernism) and countercultural “new social movements” associated with identity (class, gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, first peoples, subcultures based on consumption) and you had the makings of television theory.

(2005: 103)

The only amendment I’d make to this useful capsule account is that critics were not content with describing values based purely on texts – they also went hunting for audiences to buttress their opinions; and clinicians were not content with describing impacts based on viewers – they also went hunting for texts to buttress their opinions.
Example

Sujata Moorti, The Color of Rape, Mary Ellen Brown, Television and Women’s Culture, Marlene Sanders and Marcia Rock,
Waiting for Prime Time, Julie D’Acci, Defining Women, Lynn Spigel, Make Room for TV, Mary Beth Haralovich and Lauren
Rabinovitz, Television, History, and American Culture, Helen Wood, Talking with Television, Charlotte Brunsdon, Screen Tastes,
Ann Gray, Video Playtime, Lynn Spigel and Denise Mann, Private Screenings, Lisa Lewis, Gender Politics and MTV, Beretta E.
Smith-Shomade, Shaded Lives, Andrea L. Press, Women Watching Television, Lorna Jowett, Sex and the Slayer, Helen Baehr and
Ann Gray, Turning it On, Charlotte Brunsdon, et al., Feminist Television Criticism, Jane Shattuc, The Talking Cure, Jane Arthurs,
Television and Sexuality, Sarah Projansky, Watching Rape, Frances Bonner, Ordinary Television, Bonnie J. Dow, Prime-Time
Feminism, Marsha F. Cassidy, What Women Watched, Amanda D. Lotz, Redesigning Women, Elana Levine, Wallowing in Sex,
Janet Thumin, Inventing Television Culture, Andrea L. Press and Elizabeth R. Cole, Speaking of Abortion, Glyn Davis and Gary
Needham, Queer TV

Misha Kavka, Reality Television, Affect and Intimacy, Antonio Savorelli, Oltre la Sitcom, Brent MacGregor, Live, Direct and
Biased?, Jason Jacobs, Body Trauma TV, Luciana Bistane and Luciane Bacellar, Jornalismo de TV, Jonathan Gray et al., Satire
TV, Patricia Joyner Priest, Public Intimacies, Raymond Boyle and Richard Haynes, Power Play, Armand and Michèle Mattelart,
The Carnival of the Image, Stig Hjarvard, News in a Globalized Society, Rod Brookes, Representing Sport, Vamsee Juluri, Becoming
a Global Audience, Milly Buonanno, Narrami o diva, David Buckingham, Small Screens, John Tulloch, Television Drama, Steve
M. Barkin, American Television News, Alfredo Vizeu et al., Telejornalismo, Charlton D. McIlwain, When Death Goes Pop,
Katherine Fry, Constructing the Heartland, James Chapman, Saints & Avengers, Robert Chairs and Bradley Chilton, Star Trek
Visions, Mark Andrejevic, Reality TV, Michael V. Tueth, Laughter in the Living Room, James Friedman, Reality Squared,
Times, Kristina Riegert ,“Nationalising” Foreign Conflict, Gerd Hallenberger and Joachim Kaps, Hatten Sie’s Gewusst?, Milly
Buonanno, The Age of Television, Matthew J. Smith and Andrew F. Wood, Survivor Lessons, Mark Jancovich and James Lyons,
Quality Popular Television, Janice Peck, The Gods of Televangelism, Jimmie L. Reeves and Richard Campbell, Cracked Coverage,
Robert C. Allen, to be continued . . ., David Marc, Comic Visions, Jason Mitell, Genre and Television, Jeffrey P. Jones, Entertaining
Politics, John Langer, Tabloid Television, Susan Murray and Laurie Ouellette, Reality TV, David Buxton, From “The Avengers”
to “Miami Vice,” Steve Neale and Frank Krutnik, Popular Film and Television Comedy, Michèle Barrett and Duncan Barrett,
Star Trek, Richard Kilborn and John Corner, An Introduction to Television Documentary, Joseph Turow, Playing Doctor, Jostein

Form of analysis

Gender Studies

Genre Study

Table 1.5


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Economy and Cultural Imperialism/Globalization Analysis</th>
<th>Political Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Racialization Analysis</th>
<th>Political Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### Table 1.5 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of analysis</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Diasporic, First Peoples, and Activist Television


Production and Audience Ethnography and History


Policy Critique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of analysis</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
A synoptic survey in the *Annual Review of Sociology* proposes that “changes in the medium threaten to make past research on TV appear quaint and anachronistic” (Grindstaff and Turow 2006: 103). But as media forms proliferate and change, their intermingling with social change ensures an ongoing link between cultural analysis and television. And there are some excellent examples of productive work that engages, but is not beholden to, 1.0/2.0 binaries about audiences (vulnerability/power) and aesthetics (quality/banality). Vincent Mosco starts from cultural myths and “builds a bridge to political economy” in his excoriation of neoliberal phantasies about empowerment, insisting on “the mutually constitutive relationship between political economy and cultural studies” (2004: 6–7). Richard Maxwell (2002) links a critique of neo-liberalism and a cultural studies approach to consumption … not by issuing nostrums against the pleasures of shopping[,] but by paying attention to the politics of resource allocation that brings a consumption infrastructure into the built environment.

Such attempts to criticize and draw upon both TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0 are standard practice in much analysis beyond Britain, the US, and their white-settler academic satellites (Israel, Australia, Canada, and Aotearoa/New Zealand). Arvind Rajagopal (2002) notes that because the television, the telephone, the Internet, and the neoliberal are all new to most Indians, “markets and media generate new kinds of rights and new kinds of imagination … novel ways of exercising citizenship rights and conceiving politics.” In the spirit of that radical contextualism – where television’s significance is not fixed historically or geographically – the chapters to come seek both to shake up your understanding of what TV is, and to reinforce that understanding.

Television is many things, depending on where, when, how, why, and by whom it is being studied. The question is whether TV Studies 1.0 or 2.0 are adequate to the task of understanding television in all its manifestations.

Take the case of Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, who debuted on US network TV as babies in the situation comedy *Full House* (1987–95). During that period, a company was set up to feature
them in music, videos, and books. By their fifteenth birthday, they had launched a clothing line, and Hollywood Reporter dubbed them “the most powerful young women in Hollywood.” When the twins turned eighteen, each was worth over US$130 million, thanks to gross sales of their products of US$1.4 billion. The clothing line, heralded as a chic “homeless look,” drew massive opprobrium from student activists because the New International Division Cultural Labor saw the line neatly – and gruesomely – index the difference in choices between the twins and their employees: the people who made the clothes owned and endorsed by the cute-as-a-button Olsens were Bangladeshi women, paid between US$189.28 and US$436.80 a year and denied the paid maternity leave legally mandated for them (Shade and Porter 2008). Meanwhile, the sexism that restricts strong roles in Hollywood movies for women aged over forty had seen middle-aged women migrating to leading roles on television, including cable, in ways that would have been unthinkable a decade ago, adding luster to US TV (McNamara 2007) and offering a wider variety of femininity than the Olsens and their ilk.

This account draws on Television Studies 1.0 in its address of the material conditions underpinning the Olsen media corporation, alerting us to a dialectical struggle between the cute and sometimes traumatic life of the twins, lived under public scrutiny, and the infinitely harsher (and largely un-scrutinized) labor exploitation that they depend on. Such an analysis forces us to transcend a TV- and celebrity-focused form of analysis that works with materials handed out by the publicity department and the fan’s gaze. So does a psy-function account of how pro-anorexia websites value the twins (Lipczynska 2007). A second account draws on Television Studies 2.0 to focus on the ideological and material transformations that create the discourse of the Olsens and their semiotic value.

This other way in to the Olsens locates them in shifting discourses of femininity, where women have moved from representing domestic values to being high-profile, individual actors in public life. As part of that shift, which has certain continuities to do with consumption, women such as the Olsens become, from very early ages, both embroiled in, and representative of, complex commodity and labor relations for which they are, quite remarkably, held responsible. At the same time, the twins’ struggles with
education, weight, and love make them subjects of identification for many others dealing with the effect of feminism – without its ideological and interpersonal buttressing (Probyn 2008).

Can these two versions be brought together (as I suspect each of these brilliant analysts would wish to see)? That would take us to the next level of TV theory, which we’ll consider in Chapter Five.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

(1) What are the key disciplines feeding into TV Studies?
(2) What are the seven forms of inquiry of TV Studies?
(3) What is TV Studies 1.0?
(4) What is TV Studies 2.0?
(5) What are the major research topics about television according to publishing trends in the field?

NOTES

(1) I engage in some narcissography in this book, drawing on personal experience to suggest larger claims.
(2) I have tried to be very inclusive in this list but my apologies to authors whose important work has been excluded. For what it’s worth, I left my own books out.
(3) For accounts of television criticism, see Benn 1990; Caughie 1984; Newcomb 1986; Poole 1984.
(4) Series of short monographs about programs have also emerged, from the BFI/Palgrave, Blackwell, and Wayne State University Press.

FURTHER READING

TELEVISION INSTITUTIONS

MARILYN: What does he do, your father?
RANSOM: He underestimates the intelligence of the American public and they pay him handsomely for it.
MARILYN: What does that mean?
RANSOM: He works in television.

(Jay McInerney 1987: 135)

Us, the creative industry, the wishy-washy liberal Marxist-poncy pony-tailed Hari Krishna dancing quality-worshipping impoverished public-service TV pussy-drips.

(Armando Iannucci 2008)

TV is the object of policies, programs, and users – an institution that is itself governed by institutions. This chapter explores television’s institutional history, examining its emergence, who has controlled it, and where it has traveled. The first epigraph above captures the ambiguous, conflicted way in which people who work in it regard TV. It comes from Jay McInerney’s novel, Ransom, the Bildungsroman-like tale of a Yanqui child of the culture industries who goes to Japan to reinvent himself. The second is a rather risqué, self-mocking remark from a television producer who is dedicated to things that others deride.

In Britain, 40 percent of television revenue comes from satellite subscriptions, 36 percent from advertising, and 24 percent from public money. The proportions are similar in Holland, Ireland, and Sweden, whereas advertising is the predominant source of revenue in Japan, Italy, and the US. The BBC is primarily funded by a fee
on TV sets, which was set at £2 when introduced in 1946; it will be £151.50 from 2012 (Low 2009; Ofcom 2007: 20–1). Public broadcasters do not eschew competition — in fact, they operate internal markets for resources in addition to commissioning a large amount of programming from private producers, and compete for audience attention. Some, such as Canada’s CBC and Australia’s SBS, run commercials. In this chapter, we’ll uncover the history to this story by looking at the rise of television, the shifting roles of the public and private sectors, the labor that makes TV happen, and its global impact.

HISTORY

In April 1927, US politician (and future President) Herbert Hoover’s luckless features, soon to preside over the Republican Party’s inept erosion of the global capitalist economy via the Great Depression, emerged on television thanks to a narrow beam transmitted by telephone and wireless from Washington to Whippany to New York. It could be seen through holes in a spinning disc (Borland and Hansen 2007). That same year, the BBC was granted a Royal Charter. The state was present, then, from the first broadcasts: endorsing, controlling, and performing.

TV was introduced onto the market, tentatively and briefly, in the 1930s. Ethel Lina White’s 1936 novel, The Wheel Spins (the source for Alfred Hitchcock’s classic film The Lady Vanishes two years later) recalls these early days in this description of its heroine: “Iris watched the smoke curling up from her cigarette. Occasionally she saw a vague little puckered face swaying amid the haze, like an unsuccessful attempt at television” (1955: 58). Decades of research and experimentation dedicated to transcending such dismal images were not matched by successful commodification. Britain had perhaps 3,000 sets prior to World War II, the US 6,000–10,000, and the Soviet Union about 400 (though all these numbers are in dispute). The Propaganda Ministry of the Nazi Party favored TV as a collective experience, so public settings were crucial to German television rather than domestic ones (Kersta 1942: 116; Gomery 2008: 231; Rantanen 2002: 93; Uricchio 2008: 298; Hickethier 2008: 73). TV was “a fully explored but wholly unexploited field” (Fly 1942).
The war halted experimental broadcasting and commercial supply, but even in 1942, regulators were sure that television would turn out to be a key industry, “a cushion against unemployment and depression” (Fly 1942). In the US, its development continued in the early days of the conflict. In the proud words of CBS President William S. Paley, TV shifted “from painting peacetime pictures in quiet living rooms to the lethal job of war.” Paley went to work in psychological warfare to master propaganda. He believed that “improvement in television which emerges from this wartime work” would bring “pleasure” and “national pride” (Paley 1942). And within moments of the attack on Pearl Harbor, when information was fragmentary, TV went on the air to report, simulating the assault via pre-prepared visuals of what a battle in that region of the Pacific would resemble. (Despite what we are told today, journalists knew for months that an event such as this was likely.) Lessons in civil defense became common on New York television, while weather forecasts were banned in case they were picked up by enemy submarines. War bonds were sold through a drive whereby viewers telephoned in with pledges, and 50,000 air-raid wardens plus thousands of civil-defense groups were trained via television sets located in police stations. In the run-up to European hostilities, the BBC had run many programs on anti-aircraft defense, until its service was halted in order to focus industrial energies on the war effort more directly. In Germany, TV was removed from commercial circulation when the war began. It was reserved for entertaining injured and deployed troops (Hubbell 1942: 192–8; Kersta 1942: 26; Hickethier 2008: 72).

Once the war ended, television’s uptake was spectacular. In the US, suburbanization and televisualization coincided, as returning servicemen set up families away from city centers due to incentives from government to buy homes. The penetration of TV went from 0.2 percent of houses in 1946 to 9 percent in 1950 and 65 percent in 1955. In the UK, signals extended beyond London from 1949. Over the next ten years, television spread across the US and Europe, then into the Third World, as newly free peoples emerged from colonialism, and claimed TV as a rite of passage and a right of communication. Television became the postcolonial object of desire, the most coveted object in homes around the world (Hickethier 2008: 74). This was not, however, a free-for-all. It was a
very managed domain. In 1944, the nascent US Television Broadcasters Association stressed its wish to avoid “any repetition of the errors that marked radio’s beginnings” (quoted in Boddy 1994: 114). What were these errors? Radio was initially a two-way device that required technical mastery. In place of these qualities, the Association sought a one-way, easy-to-use technology that would encourage audiences to watch and buy, not participate and create. And they wanted no tinkering, inventing, or frustration with the appliance.

Television was a fundamentally national phenomenon from the 1950s to the 1980s, in that its technology, content, and spectrum were regulated by governments. At the same time, it had international and commercial influences. Fashions were adopted by newcomers from pathbreaking nations and places with which they had affinities and histories based on colonialism, regionalism, or language. Both technology and content were sold as commodities. Countries with sizeable commercial radio networks developed similar TV systems (Australia and the US stood out) and countries with large public-service radio structures brokered them into television (India and Britain, for example). The US was unusual in eschewing national public television until its system had matured, while Australia was unusual in its spread of private and public from the very beginning. National networks in the US and Australia mixed stations that they owned and operated with numerous affiliates. There were also many independent stations, especially in the US. Through the 1960s and 1970s, local TV properties had massive profit margins, with networks competing to buy them or sign them up to take shows. The US pioneered the widespread use of cable and was the first place where systems other than broadcast television became dominant, because so many places had difficulty picking up broadcasts as a consequence of their topography. Then cable was stimulated by deregulation in 1977. By 1980, one-fifth of households had cable television, a proportion that increased to well over half of all homes ten years later and is now nearly 90 percent if one includes satellite. That led to a shift, with networks finally selling programming to cable stations from 1993 – a long, slow process of the end of local stations that began long before the Internet proliferated (Schechner and Dana 2009; Richardson and Figueroa 2005). The US also pioneered color television. All three
principal networks were offering comprehensive color schedules by 1966, and by 1972 over half the population owned the new sets (Attallah 2007: 328). In the Second World, by contrast, TV was state- and Party-dominated, and its uptake was slow. Just 5 percent of the Soviet population had sets as late as 1960, though virtually everyone did by the mid-1980s (Mickiewicz 1999: 24, 26).

Public broadcasters have played a special role in this history. John Reith, the first head of the BBC, and his successors promoted the Corporation as a bulwark against rampant commercialism (i.e. the United States and its successful cinema exports) and political extremism (i.e. the Soviet Union and Italy and their successful ideological exports) (McGuigan 1996: 56). The task of public broadcasting was to inform, educate, and entertain, and it has largely remained that, albeit updated to reflect the wordy jargon of creative-industry discourses that has come to dominate European policy discussions of TV. Public broadcasters continue to transcend the idiotic limits of markets, because they seek to be universally available across geographical space to all citizens, to sustain national culture, to be independent of political and commercial pressures, to show impartiality, and to encourage textual diversity (Ofcom 2007; Slabbert et al. 2007: 333). Public broadcasting’s remit involves such tasks as bringing the arts to the working class, teaching the population in school, informing and diverting unpaid female labor in the home, covering nation-building events such as sport and news, and addressing religious differences. The Australian Government refers to the ABC as “an important community space,” a “virtual village square” that is “an essential component of our democracy” thanks to its core principles of universal availability, local engagement, national textuality, and comprehensiveness and diversity of content (Conroy 2008: 1; Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy 2008: 5).

In Britain, the BBC was the only TV network from 1936 to 1955, when ITV became a commercial alternative. BBC 2 appeared in 1964. In 1982, Channel 4 began. Then satellite networks arrived, based both locally and abroad. Post-War German TV was modeled after the UK, but with the institutionalization of governance through interest groups, such as the church and labor, in order to avoid the concentration of power that had characterized Nazi rule. Turkey had a state monopoly on TV from 1964 to
1993. In France, TV had no advertising until 1968, and private stations were allowed from 1982; today, there is a huge array of choice by contrast with the first three decades of television. Bizarrely, a key contemporary issue for the French left is maintaining advertising on public TV, which was removed by government decree in 2009 in order to aid the plutocracy by reserving commercial revenue for private stations, with the alibi that this change would create a Francophone BBC. Progressive activists worried that the real impact would be to diminish resources for the public service (Open Society Institute 2005; Chrisafis 2009).

Sometimes public TV has been straightforwardly propagandistic, with the state directly ruling the airwaves, for instance during Soviet-backed dictatorships in eastern and central Europe and US-backed dictatorships in Spain and Greece. Such strong-arm propaganda was in contradistinction to the indirect, autonomous concept of the BBC. Then the West’s deregulatory policy fashions of the 1980s coincided with the decline of state socialism. Words such as “free” became clichés of for-profit networks as opposed to public services. In the emerging democracies of eastern and central Europe, news and current affairs offered few protections for journalists to ply their trade, either through legislation or codes that guaranteed editorial independence from the interlocking business and political interests of station proprietors (Open Society Institute 2005). In East Asia, fundamentally state-centric TV was gradually supplanted both by the desire of capital to shift toward culture and services and the emergence of satellites that outran regulation (Curtin 2007). At the same time, cultural agencies such as public TV were increasingly expected to reflect diversity as much as unity, paying heed to differences within populations as well as between them (Chakravartty and Sarikakis 2006: 88–9, 95).

Depending on their scale and polity, many countries followed more devolved strategies than the centralized public model – China was too poor to create a national TV service, so after television began in 1958 to just fifty sets, all of them in Beijing, the state established both centralized and provincial broadcasters. By 1966 and the Cultural Revolution, there were 12,000 receivers, which were generally collectively owned. Local and provincial municipalities made their own programs as well as being network members from the 1980s, and the thawing of state socialism saw the first
commercial air in 1979. Small-scale stations began transmogrifying into commercial outlets as cable and satellite technology proliferated through the 1990s. By 1998, there were more than 4,000 networks. Today, the nation has more cable subscribers than anywhere else. Education stations affiliated with various levels of government have become for-profit, nationally available enterprises, frequently refusing to carry programs from central public TV on commercial grounds. These tendencies reflected both wider national-policy issues and the banal models of the capitalist West. The inevitable taste for mergers and consolidations in the 1990s infected local practice, further complicating the distinction between private and public TV, and weakening localism – a story we are familiar with from elsewhere. A condition of joining the World Trade Organization was met in 2004 when China permitted minority foreign investment in local media corporations, but news has remained Soviet-like both in its content and the requirement that it be screened on all stations at the same time (bar the elite preserve of satellite): when it wasn’t being a source of entertainment, TV was still there to serve the Party (Zhao 2008: 95–6, 99; Hung 2008: 65–6; Fung 2008: 66; Feng et al. 2008; Chen 2007).

In Zambia, when freedom from colonial enslavement came in 1964, TV was nationalized. Shifting away from its stress on British expatriate audiences, television was transformed into a central part of self-reliance and nation-building until the 1990s brought privatization, internationalization, and commodification in obedience to Western and local elites (Kapatamoyo 2008) – a common African narrative. Throughout Latin America, big corporate interests have always been privileged, and public broadcasting has been dependent on governments for both funding and programming direction, apart from Bolivia and Chile, where services began only in the 1960s and under the purview of universities. Mexico was the first Latin American country to introduce TV, in 1950. The state granted licenses to a number of businesses for what were constitutionally defined as public airwaves. In one way or another, those favored firms have continued to dominate the landscape. The state did, however, reserve part of the spectrum for minority interests, catered to by Canal 11 from 1958. In 1983, Imevisión became a multifaceted state broadcaster, but the deregulatory wave of that decade and the next saw its privatization (Toussaint 2007).
Globo began in Brazil in 1965 as the offspring of a daily newspaper backed by Time Life. This was the year after a *coup/golpe* that ushered in military dictatorship for two decades, during which time the network was intimately involved with governmental priorities and personnel, a coziness that developed with the return to democracy in 1985. The twenty-first-century switch to digital TV saw the rest of the continent depending on decisions made in Brazil and Mexico on the choice of technology, so great was their sway throughout the region and beyond (Porto 2007: 368; Carboni and López 2008; Protzel 2005; Venegas 2008: 458–9).

**REGULATION**

Televisual regulation has routinely addressed several distinct but related elements:

- allocating and administering licenses and space on the electronic spectrum;
- censoring advertising, politics, sex, and violence;
- restricting cross-media and foreign ownership; and
- mandating local, regional, national, ethnic, sporting, and children’s programs.

These regulations display fears and hopes for TV and its perceived power as a source of education, information, and distraction. Television has turned into a site of struggle between the idea of a technology that binds peoples together in national or regional formations versus pure entertainment. As was indicated above, the first discourse draws from a notion of public service and the second from private gain. They lead to distinct modes of production and distribution.

As may already be clear, if I had been writing this book in the first four decades of TV, this section would have been characterized by a Cold-War division. The principal systems were the Western-European, which mixed a dominant public-service model with a subordinate commercial one both at home and in former colonies, and the Soviet, which made for direct control across the state-socialist world and eschewed private-sector enterprise both at home and in its sphere of influence. But today, the US model is
triumphant, with untrammeled commercialism rapidly becoming a norm since the 1980s. For that reason, I shall dedicate some space here to debates within the US as exemplary of the trouble and strife that follow upon this hyper-commercialism.

The enabling legislation that birthed and still governs the FCC supposedly guarantees citizens that broadcasters serve “the public interest, convenience and necessity,” a tradition that began when CBS set up a radio network in the 1920s founded on news rather than its rival NBC’s predilection for entertainment (Scardino 2005). What has been the Commission’s record with TV?

When veteran US newsman Edward R. Murrow addressed the country’s Radio–Television News Directors Association in 1958, he used the description/metaphor that TV needed to “illuminate” and “inspire,” or it would be “merely wires and light in a box.” In a famous speech to the National Association of Broadcasters three years later, John F. Kennedy’s chair of the FCC, Newton Minow, called US television a “vast wasteland” (1971). He urged broadcasters to embark on enlightened Cold-War leadership, to prove that the US was not the mindless consumer world that the Soviet Union claimed. The networks must live up to their legislative responsibilities and act in the public interest by informing and entertaining, transcending what he later recognized as “white suburbia’s Dick-and-Jane world” (Minow 2001). They responded by doubling the time devoted to news each evening, and quickly became the dominant means of Yanquis learning about current affairs (Schudson and Tifft 2005: 32). Twenty years later, however, Ronald Reagan’s FCC head, Mark Fowler, celebrated the reduction of the “box” to “transistors and tubes.” He argued in an interview with Reason magazine that “television is just another appliance – it’s a toaster with pictures” and hence in no need of regulation, beyond ensuring its physical safety as a commodity (1981). (Not surprisingly, Alfred Hitchcock had said it earlier and better: “Television is like the American toaster, you push the button and the same thing pops up every time” (quoted in Wasko 2005a: 10)).

Minow’s and Fowler’s expressions gave their vocalists instant and undimmed celebrity (Murrow already had it as the most heralded audiovisual journalist in US history). Minow was named “top newsmaker” of 1961 in an Associated Press survey, and appeared on television and radio more than any other Kennedy official. The
phrase “vast wasteland” has even, irony of ironies, provided raw material for the wasteland’s parthenogenesis: it has been the answer to questions posed on numerous game shows, from *Jeopardy!* (1964–75, 1978–9, 1984–) to *Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?* (1998–) (Minow and Cate 2003: 408). But network profits rose even as Minow’s criticisms resonated during his time as FCC Chair. Minow postured that stations’ licenses might not be renewed, but his DC masters needed TV for electoral purposes, so these threats were hollow. By 1965, he was comfortably back practicing law – with CBS as a client (Gomery 2008: 220).

The “toaster with pictures” slogan is less celebrated, but has been more efficacious as a slogan for deregulation across successive Administrations. It remains in *Reason’s* pantheon of famous libertarian quotations, alongside Reagan and others of his ilk. Where Minow stands for public culture’s restraining (and ultimately conserving) function for capitalism, Fowler represents capitalism’s brooding arrogance, its neoliberal lust to reject use value in favor of exchange value. Minow decries Fowler’s vision, arguing that broadcasting “is not an ordinary business” because of its “public responsibilities” (Minow and Cate 2003: 415). But Fowler’s phrase has won the day, at least to this point. Minow’s lives on as a recalcitrant moral irritant, rather than a central policy technology.

Ideas of deregulation appealed to the left as well as the right. The free-cable, free-video social movements of the 1960s and 1970s and the neoclassical, deregulatory intellectual movements of the 1970s and 1980s each imagined a people’s technology emerging from the wasteland of broadcast television, as porta-pak equipment, localism, and unrestrained markets provided alternatives to the numbing nationwide commercialism of the networks. The social-movement vision saw this occurring overnight. The technocratic vision imagined it in the “long run.” One began with folksy culturalism, the other with technophilic futurism. Each claimed it in the name of diversity, and they even merged in the depoliticized “Californian ideology” of community media, much of which quickly embraced market forms. Neither formation engaged economic reality. But together, they established the preconditions for unsettling a cozy, patriarchal, and quite competent television system that had combined, as TV should, what was good for you and what made you feel good, all on the one set of stations; i.e. a comprehensive service
(Mullen 2003; Barbrook and Cameron 1996). These discourses remain at work in Television Studies 2.0 and cybertarianism.

In place of the universalism of the old networks, where sport, weather, news, lifestyle, and drama programming had a comfortable and appropriate *frottage*, highly centralized but profoundly targeted consumer networks emerged in the 1990s that fetishized lifestyle and consumerism *tout court* over a blend of purchase and politics, of fun and foreign policy, of consumption and citizenship. The fashion for this deregulation swept the TV world, hand in hand with an end to the idea that media organizations should be run by media people, who had commitments to the public interest as well as the bottom line. As media companies were acquired by large conglomerates, the cash flow guaranteed by television was expected to support other firms, leading in many cases to a drain on TV resources. A classic instance is the US ratings leader, Spanish-language station Univision. An enormously popular network, it was hit hard by the 2008–9 downturn in automobile advertising, losing 25 percent of revenue. But its real difficulties lay in the fact that it had been purchased by a private-equity firm which went into huge debt to buy it, and whose mad loans it must service (Szalai 2008).

The febrile fetish of deregulation spread around the world from the FCC across the 1980s. The decline of state socialism in Europe and dictatorship in Latin America coincided with a deregulatory fervor that gripped policy-making in capitalist democracies and international organizations, exerting a major impact on communication infrastructures and wreaking havoc on media workers’ chances of fulfilling, secure employment. States that had once regarded broadcasting as too influential to be left to commerce were persuaded by this new cult to sever their allegiance to public ownership and control, in the name of efficiency, effectiveness, and freedom. Countries that already had extensive commercial networks diminished regulatory controls on private-sector television, while those with public-sector systems opened up the airwaves to profit. At the same time, new technologies made TV less easily controlled by national governments, because audiences could draw signals from beyond political boundaries via satellite and the Internet. Today, a worldwide television system mixes public and private on an unequal basis. The former is increasingly scrambling for
funding and legitimacy, while the latter is rampant. A gigantic corporate-welfare scam enables private-sector TV. Not having to bid for licenses in an open way that is free to all renders ridiculous the assertion that television is laissez-faire, but this reality is camouflaged by corporations claiming to benefit local communities through a “special obligation to serve the common good.” They even argue that “Fowler was famously wrong” in his reduction of the industry to toast-burning (Eggerton 2008).

Another former head of the FCC avows that “[t]he key goal of communications policy is to promote the welfare of our citizens, primarily through productivity gains” which will “increase business productivity and increase the benefits to consumers.” The overriding concern is “to maximize the operation of markets” (Hundt and Rosston 2006: 2). This bald statement puts democracy out of the picture other than as a servant of capital. It subordinates – in fact denies – the fact that many consumers are also employees and citizens. Their welfare may be jeopardized or minimized by “productivity gains” without democratic worker control, fair redistribution of returns on investment, and competent circulation of knowledge about domestic and foreign politics, economics, and culture. (It is in keeping, however, with the broad swathe even of TV research, which, whether or not it is blindly wedded to the preferred discourses of business, pays hardly any heed whatsoever to the fact that people work to make television, or that citizens work and learn when they watch it (Grindstaff and Turow 2006: 118).) This leads to grotesque racial and gender imbalances in job opportunities, as well as exploitative labor practices and low levels of public awareness of crucial political–economic matters. In the US, we see multicultural talent on-screen, for example among newsreaders and journalists, but off-screen, whiteness prevails, because there are no audience targets decreeing otherwise. The BBC’s workforce, too, is “hideously white” (Burrell 2008).

The transformation of communications systems by neoliberal processes (privatization, deregulation, and the elimination of services provided by the welfare state for both political and economic reasons) has resulted in the recomposition and resignification of territories and publics. The transnationalization and (neo)liberalization of the culture industries imposes entry into the global economy, and domestic restructuring, according to a “dialectic of
uniformization and differentiation.” On the one hand, juridical protocols, technologies, and administrative procedures become singular; on the other, accommodating to transnational markets requires the generation of local differences to facilitate content that will sell across borders:

Each geographic space needs to differentiate itself and construct its media image in order to valorize itself in relation to the exterior and in that way insert itself into international networks; culture is amply utilized in the construction of that media image.

(Herscovici 1999: 58–9)

These things materialize in the light of different policy purposes and histories. So if we look at how Britain and the US pursued digital TV, we can discern some significant variation. In the UK, there were paradoxical desires, to promote more and more competition within and between public and private broadcasters, even as public broadcasting was protected and urged to innovate. In the US, the overweening intent was to shore up existing private oligopolies and minimize disruption to corporate dominance, despite technological changes (Galperin 2004: 23).

Deregulation and the proliferation of commercial and technological alternatives to public-service broadcasting has sent the sector into one of its periodic crises of confidence. The damp squib that is PBS in the US, with 3 percent of the audience, might seem a desperate harbinger for the more-successful examples that inspired it, such as the BBC. Many critics of today’s BBC want it to air unpopular content that does not threaten commercial fare. But the Corporation has resisted the idea of serving only a minority. Like ARD and ZDF in Germany and SVT in Sweden, it continues to deliver high-quality as well as popular programs. ZDF spends a great deal on local production, which stimulates private stations to rely less on imported materials. SVT faced commercial competition for the first time in 1991, but maintained viewership while encouraging private alternatives to invest in programming that would match its traditions, though as its commercial rival TV4 became more and more profit-oriented, SVT both lost audiences and became more populist. Denmark and Norway also have systems
where advertiser-supported stations discharge certain public-service obligations. In Canada, when the CBC began investing more in French-language services, its for-profit competitors followed suit. Again and again, real risk-taking and innovation come from strong public broadcasters (Riegert 2008; Blake et al. 1999; Lund and Berg 2009). Despite the assault by deregulatory politicians, capitalists, and bureaucrats over the past quarter of a century, right across Europe, public television remains the principal source of news across the continent (Open Society Institute 2005). The BBC’s role has expanded from its original purposes of informing, educating, and entertaining the citizenry to helping “build digital Britain” and developing the Corporation’s centrality to national culture by making it a portal and a model of technological innovation (Thompson 2006). The iPlayer, which attracted 237 million viewings in 2008, its first year, embodies these abilities, as public culture outstripped for-profit inventiveness. Australia’s ABC has been similarly innovative by contrast with commercial rivals (Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy 2008: 8).

In the case of the new democracies in Eastern and Central Europe, the old days of command television, dominated by strong state-socialist governments, have been succeeded by an incomplete, underfunded, and under-regulated transition to public-service television. Commercial stations have bloomed, both in legal and pirate forms, and are moving toward consolidated oligopolies that typify advanced economies, with massive Western investment taking advantage of the end of foreign-ownership restrictions. So Estonian TV is run from Norway, for example. The process can be as political as it was under state socialism – in Poland, public TV changes controllers when governments change. Older capitalist democracies that deregulated created similarly dependent relationships: Austria, which only opened television to commercial services in 2001, is dominated by German private concerns. Italian deregulation of cross-media ownership rules has seen massive concentration of media power in the hands of one man – Silvio Berlusconi, a politician whose routine electoral success was ensured despite numerous indictments because of his tight-fisted control of news as owner of three channels and controller of state ones, inter alia (Open Society Institute 2005; Hasebrink and Herzog 2007; “Tragedy or Farce?” 2009; Hibberd 2007; Eco and Solomon 2007).
Like the Nordic countries, Britain’s notion of public-service broadcasting is not restricted to the traditional flagship of the BBC. S4C in Wales is required to provide an alternative to the hegemony of English; Channel Five is expected to be commercial but to stress British material; Channel 4 must innovate and educate; and ITV’s remit is to ensure the provision of regional programming, including current affairs and news (Ofcom 2007). For over two decades, those arrangements functioned effectively. But with more channels and more media seeking advertising revenue, only the BBC, with income guaranteed through the license fee, feels able to discharge its public-service obligations. Current projections suggest that UK TV advertising revenue will decline by 20 percent from 2006 to 2012. Channel 4 faced a shortfall in its funding of £150 million late in 2008 due to failed investments in a digital radio network plus diminished money from commercials, even though its audience had grown by 12 percent and its advertising revenue by one-quarter over the previous five years (Sweney 2008; Duncan 2009). Part of the back story is that advertising on TV is massively more costly in Britain than the US, since there are so many fewer outlets, which has sent capital scurrying toward cheaper Internet alternatives. And two decades of viewer choice had also decimated ITV’s audience. Its income was so imperiled that Ofcom estimated in 2009 that ITV would invest £235 million less in programs each year through 2012 (Richards 2009). And, on another front, the evidence shows that children’s television suffers hugely when concentration of ownership is achieved due to deregulation (Children Now 2007). So ITV wants to cut its public-service obligations, without losing its prime place on remote controls, a privilege given in return for this remit (Robinson 2009; Ofcom 2009: 36; Gibson 2008; Swearingen and Chapman 2008).

LABOR

Clearly, television companies are now producing, distributing, and exhibiting texts through a wide array of platforms, mechanisms, and funding systems, beyond their origins in broadcast TV. This proliferation, alongside technological, regulatory, and wider macroeconomic changes, has dramatically altered the landscape and experience of media work. When I migrated to New York City in
1993, interviewers for broadcast stations’ news shows would come to my apartment as a team: a full complement of sound recordist, camera operator, lighting technician, and journalist. Now they are rolled into one person. More content must be produced from fewer resources, and more and more multi-skilling and multi-tasking are required. In my example, the journalist has taken over the other tasks. The job of the editor is also being scooped up into the new concept of the “preditor,” who must perform the functions of producer and editor. And if journalists work for companies like NBC, they often write copy for several websites and provide different edited versions of the original story for MSNBC, CNBC, CNBC Africa, CNBC Europe, and CNBC Asia, in addition to the parent network and individual channels in various countries.

In the British case, whereas the BBC used to do the vast majority of its production in house, via full-time employees, 39 percent of its texts now come from independent small businesses (Thompson 2009). TV executive Dawn Airey (2007) warns against this “casualisation of the industry” because it leads to less thorough and committed institutions and workers, and undermines collegial memory and practice. Veteran producer Irene Shubik remembers a time when “a nucleus of directors, story editors, designers and writers” worked together, sharing skills and ideas over numerous projects and many years. Such teamwork and innovation may not be so easily generated with more fetishized work practices (2000: 43).

For decades, employment in television has expanded above US national averages, with cable a particular source of job growth (Toto 2000). Today, the Bureau of Labor Statistics warns that “a large number of jobseekers” remain “attracted by the glamour of this industry” (2008), even though projections for employment are dismal. Before the recession was officially decreed, in 2007, writers’ employment was the lowest for eleven years (Writers Guild 2008). The figures below paint a declining number of jobs in US broadcast TV, although cable continues to grow. This disparity is partially due to the change in viewing numbers toward cable and satellite, and partially to the fact that it is a largely un-unionized sector by comparison with broadcast, so wages, security, and health insurance decline while profit margins increase.

The US media as a whole lost 200,000 jobs in the decade after the 2000 dot-com bubble, more than half in newspapers (“Media
Jobs?” 2008). The key difference emerging in 2009 was the collapse of non-media firms that paid huge sums of money for national television coverage, such as car companies and big-box or high-street retail stores. The previous year, the weakness of the advertising economy had been hidden by two gigantic stimuli in an Olympic Games and a Presidential election. But even as the recession hit and the broadcast networks’ ratings dropped, advertisers remained firm believers in the efficacy of TV over other media – budgets were being cut everywhere, but less for television (“Most Media” 2008; Consoli 2008).

Cable profits surged even as broadcast ones tumbled in 2008, and the indications were for renewed growth in cable advertising despite the recession (Atkinson 2009; Steinberg 2009b). Cable and satellite were the site of conflicts between those who just owned texts versus those who owned platforms as well. Viacom threatened to remove stations from Time Warner in 2008, at a time when it provided 20 percent of the audience, because it was only receiving 2 percent of monthly receipts from subscribers (Friedman 2009a). At the same time as “good,” ongoing jobs in TV were diminishing in number, cable networks continued to emerge – 13 percent more in 2004 by contrast with the year before – and gain profitability, with each year of the past decade bringing advertising growth due to the discounts available by comparison with the old networks. But this is no index of an open market. Rather, it signals additional ownership concentration, with 90 percent of the major cable networks owned by five conglomerates, which also own many of the companies that make the shows they buy. Before deregulation in 1995, networks had to abide by an anti-trust logic. Instead of screening shows they had produced, they bought the right to put on programs made by others; as a consequence, independent houses proliferated – there were forty major independents until these rules were rescinded. All the small businesses fell apart as big TV corporations moved production in-house so that they could sell texts on through infinite other territories and media. The people who made the creative decisions about everything from storylines to wallpaper were overridden again and again by men in suits who lacked relevant expertise. And these desk-bound businesspeople want to prevent the Web from being subject to the same wage conditions as television (“Most Media” 2008; Richardson and Figueroa 2005; Herskovitz
2007; Dobuzinskis 2009). All this has an impact on the programs you enjoy or the sector of the economy you want to work in.

In India, the number of TV commercials per channel per day increased by 41 percent between 2004 and 2008. Cable systems, which had been localized and were celebrated as oppositional because so many engaged in illegal downloading, became national and legal in 2008 through the emergence of multi-system firms via investments of around seven billion rupees, consolidation of the industry from chaos into oligopoly, and the spread of digital cable. As this growth took place, workers went on strike for improved pay from producers, and 2008 was the first time in history that Indian television featured reruns. More and more stars from cinema were brought in to headline shows, and high-end audiences were targeted by specialized new stations. Costs spiraled (AdEx India Analysis 2008; Jayaraman 2009; “2008” 2009).

GLOBALIZATION

Former US Secretary of State and master of the dark art of international relations Henry Kissinger (1999) says “globalisation is really another name for the dominant role of the United States.” His consulting firm advises that the US must “win the battle of the world’s information flows, dominating the airwaves as Great Britain once ruled the seas,” not least because

Americans should not deny the fact that of all the nations in the history of the world, theirs is the most just, the most tolerant, the most willing to constantly reassess and improve itself, and the best model for the future.

Less magically and self-interestedly, Jacques Attali (2008) explains that a new “mercantile order forms wherever a creative class masters a key innovation from navigation to accounting or, in our own time, where services are most efficiently mass produced, thus generating enormous wealth.” New eras in communication also index homologies and exchanges between militarism, colonialism, and class control. The networked-computing era has solidified the US as
the world’s dominant economic actor. Alongside Japan and Western Europe, it forms the power triad of the cultural world. None of that has changed or been even mildly imperiled by the newer media or anything else. China and India provide many leading software engineers, but they lack domestic venture capitalists, military underpinnings to computing innovation, and histories of global textual power at the mainstream level as per Sony, the BBC, Hollywood, or the Pacific North–West; so the triad still accounts for 80 percent of the globe’s programming market, for example (“World Television Market” 2009).

Over the past forty years, the New International Division of Cultural Labor has seen production of both TV sets and shows go offshore. Britain, for instance, had over thirty different manufacturers of televisions after World War II. In 2009, the last one shuttered its doors, because low-wage rivals in Turkey, Eastern and Central Europe, and Asia were able to produce flat-screen TVs more cheaply – often thanks to state subvention or suppression of workers’ wages and organizations (Low 2009; Shim and Jin 2007: 163). From the very first, the US sought to bind the export of sets and texts and the export of ideology. So Sarnoff wrote an editorial for Look magazine in 1950 avowing that “[t]o be believed, the American way of life must be seen as well as heard.” TV was the ideal means (2004: 309). And in the 1960s, a Vice-President of NBC International discussed difficulties in exporting programs to Saudi Arabia to do with lip-sync dubbing: “This problem has been encountered before with such languages as Japanese, and will be overcome as American television know-how continues to expand throughout the world” (Anderson 1965: 21). The export of televisual technologies, texts, and tastes made the US a dominant presence on screens wherever markets were open to it from the 1960s (Miller et al. 2005).

The subsequent development of a cultural-imperialism thesis, in Latin America in particular, argued that the US, as the world’s leading producer and exporter of television, was transferring its dominant value system to others. There was said to be a corresponding diminution in the vitality and standing of local languages and traditions, and hence a threat to national identity. As Herbert I. Schiller expressed it: “the media-cultural component in a developed, corporate economy supports the economic objectives of the decisive industrial-financial sectors (i.e., the creation and
extension of the consumer society)” (1991: 14). This position attributed US political, military, and economic hegemony to dominance over news agencies, advertising, market research, public opinion, screen trade, technology, propaganda, and telecommunications. The long history of US participation in Latin-American politics, followed by involvement in South-East Asian wars during the 1960s, led to critiques of its military interventions against struggles of national liberation, which in turn targeted links between the military–industrial complex and the media. Critics pointed out that communications and culture bolstered US foreign policy and military strategy and enabled the more general expansion of multinational corporations, which were substantial power brokers in their own right.

From the early 1970s, most notably via the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) and the Non-Aligned Movement, Third World countries lobbied for what was variously termed a New International Information Order or New World Information and Cultural Order (NWICO), mirroring calls for a New International Economic Order and a revised North–South dialog. The 1973 meeting of Heads of State of Non-Aligned Countries spoke of a “need to reaffirm national cultural identity” (quoted in Sinclair 1982: 8). UNESCO set up the MacBride Commission to investigate cultural and communication issues in North–South cultural flows and power. It reported in 1980 on the need for equal distribution of the electronic spectrum, reduced postal rates for international texts, protection against satellites crossing borders, and an emphasis on the media as tools of development and democracy rather than commerce. There continue to be annual roundtables on the Commission’s legacy, but the insistence by the US on the free flow of communications, including TV, proved to be a successful riposte to NWICO, in keeping with the deregulatory ideas discussed earlier.

These concerns are not solely the province of the Global South. The Canadians have a unique purchase on anxieties about US screen domination. Even before the inception of television there in 1952, affection for Yanqui culture was officially derided as unpatriotic, because there were 150,000 TV sets in Canada tuned to US signals prior to the advent of local broadcasting. There has been over half a century of battling what is perceived as “an ideological
misrecognition whereby Canadians mistake American television for what they really like while simultaneously neglecting the Canadian television that they ought to like.” By contrast with these overwhelming Anglo anxieties, French-Canadian television is avowedly populist and commercially successful (Attallah 2007: 331, 334, 338, 344).

For its part, the EU has attempted to balance continental culture and commercial success through TV, while acknowledging the medium’s national specificity and the difficulties of dealing with so many linguistic groups. The default international language of much television is English, which has enabled and, in turn, been enabled by the popularity of US material, a further cause of concern to many nations in the Union. EU agencies have been torn between the notion of an unfettered regional market for the exchange of programs that will appeal across 465 million people, by far the wealthiest TV market in the world; the desire to generate a continental sense of belonging; and the complexities of so many member-states, with so few having strong, embedded television systems. The Union’s neoliberal elements are opposed to public-service broadcasting, as are parts of the World Trade Organization. But there can be a rapprochement between these drives, via the notion of viewers as consumers with rights to quality, just as they exercise with regard to appliances, food, politics, or universities (Open Society Initiative 2005; Celot and Gualtieri 2007).

There is a significant contrary view to the theories and policies that engage media imperialism. A 1994 television survey by the Economist remarked that cultural politics is always so localized in its first and last instances that the “electronic bonds” of exported drama are “threadbare” (Heilemann 1994: Survey 4). Clearly, part of the talent of TV texts is that they can be altered to suit new circumstances. Sony, Time Warner, and Disney all produce thousands of hours of television texts in foreign markets each year, designed for local audiences. Similar stories apply to material produced by the Spanish-owned Endemol in the Netherlands, and Action Time, Granada, and All American Fremantle. In Italy, The Nanny (1993–9) was dubbed to make Fran Drescher’s character Sicilian rather than Jewish, thereby connoting someone adjacent yet still marginal to the dominant culture. In the 1960s, Disney television in Australia consisted of US programs rebroadcast on local stations;
by the 1990s, these shows were superficially localized, via young, cute, and guileless Australian presenters. And General Motors translated its “hot dogs, baseball, apple pie, and Chevrolet” jingle into “meat pies, football, kangaroos, and Holden cars” for the Australian market. Granada customized the British soap opera *Coronation Street* (1960–) for China (*Joy Luck Street* (2000)) (Miller *et al.*. 2005). *La malinche*, the complex female icon of Latin American sexual conquest and collaboration implicated with the Spanish invasion, appears in struggles over *ikhtilat*, the concept of illicit sex in Arab reality television (Kraidy 2009). In South Africa, former African National Congress Communist Party leader Tokyo Sexwale, now a billionaire, played the business leech in the localized version of *The Apprentice* (Glenn 2008).

“The West” finally won over a key segment of the Indian market with a localized *Who Wants to be a Millionaire?* (memorable for its “role” in *Slum Dog Millionaire* (Danny Boyle 2008)). While the original program was British, it met many Yanqui criteria stylistically and ideologically with its game-show consumerism and sexual objectification. It was also said to have “softened up the general public for the ‘knowledge economy’” (Hartley 2008: 244; for the fullest version of such claims, see Ott 2007). The program was sold to 107 countries by 2009. In the Middle East, it was remade as a pan-Arab Islamic game show (Gray 2009; Bielby and Harrington 2008: 113). The managing director of Celador, which sold the format, says: “It’s a bit like the old days of the British empire. We’ve got a map of the world in the office colored in pink where we’ve placed the show” (quoted in Freedman 2008: 213).

Modeled on the 1950s US game show, textual formats are traded in both regulated and pirated ways, with multinational firms moving easily between high moralism and sharp practice. The Format Recognition and Protection Association represents over 100 TV companies worldwide that charge for re-use of their intellectual property. Agile format firms are aware that local-content regulations are designed to stymie TV imports, so they point out to companies based in small nations which protect local industries and culture through state quotas that buying a format and customizing it may satisfy such policies (Moran with Malbon 2006: 9). Not all format exchanges go easily. A famous case concerns the 1999 Mexican program *TeleChobis*, an unauthorized TV Azteca version

Then there is the question of entire channels broadcasting overseas. Since the 1980s, CNN and MTV have come to symbolize that truth and fun can be sold not just as shows, but networks. The US continues to be the major source of TV news and current affairs around the world, while Britain has about one-fifth of global exports. This power is exerted via CNN and the BBC on the one hand, and news agencies – Associated Press Television News and Reuters Television – on the other. CNN broadcasts to over 130 nations across the principal world languages, with globally generated as well as regionally specific content a key to its prominence. Germany has two news networks in Asia, received by over 1,000 satellite systems, with three-quarters of programming in German and one-quarter in English (“Deutsche Welle” 2009). Such inequality in the source and ideology of stories about the Global South has led to renewed NWICO-like calls for a *contra*-flow of news (Thussu 2004). US governmental and civil-society action produces specifically propagandistic television – the US bombards Iran with satellite TV in Farsi (twenty-five networks in 2005, many of which focused on politics), generated by “Persian” expatriates in southern California who define themselves against the Islamic Republic (Semati 2007: 151–2), Cuba receives State Department “information” day after day, and the Pentagon has a channel.

While criticisms were long made of MTV when it started to globalize, because of a preponderance of US material, the network quickly became regional rather than local or Yanqui in its programming. By 2008, MTV was in 162 countries across thirty-three languages, with revenue not only from the sale of shows but massive merchandising tie-ins as well – toys, clothes, and, of course, *Rock Band* (2007–), the video game which has sold millions of copies. Nevertheless, customization to local markets never prevented Sumner Redstone, its owner, from boasting about MTV’s universal influence (Miller *et al.* 2005; Bignell and Fickers 2008a: 41; “Listen to the Music” 2008; “Job 1 at Viacom” 2009). For its part, 80 percent of programming for children outside the white-
settler colonies and China comes from the US. The only large cross-national study of children’s TV shows the absolute dominance of US programs. The US children’s channel Nickelodeon is available in well over 150 countries. So young people across Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa are familiar with *SpongeBob SquarePants* (1999–) (Götz et al. 2008; Osei-Hwere and Pecora 2008: 16, 19).

ESPN, a series of Yanqui sports cable channels owned by Disney, has thirty-one networks outside the US, in addition to related interests in promotions and other media. Its texts are on sale in 194 countries and territories across fifteen language groups. ESPN customizes programs established in the US, notably the highlights show *SportsCenter* (1979–), and emphasizes local interests in materials devised for particular audiences, especially football. A Latin American network started in 1989 and operates alongside three sub-regional networks. ESPN owns five networks in Canada, is screened throughout the Middle East on satellite, has several EU channels, and runs thirteen customized stations across Asia (ESPN International 2009). At issue here are the expropriation of profit and the consolidation of already-dominant sports.

When it comes to films shown on television, US exports remain extremely powerful. In 1995, 89 percent of films screened on Brazil’s cable channels were US imports, which occupied 61 percent of time dedicated to cinema on Mexican TV. Cable and satellite opened up the Middle East across the 1990s, producing a scramble to “secure access to Western content” and partially “Arabize” it. US film channels and a special Arab-dedicated Disney service were strikingly successful – by 1999, Disney was making US$100 million a month in the Middle East. Three years later, Showtime debuted ten new channels through Nilesat. Since its earliest days in the 1960s, Malaysian television has relied on US cinema for content, which dominates prime time. The same is true in Sri Lanka and the Philippines, where local movies are rarely seen on television. Eurodata TV’s analysis in 1999 of films on television found that fourteen Hollywood pictures drew the highest audiences in twenty-seven nations across all continents (Miller et al. 2005).

Television drama more generally shows the same trend. In 1983, the US was estimated to have 60 percent of global TV sales. By 1999, that US figure had grown to 68 percent, thanks to 85
percent of exported children’s programming and 81 percent of TV movies. The only sizeable trade the other way was Britain’s paltry export (worth US$85 million); the following year, the UK’s share of world television exchange stood at 9 percent, France’s and Australia’s at 3 percent. Britain went from a small TV trade surplus in 1989 to deficits of £272 million in 1997 and £403 million in 2000 – the difference arising from fashions in public policy, because the proliferation of channels following deregulation created new opportunities for English-language texts from Hollywood’s archive. UK exports dropped by 10 percent in 1999 and 11 percent in 2000, victims of the tendency to buy British formats rather than programs, which minimized price and maximized local re-signification. A key function of BBC America, a cable network that has been on the air in the US since 1998, is to showcase reality programs that might then be sold as formats. The BBC boasts that Britain exports more than half the world’s formats (Steemers 2004: 142–3; Gray 2009). As noted above, Britain’s Channel Five is meant to turn a profit but stress national programming. Yet, in 2006, its six most popular programs included two Hollywood movies and CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (2000–), CSI: Miami (2002–), and CSI: New York (2004–) (Ofcom 2007: 107). Cool Britannia, anyone? Best television in the world?

How is US dominance achieved? In part because Hollywood can set export prices below the cost to importing nations of making their own programs – its initial expenditures have already been largely recouped via the sizeable domestic market. To give a sense of how differential pricing can aid in entering other countries, consider the key world television market, MIPCOM. Sales are made on a sliding scale. The fees paid reflect wealth, gullibility, and domestic competition rather than audience desire (see Tables 2.1 and 2.2).

Ideological change can matter as much as pricing. In 1974, the Soviet Union imported 5 percent of programming and in 1984, 8 percent; but after the collapse of state socialism, Russia imported 60 percent of its TV in 1997, much of it from the US. This was associated with a comprehensive re-articulation of the way the US was described on Russian television, a transformation from demonization to sanctification. Yanqui programs, propaganda, and products proliferated (Mickiewicz 1999: 21). Almost all commercials in the
Table 2.1 Sites, genres and US$ prices for US texts in television market, 2002 (drama per hour, others per half-hour)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>TV movie</th>
<th>Drama</th>
<th>Comedy</th>
<th>Documentary</th>
<th>Child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1 million</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>2,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>125,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>35,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>2 million</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>5 million</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1 million</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1.4 million</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordic</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1 million</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britain</td>
<td>2 million</td>
<td>35,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>22,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1990s, for instance, were imported US materials dubbed into Russian (Morris 2007: 1390–1). Though many commercials are now localized, the promise of transcendence through consumption remains marked with US diacritics. The Soviet Union had been a major exporter of television to East Germany and Bulgaria. When state socialism was displaced by authoritarian capitalism, the picture changed dramatically. By 1997, the US had displaced Soviet sales to eastern and central Europe. The de-Sovietization process of privatizing TV stations also decimated the screening of local films – previously the most significant genre in terms of time on the schedule – in favor of imported drama (Rantanen 2002: 86, 97).

Even when the volume of US television exports decreases, revenue may increase due to foreign-exchange fluctuations and other factors. In 2000, receipts from US programming in Europe grew by 15.9 percent although sales diminished from 223,000 hours to 214,000. The audiovisual imbalance of trade stood at US$8.2 billion, up 14 percent on 1999. In 2001, volume diminished again, by 1 percent. Sometimes co-productions account for the change in imported hours, as many are made in concert with the US but count as European for the purposes of public subsidies. The few competitors to the US in the European market have fallen away recently, notably New Zealand/Aoteroan and Australian soap operas, which were briefly successful. By the late 1990s, Indonesia’s five commercial stations were importing 7,000 shows annually, mostly from the US (Boellstorff 2003: 37). Kenyan television remains over 70 percent dominated by material from the First World, from international news to drama and reality (Evusa 2008: 209–10).

---

### Table 2.2 Sites, genres and US$ prices for US texts in television market, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Documentary</th>
<th>Drama</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Animation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>100,000–1m</td>
<td>300,000–1m</td>
<td>20,000–50,000</td>
<td>5,000–100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>10,000–200,000</td>
<td>20,000–120,000</td>
<td>15,000–40,000</td>
<td>12,000–34,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>3,000–10,000</td>
<td>16,000–50,000</td>
<td>7,500–35,000</td>
<td>1,000–4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1,000–3,000</td>
<td>2,500–10,000</td>
<td>2,000–10,000</td>
<td>1,500–4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>6,000–50,000</td>
<td>16,000–35,000</td>
<td>10,000–30,000</td>
<td>8,300–20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1,000–2,000</td>
<td>1,000–2,500</td>
<td>1,000–3,500</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on figures from *Television Business International*, 2008.
Dedicated genre stations (known as thematic channels in Spain) rely massively on US imports. They are mostly excluded from official statistics, which tend to focus on broadcast television. An exception is Australia, where numbers show a massive jump in imported TV with the advent of genre stations. The only year of net exports was due to the Sydney Olympics.

Although prime time on broadcast TV worldwide is usually occupied by local shows, in the wealthiest market, Europe, the dominant drama series in 2007 were *CSI: Miami*, *Desperate Housewives* (2004–), *Lost* (2004–), *Without a Trace* (2006–), and *The Simpsons* (1989–) (Bignell and Fickers 2008a: 8). In Asia, twenty-five-million fans watch the three *CSI* shows on Sony’s AXN satellite network, while Britain’s Channel Five meets its quality mandate through that franchise shows at the same time as it brands itself as US TV for the UK (Cohan 2008: 4; Goode 2007). US influence continues to apply under new technology: when TV commercials are displaced by the Internet – in Britain, revenue for the two media are close to equal at £3 billion annually – the majority goes to US companies (Duncan 2009).

The main element of difference within these globalizing yet centralizing tendencies is the Latin American *telenovela*. *Telenovelas* began when US companies looked to sell the same cleaning

---

**Table 2.3 Geographical origins of television fiction programmed by major networks (sample week March 12–18 2000)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Domestic (%)</th>
<th>US (%)</th>
<th>European (%)</th>
<th>Other (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>United Kingdom</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole day</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime time only</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole day</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime time only</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>France</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole day</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime time only</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole day</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime time only</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole day</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime time only</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
products to women overseas they had sold domestically through what became known as the soap opera. The genre quickly underwent local customization (Straubhaar 2007: 9). Starting in the 1950s, by 2002 the foreign trade in these novelas amounted to US$300 million. Televisa, the Mexican network, has been able to export both across Latin America and to Spanish-language stations in the US. Encouraged by the wealth of the Latin@ audience north of the border, Mexico launched a satellite in 1984 and was selling telenovelas to nearly 100 countries within fifteen years. TV Globo was exporting shows from Brazil to Europe by the 1970s, and reached 130 nations in 2001. In 2009, it featured a 200-episode novela filmed and set in India (Protzel 2005; Havens 2005: 271, 275; Cajueiro 2009). In the US, the most popular programs on Spanish-language Univision are Latin-American imports, such as Las Tontas no Van al Cielo (2008–) [Stupid Girls Don’t Go to Heaven] and Sin Tetas no Hay Paraíso (2006) [There’s No Paradise Without Breasts]. They are also the most-pirated downloads on YouTube of any TV programs, and led to a gigantic legal battle with the network’s Mexican supplier (Goodwin 2009; Wentz 2009; James 2009a). Yo Soy Betty, la fea (1999–2001) was remade as Ugly Betty (2006–) for the US from its Colombian origins following focus-group research on behalf of the US producer and network. The firm undertaking the work (one psychologist = “the firm”) was anglo parlante, and the program drew entirely negative reactions from trial viewers. But the network proceeded anyway, probably due to Salma Hayek’s influence and the mythology then surrounding NBC’s Ben Silverman. No wonder many Latin critics bemoan the pressure to standardize that has come with international sales, resulting in a loss of specificity, localism, and cutting-edge critique of social relations (Mazziotti 1996: 113)!

Despite this notable exception of the telenovela,1 the overall weight of the evidence on globalization is clear. The volume of US exports may be unstable, but their relative significance increases, and their symbolism continues to resonate as both an index and a cause of the power of that country to bewilder, horrify, and enchant people everywhere. And TV’s capacity to travel and sell is undimmed. In 2008 the trade in television programs across the Americas, the Asia-Pacific region, and Europe was worth €271.6 billion, up 5 percent on the previous year (“World Television Market” 2009). India has
been very open to overseas ownership, so Viacom entered the fray with its network Colors in 2008, quickly achieving second place in national ratings among Hindi channels ("2008" 2009; Fung 2008: 85). The fantasy of a post-US era of world TV remains just that.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

(1) What was the story of television prior to World War II?
(2) How would you distinguish public from commercial TV?
(3) How has deregulation changed television?
(4) What is the debate about media imperialism and globalization – does the United States dominate world television?
(5) What do you think about the different prices charged to TV stations for the same shows around the world?
(6) How do you explain the success of telenovelas?

NOTE

(1) For a fascinating account of attempts to create a novela away from the dominant countries, see Gregory (2007: 116–29).

FURTHER READING


One night in Miami, still dazed from a week on an Atlantic liner, I began watching a film and at first had some difficulty in adjusting to a much greater frequency of commercial “breaks.” Yet this was a minor problem compared to what eventually happened. Two other films, which were due to be shown on the same channel on other nights, began to be inserted as trailers. A crime in San Francisco (the subject of the original film) began to operate in an extraordinary counterpoint not only with the deodorant and cereal commercials but with a romance in Paris and the eruption of a prehistoric monster who laid waste New York. . . . [T]he transitions from film to commercial and from film A to films B and C were in effect unmarked. . . . I believe I registered some incidents as happening in the wrong film, and some characters in the commercials as involved in the film episodes, in what came to seem – for all the occasional bizarre disparities – a single irresponsible flow of images and feelings.

(Raymond Williams 1978: 91–2)

Cloistered away in a Tokyo hotel, hemmed in on all sides by oppressive black frames, we watch through [Chris] Marker’s lens a numbing day of television programming: first, there are the sacred deer of Nara; then a cultural program on NHK about the nineteenth-century French writer and dandy Gérard de Nerval; the Nerval program carries us to the grave of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, followed by an evening program on the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia; later still, after the killing fields, there is adult programming: “I did it all. All the way to the evening shows for adults – so called.” Images from the day spent before Japanese television recur throughout the film; the persistence of the images suggests that the temporal vertigo of film – the “insane memory,” as one Krasna letter describes the temporality of modern,
cinematic and televisual imagery – is borrowed from the small screen. The narrator senses as much. In trying to juxtapose the Nerval/Rousseau show against images of Pol Pot, the voiceover wonders aloud: “From Jean-Jacques Rousseau to the Khmer Rouge: Coincidence? Or, the sense of history?”

(Adrian Switzer (2009: 93) describing *Sans Soleil* (Chris Marker 1982))

I really cannot read another cultural studies analysis of *The Sopranos* [1999–2007].

(Stuart Hall, in MacCabe 2008)

Williams’ fuddy-duddy epigram draws on a moment of discombobulation, time as a magazine critic, and years as a left Leavisite, to propose a “central television experience: the fact of flow.” Each program is related to what precedes and follows it through memory, mood, and expectation, denying the possibility of critical viewing (1978: 95). ¹ A more aesthetic, pleasurably delirious sensibility informs the account of *Sans Soleil*. And three decades later, Williams’ fellow cultural-studies maven Hall complains about their discipline’s approach to television. I suspect he was expressing ennui in the face of TV Studies 2.0: resistive readings of texts that endow them with magical properties of feminism, socialism, anti-racism, art, redemption, and so on, derived from the critic’s persona. No wonder Olympian social science negatively juxtaposes TV Studies that has “merely performed readings of individual television programs” with “real research” (Grindstaff and Turow 2006: 115).

Whatever the merits of such readings – and critiques of them – analysts continue to write about *The Sopranos*, for example, because it engages so many key themes of US culture: the quotidian mundanity of family life; irresolvable discrepancies between ideology and reality; hyper-masculine white violence; ethnic stereotypes; state and corporate corruption; and mendacity as a way of life, all amplified beyond what a feature film can do in terms of time, and a commercial TV series can do in terms of risk (Speranza 2008; for an engagement with some of these issues, see Polan 2009). HBO subscribers in 2007 could watch the last season of *The Sopranos* eight times a week, while those who had digital on-demand could do so at any moment, as could people taping it. Official ratings gave the program 7.4 million viewers for Sunday-night premieres, but 11.1 million watched if one includes other accounting methods
Half-a-century ago, Smythe called for an analysis of television texts as “a group of symbols” that “serve as a medium of exchange between the mass media and the audience” (1954: 143). This can be undertaken in ways that do not create qualities in either programs or viewers that are products of critics’ desires. Genre-based study is crucial to understanding content, given the serial, repetitive nature of much television, especially with channels dedicated to one topic, from shopping to Manchester United. Genre is central to TV, as evidenced by, for example, the routine practices of classification undertaken by program guides. Paul Attallah suggests that “the entire television industry is organized around the production of specific genres…. Television could be said not to exist outside of its genres” (1984: 227). The concept derives from the Latin genus, which in turn comes from the word for giving birth. Genre originally referred to kinds of people, often by class or race – “an act of classification and classification” and hence “a strategy of control” (Hodge 1990: 21). Certain genres are deemed intrinsically worthier than others because of their moral stance or the special qualities required of their creators. This aspect of theorizing genre dates back hundreds of years (Hunter 1988: 213–14). Its traces are apparent in TV Studies 1.0 and the way regulators and critics create hierarchies of pleasure and worth. For example, Ofcom, the UK’s guardian of the electronic media, shies away from deriding reality television, but can’t bring itself to catalog reality in the same way as current affairs or science, so it has constructed a distinction between “factual entertainment” (reality) and “Serious Factual” (documentary) (which rates capital letters) (2007: 5). Generic tendencies have been emphasized and perhaps even endorsed by Television Studies 2.0, which prefers the popular over the avant garde, the audience over the author. Television Studies 1.0 favors the opposite (Edgar 2000: 75; Bignell et al. 2000b: 81).

Genres are about the interplay of repetition and difference, and their organization and interpretation by producers, audiences, and critics. This can happen during production, scheduling, reviewing, and watching. We may even plan our viewing by genre (Saturday is sport, or Wednesday is British comedy). There is enough in common between these descriptions to justify grouping them.
together, and enough that is different to mean we watch more than just one part of a program or schedule. This represents continuity in the history of literary and televisual genres: they are always related to the cultural attributes of a population at a certain moment, sometimes as reactions to those attributes, and sometimes as sources of them (Hunter 1988: 215). Just as the expansion of printing and literacy held implications for the emergence of the novel, so the spread of TiVo and technological familiarity influence the mixed genres of latter-day TV.

Knowing how to construct programs and schedules along generic lines is both a matter of dramatic rules and economic ones: having one’s product quickly and easily recognized as a reality show, a crime series, or a science-fiction serial. Genre in television works in varied ways: stations may themselves be genres (such as film or sport channels); viewers may reorganize TV to suit their own schedules, via delayed replay; and domestic satellite dishes may pick up signals that are dispatched promiscuously and with no interest in organizing the audience’s time, given that the projected audience is globally spread out. Genres are industrial categories that make series recognizable. Industrial innovation involves both repetition and difference, which in turn can discourage taking risks, curbing costly newness with cheap formulae.

Genre is also about relations between topics, camera angles, colors, sounds, and actors (Curti 1988: 156). John Caughie foregrounds visual style (how the camera moves and shots are put together), mise-en-scène (what appears in front of the camera), and narrative structures (1991: 137). As Fiske and Hartley show, the shot in television depends for its meaning on the genre in which it is located as well as how it is combined with other shots. They instance footage of children leaving school, which may signify the routine of life for a family member, if it occurs in a documentary; characterization and tension, in a television play; or risk, in a public-service announcement (1980: 53).

Genres are fluid guides to TV, rather than laws with rigid distinctions. For example, principally factual programs must have entertaining elements or risk losing their audiences, while primarily fictional ones must touch on fact and impart knowledge (Smythe 1954: 147). So a genre such as the wildlife documentary undergoes fascinating mutations. In the US, it was a fringe interest until
themed channels such as Discovery Animal Planet emerged in response to deregulation based on pieties about consumer power. It needed to be sealed off from environmental and animal-rights discourse in order to draw corporate backing (Chris 2006). Contemporary instances of comedy as social comment and news, such as *The Daily Show* (1996–) on Comedy Central, transgress boundaries and become popular and influential. Rather than being welcomed as an indictment of bourgeois TV norms whose valuable *bricolage* – as per the best traditions of committed journalism – blends, like life itself, parody and reporting, this alarms traditionalists who want news to be news (Grindstaff and Turow 2006: 111).

**DRAMA**

Thirty years ago, Horace Newcomb positioned television drama alongside novels rather than radio or film, because its “sense of density” explores complex themes in lengthy treatments with slow build-ups and multi-sequenced sites of character development and interaction (1974: 256). Newcomb was making his claim in the context of an appeal to the central question for the humanities-based study of television of his day, i.e. whether it was worthy of formalist (or any) textual analysis, as opposed to behavioral research or generic condemnation. For Douglas Kellner (1982), television provides “stories which dramatize society’s values, ideals and ways of life; they are enacted in story-telling media.” TV is “the electronic ideology machine” whose formulaic drama series offer “hegemonic ideology for advanced capitalism.” These are generally realist texts, meaning that they have neat aetiological chains, an everyday *mise-en-scène*, and continuity editing. They are unchallenging, familiar, and within everyday cultural competence. But while some critics always subordinate television drama to the stage and the cinema, the noted playwright and scriptwriter David Hare argues that “the vitality of British film came from television,” specifically its support for one-shot drama and series with a small number of episodes (Billington and Hare 2009).

TV drama has interesting semiological and sociological intertexts; for instance, police-procedural series draw on signage associated with both earlier shows and public concerns about crime, blended with ideological and interpersonal tropes. The genre
constructs a viewing position that accepts the state monopoly on the exercise of “legitimate” violence in the protection of private property, private morality, and human safety. Police drama increasingly moves between public and private spheres, through officers’ emotions. Whereas 1960s shows concentrated on the social landscape and professional policing – its public face – programs since then have tended to construct interiority for their characters. Emotional tendencies merge with action sequences and office life to produce soap-operatic forms (Tulloch 1990: 69–70, 72). A powerful instance is *Dexter* (2006–), where personal and professional lives intertwine inexorably, creepily, and multi-generationally.

For the founding parents of TV production, drama was a familiar genre that could meet the needs of either prestigious or commercial dictates. Despite Gerald Cock, the BBC’s inaugural Director of Television, announcing in 1936 that drama would not be important for the new medium, because people “were already sated with entertainment,” it was one of the first sources of programming for TV. Early dramatic forms included live filming of theatrical plays that were not repeated (and sometimes not taped) – the BBC’s first was Luigi Pirandello’s *The Man With a Flower in His Mouth* in 1930; radio serials and novels that were adapted; aged movies no longer earning money in cinemas; live broadcasts from theaters; and collaborations (in the US instance) with major film studios, once they decided to cooperate rather than compete with the industry (Cock, quoted in Giddings and Selby 2001: 14).

This type of convergence, TV’s thoroughgoing reach across media, is part of its capacious warehousing project. So in the US, programs such as *The Man from U.N.C.L.E.* (1964–8) were made by studios for television, then edited together to form feature films (in this case, for overseas release). The ultimate example was *Star Trek* (1966–9), which became a feature-film franchise in the 1980s and 1990s and generated several TV series (1973–4, 1987–94, 1993–9, 1995–2001, and 2001–5). For decades, the networks borrowed from Hollywood by offering made-for-TV movies, until CBS abandoned the genre in 2006 in favor of low-cost alternatives. But they were soon resurrected on cable via the Sci Fi Channel, Lifetime, and Hallmark (Attallah 2007: 327–8; Bourdon *et al.* 2008: 107; Lowry 2009).
The most durable dramatic form borrowed from radio has been the soap opera and telenovela. John Tulloch says the special intimacy that audience members experience in successful soap opera exemplifies a myth being taken up by a commercial cultural apparatus “to provide social order at times of cultural crisis” (1990: 58). In many parts of the world, soaps/novelas have normalized extramarital sexual pleasure, same-sex relationships, health issues, and gender politics. They have been likened in their barometric sensitivity to “the nineteenth-century weekly sermon to a packed congregation” (Graham 2000: 7). Their visual styles coalesce with their narrative concerns. Interior sets and close-ups of people in pairs with pastel colors surrounding them synchronize with plot lines about emotional interiority and the circularity of love. Neither is ever really individual and neither can ever conclude, in that both the genre and actual emotional life lack obvious closure (Curti 1988: 153–4, 157–9). Viewers are more likely to chat about soaps and draw on them to think about everyday life than other genres, whether the subject matter be marital frustration versus televisial romance, TV glamour versus suburban dross, or a raft of social issues (“Women’s Favorites on TV” 2009; Brown 1990; Ang 1982).

What about so-called quality drama, prime-time “event” television that addresses major historical themes and is rarely spun into lengthy series over many years? The efflorescence of the detail-rich, sociology-poor, anally-retentive, period-piece British TV drama of the late 1960s and since – what Rupert Murdoch (1989) haughtily calls “drama run by the costume department” – was tied to a realization on the screen of past days of class equanimity, thereby redirecting attention from the political economy of the present (for a rather kinder appreciation, see Giddings and Selby 2001). But when it took hold, historical drama was extraordinary in its purchase. In the UK, major mini-series that embodied these issues included The Forsyte Saga (1967), The First Churchills (1969), and The Pallisers (1974). Adaptations of British novels and histories proved so popular in the US that heroic reconstructions of a lost Englishness became a means of garnering export sales even if they drew opprobrium for faux-historical, elite foci.

A strong contrast comes with Britain’s Days of Hope, a 1975 mini-series about working-class politics from World War I through
to the General Strike. It was made by committed Marxists Ken Loach, Tony Garnett, and Jim Allen, who hoped contemporary viewers would interpret the series in the light of class struggle in 1970s Britain. This led to an unparalleled debate about the value of socialist realism as a means of laying bare complex social issues, versus commitments to the avant garde that thought conventional narratives could never radicalize their audiences, due to the reactionary nature of dramatic conventions that position spectators as perfectly knowledgeable. The debate thrived for five years in the columns of *Screen* and *Edinburgh ’77 Magazine* (see Bennett et al. 1981: 305–52).

In the US, *Roots* (1977) and *Holocaust* (1978) were massively successful, profoundly political US mini-series about slavery and the Holocaust, the greatest contradictions of the Enlightenment apart from misogyny and private property (Turnock et al. 2008: 192–3). Stuart Cunningham’s work on historical mini-series of 1980s Australian TV argues for a high level of aesthetic and political sophistication in such long-form drama. Engaging *The Dismissal* (1983) and *Vietnam: The Mini-Series* (1987), he argues that these sprawling yet condensed narratives displaced a fixation with events through attention to causes and outcomes. At their best, they made for “an unparalleled upgrading of the terms within which historical information and argument is mediated through mainstream television,” dealing (in these instances) with the political backdrop to a CIA-backed coup and conflict within a high-profile family during an unpopular war.

A multi-perspectival element was provided by the *Bildungsroman*-like “multiplication of authorising perspectives.” *Vietnam: The Mini-Series* explained a nation torn apart inside the microcosm of a family by simultaneously engaging maturational questions and historical debates. It imbricated the self and the social at sites of interpersonal and political disagreement and negotiation that interpellated the engaged citizen rather than the “distracted consumer” (2008). Albert Moran argued: “[t]he central strategy of the Australian historical mini-series is to portray the development of national consciousness inside emergence of an individual consciousness” (1989: 252).

This references Aristotle’s distinction between history and drama, favoring the latter because of its capacity for the general and
the complex, the explanatorily powerful and conflictual (1961: 68, 111). That was also said to have been the great power of one-shot television drama, especially in the days when (for budgetary reasons) it was live and dominated by close-ups and dialog. So the TV version of “kitchen-sink” drama and cinema in 1960s Britain encouraged consideration of a class-based society, while 1950s US TV mounted a critique of suburbanization, pointing out the para-noia and violence underpinning the whitest of families sheltering behind their whitest of picket fences.

US network drama supposedly underwent a rebirth when ABC screened *Twin Peaks* (1990–1). It captured the hypocrisy of everyday middle-class life, turning network television to schizoid critiques with an intense, directly sexual gaze. The first episode drew a third of the US audience. It was instantly hailed as setting new trends and standards, due to the cinematic score, lush visuality, slow pacing, references to classical Hollywood films, and arty authorship via the participation of David Lynch – even as it drew on soap-operatic ensemble casting and indeterminacy alongside these high-prestige elements. Although some critics were puzzled by the show, baby-boomer viewers (many of whom were in the desired demographic group of their thirties) enjoyed its cinematic conceits. *Twin Peaks* became the most publicly-discussed program on the air, according to network research (Nelson 1992; Lavery 2004; Yehya 2008; Gomery 2008: 331).

Both the socialist realism of a *Days of Hope* and the avant gardisme of a *Twin Peaks* are derided by latter-day pro-business bureaucrats, intellectuals, and critics as too dark, slow, unattractive, gritty, and socio-political. Such condemnations appear in *Building a Global Audience*, a report commissioned by the Blair Labour Government on how to stimulate export sales of TV shows (Graham and Associates 1999). Long-form historical drama was compromised in Western Europe by the dire effects of deregulation and privatization across the 1980s and 1990s, although some notable series continued, such as the monumental *Heimat* on German TV (1984–2004). Internationally, the mini-series seemed to die off during the 1990s due to its costs, but in the US it became a successful source of high-quality drama on both the networks and cable (CBS, NBC, TNT, and HBO) in 2008–9, bolstered by revenue prospects through international and DVD sales, and there
was a modest revival in France due to public investment (Bourdon et al. 2008: 118–19; de Leeuw et al. 2008: 134; Lowry 2009). The noted Scandinavian film movement Dogma 95, led by Lars von Trier, probably gained its greatest exposure through Denmark’s *Riget*, a wry mid-1990s mini-series about medicine that undercut viewers’ bourgeois safety in ultimate omniscience, the certitude that they would “understand” in the end, with all loose ends securely tied and genres clearly distinct (it veered ecstatically from humor to horror). *Riget* was released in movie form in the UK and the US (Cervantes 2008).

And some lengthy dramatic forms continue. In a country like Finland, with its history of imperial conquest and economic dependency on Russia and Sweden, issues of national identity and economic migration have long formed a core of TV drama, for example *Elämänmeno* [The Way Life Goes] (1978). The nation’s status as an interstitial borderland caught in the dialectic of pastoralism and urbanism has been a central concern (de Leeuw et al. 2008: 135–7; Moring 2009). Or consider US medical dramas. For decades, the staple heroes of these stories were gallant, pioneering, risk-taking surgeons boldly experimenting to keep people alive. From the 1940s to the 1960s, this focus on acute care also characterized public policy and the profession, which worked closely with producers to ensure that series accurately reflected their view of medicine going boldly where none had ventured before. As that boosterish emphasis was superseded in policy circles because of inflationary costs and a new emphasis on economies rather than breakthroughs, heroic TV drama fell out of step until the moral ambiguity of such programs as *ER* (1994–2008), *Chicago Hope* (1994–2000), and *Grey’s Anatomy* (2005–). Nevertheless, the system’s grotesque capitalist inefficiencies remain unaddressed – healthcare is largely a wonderful, not a wasteful, thing in TV drama (Turow 1989; Turow and Gans-Boriskin 2007; Holtz 2008).

Drama in general continues to be important to public broadcasters. In Britain, it accounted for half of ITV’s 2006 evening programs (Ofcom 2007: 31). *Pace* the fears of the Labour Party’s business friends, challenging drama need not be done within an entirely naturalist frame – consider the mixed-genre, deconstructive *mélange* of Dennis Potter’s *The Singing Detective* (1986) emerging from the drabness of Thatcherite Britain, Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s epic *Berlin
Alexanderplatz (1980), Ingmar Bergman’s Bildmakana (2000), or Fernando Meirelles’ Cidade dos Homens (2002–5) – testimonies to the creative largesse offered by high-budget, high-prestige, auteur TV drama, whether from the UK, Germany, Sweden, or Brazil. Cable networks in the US have always had much lower budgets than their network competitors. The top cable stations are now enjoying huge ratings increases through investing much more in drama than before, beyond the percentage changes for the networks – since 2005, up 8.5 percent for cable and 1.5 percent for network (Stutzman 2008).

In the UK, reduced advertising revenue and the desire to extricate themselves from public-service obligations saw ITV and Channel 4 racing away from drama and toward reality in 2009; or specifically, giving up on drama series and investing in one-off or mini-series events (McLean 2009).

A decade after Twin Peaks, the CSI franchise arrived. It is noted for various technical investments – shot on 16 and 35 mm film then transferred to digital video, with helicopter shots abounding, animators creating scenes inside dead bodies through computing, and editors cutting as never before (there are a thousand shots per episode). This provides a rich look that cheaper series cannot match, because they are bounded by studio sets and video-taping. The original CSI was sold to 177 countries, and CSI: Miami was the most popular drama worldwide in 2006. In the US, the last CSI of 2004–5, directed by Quentin Tarantino, drew an audience of over forty million, and it has been a popular legally downloaded or -streamed text since 2006. A British spin-off began in 2009 (Gomery 2008: 342–4; Lury 2005: 45–6; Cohan 2008: 3; Hale 2008; Lotz 2008: 84).

Piety and technology merge in the CSI franchise. During the Presidency of George W. Bush, a regime characterized, inter alia, by a loathing of secular positivism and inquiry, these immensely popular programs indexed just such forms of knowledge, as inductive and deductive processes and criminological norms were applied to new and old technologies to solve problems on a rational basis. Inspired by expert exculpatory testimony in O.J. Simpson’s 1995 murder trial, the franchise placed great faith in the possibility of objective truth delivering reliable outcomes through police procedures. Attorney-novelist Andrew Vachss bemoans that “Jurors think CSI is a documentary.” Criminologists are perturbed by the series’
cavalier attitude to the norms of video surveillance, eyewitness testimony, and forensic reliability and their impact on the viewing public. Nevertheless, they and science educators love the fact that student applications to forensic-science programs have skyrocketed due to CSI’s influence, which is extended thanks to official websites that inform visitors about forensics. Manufacturers of equipment for crime laboratories shower the shows with product placements to keep their mises-en-scènes up-to-date because they are effective as secret commercials, and the National Science Foundation sponsored a CSI “forensic web adventure” to accompany a traveling museum exhibit (Mooney 2005; Ott 2007: 166; Turow and Gans–Boriskin 2007: 278; Turow 2004; Goode 2007: 124; Jones and Bangert 2006; Caswell 2008; Vachss 2006: 132; O’Donnell 2007: 215–16, 218; Desmarais et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2008).

24, one of the longest-running spy Yanqui shows, is also screened around the world. In 2009, 100 million people watch it across 236 channels. 24 began in the fateful fall of 2001, right after airplane missiles had struck the north-east of the US. The program binds together two senses of realism in a classical dual verisimilitude that draws both on faithfulness to a genre (espionage) and on narrative cues, images, sounds, and editing associated with documentaries or news programs. This is in keeping with its central conceit of a season’s action taking place over the twenty-four hours it takes to watch each set of episodes. 24 has been welcomed as a return of high-quality drama that runs counter to the hegemony of reality television, and even celebrated as a grand piece of existential philosophy – the solitary figure against an array of untrustworthy institutions. Yet it clearly borrows devices and story-lines from more critically derided genres, such as soap opera, reality, and vigilante action adventure, thanks to its cliffhanger episodic stories and macho violence – in addition to drawing on the avant garde, courtesy of fractured story-lines and points of view. Of course, this is all underwritten by corporate messages; the first episode in 2003 began and ended with a six-minute film promoting a Ford car. And 24’s uniqueness became a formula in 2009, when CBS announced Harper’s Island, an overtly self-destructing series in which it is guaranteed that a central character will die in each of thirteen weeks (Aitkenhead 2009; McPherson 2008; McMahon 2008; Attallah 2006; Miklos 2008; Lotz 2008: 173; Steinberg
2009a). Then there is the question of 24’s politics. Produced by Republicans, it has featured cameos by their ideological confrères in politics (John McCain) and the news media (Laura Ingraham and Larry Elder) and was endorsed by the intellectual lackeys of the Bush regime such as the ur-disgraced-academic John Woo, who wrote legal justifications for inhumane brutality (Lithwick 2008). The show’s creator, Joel Surnow, boasts of being a “rightwing nut job” (quoted in Aitkenhead 2009). The Heritage Foundation, a reactionary, coin-operated think-tank, held a press conference in 2006 in celebration of the series that featured Michael Chertoff, then the Secretary of Homeland Security, and extremist talk-radio host Rush Limbaugh, who announced that Vice-President Dick Cheney and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld were fans of the program. 24 clearly endorses torture as a means of extracting information from terrorists, which has been a major ideological and policy distinction between US political parties since 2001. For some critics, it represents “la suma de los miedos americanos” [“the sum of American fears”] (Miklos 2008: 79). John Downing has termed the program “the most extended televisual reflection to date on the implications of 9/11” and an egregious argument in favor of the “need” for immediate and illegal action in the “public interest” (2007: 62). It’s fine for the hero, Jack Bauer, “a man never at a loss for something to do with an electrode,” to deny medical assistance to a terrorist whom he has wounded, shoot another’s wife in the leg, then threaten a second shot to the knee unless her husband confides in him; and fine for the US President to subject a Cabinet member to electric shocks to interrogate him (Downing 2007: 72, 77; Lithwick 2008) as Bauer endlessly intones, “Whatever it takes.” Similar questions of illegitimate process and authoritarian ideology have been posed of the CSI franchise (West 2008). A delegation from the major US officer-training site, West Point, visited 24’s producers in 2007 to express anxiety that so many military recruits adopt illegal and immoral attitudes to torture based on their interrogation by the series, while interrogators reported a direct mimesis between the show and actual practices in Iraqi prisons by US forces inspired by the show. Human Rights Watch also weighed in. Yet 24 became the first carbon-neutral US TV drama in 2009, with offsets calculated against the impact of car chases, air travel, and use of coal-generated electricity, in addition to favoring wind and solar
power. And its executive producer Kiefer Sutherland, the highest-paid TV actor in the world, is liberal in his politics, and disavows the notion that the program works ideologically at all—“it’s good drama. And I love this drama!” (Glaister 2009; Kaufman 2009; M. Miller 2007; Sutherland, quoted in Aitkenhead 2009). Thank heavens for Stella Artois’ Godardian spoof (www.guardian.co.uk/media/2009/mar/23/stella-artois-nouvelle-vague).

Either way, for viewers in search of entertainment delivered not just via broad-brush ideology but also through form and style, high-end US TV had become the repository of many values traditionally associated with art cinema—bravura montage editing, high-contrast yet subtle mise-en-scène, ellipsis and synthesis, direct address of a knowing audience, and stars chosen for the capacity to deliver lines over headlines. As the glossy, high-art inflected Latin American film magazine La Tempestad puts it, “el opio nuestro de cada día” [“our daily opium”] is offering “niveles altísimos de exigencia artística” [“the highest levels of artistic achievement”] (“La televisión y el futuro del cine” 2008). In the US, 24’s staple audience was the most-educated and affluent demographic group (Sconce 2004: 99) – people not usually associated with the violence and anti-intellectualism of the program’s far-right producers and public supporters.

In terms of this kind of aesthetic valuation, one might argue that the move by several shows toward webisodes, which last about half the duration of the program that they accompany and are only available online, signals a trend toward gossipy ephemera, since they add value only to diehard fans because they focus on comparatively insubstantial topics and characters. Or we could say that the trend makes artistic variations available to different kinds of viewers. In Australia, risky programming is tested through five-minute online versions that can be watched while audiences are allegedly busy at work; they may turn into fully-fledged TV shows if they draw followers (Marcus 2008).

SPORT

By contrast with most drama (with 24 a seeming exception—but not “really,” since it is scripted, shot, and edited in advance of being screened), coverage of sporting fixtures must follow the
passage of play in a contest involving many people over a brief period. It can be chaotic, but it’s rule-governed. The narrative is open, like a soap: even the conclusion of a season is never the conclusion of the seemingly endless competition that marks out this genre. Sport is an intensely emotional program-type, but without recourse to close-ups or personal verbalization in quite the same way as drama. Instead, there is a direct address of such issues to the audience by commentators, as well as a textual mirror of the audience via the crowd.

Like theatre, live sport has been central to television from the first. In 1931, the Encyclopedia Britannica illustrated the possibilities of the new medium by referring to the prospect of live athletics coverage (Settel and Laas 1969: 35). And from very early on, sport and TV “got together like bacon and eggs…. Like algae and fungi in moss” (Claeys and van Pelt 1986: 98). They shared a sense of immediacy, of happening at the instant that they were seen. Sport offered television well-defined spatial and temporal co-ordinates alongside spontaneity and surprise, and costs met by event organizers. It epitomized the culture industries’ blend of repetition and difference brokered through pleasure. Smythe saw televised sport as “a representation of the human condition,” an

image of skillful use of trained bodies … or gross sex aggression … competing for survival without the benefit of accepted law … a form of folk-drama … a sardonic morality story, or perhaps a means of reassuring cynical viewers that life is fixed from the start.

(1954: 144–5)

The Nazis regarded sport as a key part of TV propaganda in the 1930s. Perhaps 150,000 Berliners saw the 1936 Olympics in public viewing rooms. London viewers watched cricket in 1938, and New York TV presented live wrestling, football, and baseball a year later. The first pictures of a disaster (a New York fire) came through because cameras were at a nearby swimming pool. In the US, pre-war attempts to popularize TV-watching promoted collective viewing in bars of wrestling and boxing. In the 1950s, the networks discovered that Westerns and situation comedies were attracting large audiences, but comprised of people without large disposable
incomes. The target viewer selected in their stead was the young adult urban male, for whom sport was a priority (Lever and Wheeler 1993: 127; Uricchio 2008: 298; Hickethier 2008: 71; Whannel 1985: 62; Geurens 1989: 57; Settel and Laas 1969: 43; Harmond 1979: 82–3; Kersta 1942: 117–18; Parente 1977: 130).

Technological developments made televised sport increasingly manageable and increasingly spectacular. An initial model that replicated the view from a grandstand seat has changed in the light of the capacity to flit between many seats in many places. This and other refinements took place over half a century via such innovations as parabolic reflector microphones, mobile cameras, color, video recording and editing, caption generation, computer-aided design and drafting, video amplifiers to adjust the framing of an existing shot, international switching grids, chalkboards, and cameras in stumps, nets, helmets, and dirigibles (for the early history, see Whannel 1992: 64–6).

The first network broadcast in the US was a 1945 football game with President Harry S. Truman in the stadium, binding together sport, politics, and corporate power in a symbolic whirl that presaged the central role of sport in the emergent TV system (Gomery 2008: 233, 235–6). In Canada, the stimulus to establishing television came from the fact that people were already viewing sport from across the border (Cavanagh 1992: 305). In the UK, the first slow-motion replay came in 1962, during coverage of the Grand National horse race. The 1970 World Cup from Mexico was the first major event carried via satellite in color. Color television enabled snooker to become a TV sport – in black and white, it had been too difficult to distinguish the balls being potted. And a boxing bout between Frank Bruno and Mike Tyson inaugurated pay-per-view in 1996 (Low 2009; Bignell and Orlebar 2005: 150).

This history informed Murdoch’s infamously indelicate, albeit honest, remark in 1996 that his companies “use sports as a ‘battering ram’” to draw in subscribers – in the UK, that’s the only genre Murdoch and his fellow capitalists invest in significantly. By 2006, 60 percent of Sky subscribers who followed football bought its service just because of English Premier League coverage (Murdoch, quoted in Papathanassopoulos 2002: 197; Ofcom 2009: 4; Ofcom and Human Capital 2006: iii). Subscription television in Australia really grew because crucial sporting events were captured from
broadcast networks in 2008 – qualifying games in the men’s World Cup of football and Twenty20 cricket (“Subscription Television” 2008). In the US, the extraordinary intertextuality and variety of sport mean that cable stations that lack the financial backbone of broadcast networks to buy top events still see sport as a ratings winner. The strategy is proving crucial in the Kenyan struggle to dominate satellite, with British money that owns the rights to English football suddenly dominant (Wandera 2008). And despite the desire to bind the Canadian nation together through TV hockey, when networks wanted to target specific territories and could do so thanks to localizing technologies, they tailored coverage to particular markets. Neither tendency reflected or encouraged multiculturalism, as we can see from the racism and sexism of core commentators (Beaty and Sullivan 2006: 96–7, 141).

These technological and legal changes are siphoning sports away from broadcast TV and onto cable, satellite, and pay-per-view. As such, they are an instance of commercial television belatedly learning from public television. Many sports were built up by public broadcasters, only for cautious but wealthy capitalist companies to buy the innovations. This happened with basketball in the US, which was pioneered on television by San Francisco’s public station; cricket and rugby union around the world (developed as spectator sports by public networks in Britain, Australia, and New Zealand); and football across Europe. In 1995, there were just three sports channels in Europe; by 2000, there were sixty (Papathanasopoulos 2002: 189). ITV tried to resurrect its business by purchasing rights to the 2008–9 FA Cup, a failing competition that had been restored to fame through heavy BBC marketing – which promptly lost the rights to its unimaginative commercial rivals at a price that helped to send ITV to the brink financially (Gibson 2009a; Dyke 2009).

Britain’s regulator, Ofcom, promulgates a list of sports “of national interest” that should be available on broadcast rather than satellite TV (2008a). Why? Seven of the nine most popular programs on BBC 1 in 2006 and three of the top five on ITV1 were World Cup matches (Ofcom 2007: 106). Events such as the summer Olympics are held to be symbolic agents that display and generate consensual values in the community while it is undergoing structural adjustment to social change. The integrative and har-
monious aspects of social life are celebrated and emphasized in such accounts. They represent a functionalist strand in public policy and social research that emphasizes the allegedly consensual aspects to very conservative views of family, economic, and audience life (for examples of such reasoning applied to US TV, see Rothenbuhler 1988, 1989).

Sports also come and go with TV history. Consider wrestling. After great successes with women viewers in the 1940s and 1950s on US television, its popularity with the networks fell away, a victim of their desire for the male spectator’s disposable income. TV re-introduced the sport in the 1980s, using hand-held cameras in extreme close-ups of the action to emphasize spectacle. Wrestling’s return involved a new address to women, and revised rules. Quick falls, tightly circumscribed moves, and rigorous refereeing were forsaken. In their stead came spectacular circus-like activity, dominated by absurd persons in silly costumes, adopting exotic personae and seeking the acrobatic and the showy as means of success, and TV Studies 2.0 narcissographers in search of carnival to celebrate (Geurens 1989: 57–8; 61, Sammond 2005).

This renewed interest in female spectators has had profound impacts on television sport. In the early 1990s Canada, a beer company that owned the sports cable network TSN, sought an isomorphism of sporting content, audience, and beer intake by living up to its advertising motto: “We deliver the male.” As late as 1998, an advertisement for ESPN in Broadcasting & Cable magazine promised “More tackles, less tutus.” But commercial and cultural changes are exerting tremendous pressure on the normativity of sport, endangering the seemingly rock-solid maleness at its core. Far from seeing sport as unacceptable and unwanted, female US spectators tune to the Olympics in large numbers. The 1992 Winter Games gained 57 percent of its US TV audience from women. Women’s figure skating out-rated that year’s World Series of men’s baseball and the collegiate basketball championship game. And the women’s technical skating program at the 1994 Winter Games drew the fourth-highest ratings of any program in US history, right alongside the final episode of M*A*S*H (1972–83). In 1995, more women than men in Britain watched Wimbledon tennis on television, and the numbers were nearly equal for boxing. In the 1998 professional basketball play-offs, more women were drawn to Game Seven of
that year, the women’s final at the US Open tennis out-rated the men’s by 15 percent. Every major professional men’s league in the US now has a women’s media marketing plan. Male spectatorship of TV sport in the US is in serious decline, as more and more viewers turn to the History and Discovery Channels. The perennial savior of network sportscasters, the National Football League (NFL), saw 1998–9 and 1999–2000 ratings for Monday Night Football (1970–) at a record low, while a third of its audience was female. In 1999, more men aged 18–34 viewed professional women’s softball on ESPN2 than watched Arena football, the National Hockey League, or Major League Soccer. So something is happening (Miller 2001a). A clue comes from ABC’s coverage of Super Bowl 2000, which included Giants cornerback Jason Seahorn in uniform pants during a pregame show, to which journalist Meredith Vieira offered that football is “all about the butt” (quoted in Miller 2001a). Why does this matter? Because women in the US buy well over half the cars, TVs, and PCs that are sold, and 90 percent of the produce (“Hello, Girls” 2009).

US TV executives operate from the assumption that women are attracted to biographical and conceptual narratives about stars and their sports, rather than statistics or quests for success. So NBC initiated “a female-inclusive sports subgenre” at the 1992 Summer Games, offering “private-life” histories of selected contestants. NBC targeted women and families in 1996 to such effect that 50 percent of its Olympic audience was adult women and 35 percent men, with women’s gymnastics one of the most popular events. Male boxing and wrestling were edged out of prime time (although there remained a disproportionate address in general of men’s versus women’s sport on screen). The network reported an increase of 26 percent in the number of women viewers aged 25–54 by comparison with the 1992 Barcelona Games. Similar tendencies have continued through successive Olympiads. In the 2004 Summer Olympics, NBC covered male athletes in individual events more than female, but airtime dedicated to women’s teams was significantly higher than for men’s (Miller 2001a; Tuggle et al. 2007).

In his widely-used manual for making TV (thirteen editions from 1961 to 2001), Gerald Millerson values “interpretative techniques” as crucial components of televisual sport. He warns that
“although your camera can show what is happening, it will often fail to convey the atmosphere or spirit of the occasion,” so “selective techniques” may be better than “direct reportage.” In the case of covering a mountain climb, this requires low angles to stress danger; a concentration on physical extremities, such as fingers; and audio of heavy breathing and slowly ascending music, so that “the illusion grows.” The ultimate is achieved if the audience responds somatically, developing “dizziness, nausea,” and other “sympathetic bodily reactions” (1990: 371).

Training in how to present TV sport lists these scopophilic and obedient prerequisites for getting a job: “Personality, audience appeal, diligence, loyalty, integrity, willingness to work, and the ability to learn.” Such positions are divided between play-by-play/ball-by-ball commentary, expert or color remarks, highlights, male gossip shows such as HBO then Showtime’s Inside the NFL (1978–), the BBC’s Football Focus (2001–), and news bulletins. The two- or three-person commentary team derives from the stop–start nature of many sports covered, notably cricket, baseball, and US “football.” But it can also be used as a relief for sports with little respite, such as Australian-Rules Football, and it allows for specialist statistical information and interpretation. A scorer here fulfils two purposes, providing the commentator with information and flashing it on-screen for the viewer. Spotters on the sidelines at football games give an additional perspective. Whereas the commentator from on-high has a seat in the grandstand, the spotter is amongst the struggle and controversy, the gossip and the medical center, providing a space for directors to cut to from action (Hitchcock 1991: vii, 1, 3–4).

The tight interplay of technology and emotion is clear in the instructions that Australia’s Channel 9 used for many years to train its cricket commentators, which included, *inter alia*:

Think constantly of voice-over cassettes, animations, computers and anything which will help the viewer enjoy the telecast. . . . As a commentator you will keep foremost in your mind that cricket contains venom and courage, drama and humour, and you will not be backward in bringing out in your commentary those aspects of the noble and ancient pastime.

(Quoted in Benaud 1984: 117)
Commentators are urged to emphasize gladiatorial elements of difference, character, history, and conflict to add excitement (Morris and Nydahl 1985: 105; Bryant et al. 1977). They must

> create a feeling that the competitors don’t like each other…. Studies have shown that fans react better, and are more emotionally involved, if aggressive hostility is present…. Work the audience at the emotional level and get them involved in the game.

(Hitchcock 1991: 75)

As a baseball TV director explains, “I’m trying to establish that tense relationship between the pitcher and the batter … that impression of a face-off.” In Britain, television producers have made it clear to athletics officials that coverage requires “head-to-head confrontations” (Heuring 1988: 90; British Film Institute 1986). When the 1983 Indianapolis 500 was run without untoward incidents and injuries, ABC’s replay of the race included a segment on safety issues, the alibi for featuring extended highlights of death and destruction from earlier, purportedly more riveting contests (Edgerton and Ostroff 1985: 276). And the BBC’s instructions to its camera operators for the 1976 Montreal Olympic Games emphasized the need to capture male swimmers’ “straight lines” in order to suggest “strength, security, vitality and manliness” rather than the “grace and sweetness” of female competitors’ “curved lines” (quoted in Peters 1976).

National, technical, and commercial differences are important. Until the early-twenty-first century, viewers of Italian football received a broadly sweeping picture of play, a strategic view that rarely went beyond a medium long shot. But for the English game, there was an abundance of medium shots of the crowd and two-shots and close-ups of the players, thanks to the minimal number of largely low-angle cameras, which TV had persuaded football grounds to dig pits for, thus enhancing their effect (Whannel 1992: 51). That distinction ended with the triumph of the more distanced, sober continental aesthetic, which coincided with every major match becoming available live (as opposed to none during the 1970s and 1980s, with few on delay either). The English Premier League today requires TV to provide multi-camera coverage, which makes
for more closely-edited replays and highlights from varied angles (Armstrong 2007).

Boxing is theoretically ideal for television, because it is so easy to track visually, but has been the subject of bitter controversy since its low-rent proletarian violence became less fashionable than the ruling-class violence of, for example, Formula One. Conversely, cricket presents immense technical difficulties: the ball is tiny and can travel vast distances at great speed without adequate warning, while commercial TV must always allow for camera operators to include advertising perimeters wherever possible (British Film Institute 1986). The potential is there to look foolish as shots of nothing accompany spoken events of substance. So cricket has a complex series of safety maneuvers involving multiple camera set-ups, edits, and pans. Australia’s Channel 9 coverage dealt with this problem in a way that translated an obstacle into a virtue of entertainment; an average over of six deliveries would be comprised of fifty shots, compared to around thirty when the BBC was the source (Whannel 1992: 99).

By the early 1980s, it was commonplace for TV Studies 1.0 to bewail the transformative impact of television on sport. These critiques assumed sport to be a once (and potentially future) expression of human muscular grace that was being perverted by the grubbiness of commerce and the specifically non-redemptive nature of television because sport for sport’s sake had been displaced by “competitive individualism, consumer capitalism and nationalist chauvinism.” There have been intense debates from this perspective on sponsorship of sport by beer and tobacco companies, and TV has been criticized for its partiality toward male-dominated sports such as football, golf, motor cars, and cricket. The neglect of other sports has adversely affected their capacity to attract sponsors; coverage is vital to major investors and growth of the sport. In many nations, women’s sport has received minimal airtime (Rowe 1991).

This position frequently borrows from aesthetics to valorize sport in high-culture terms, even as it presumes upon sport’s popularity to cross-validate itself as “the people’s” property. In place of this combination of artistry and mass appeal, sport has allegedly been commodified by marketers, sponsors, advertisers, unions, television, administrators, and governments. For the cultural critic with
an abiding faith in sport as it was prior to television, and wary of fans’ propensity to consume, this meant establishing rules for limiting personal excess: TV tennis only via Grand Slam events; cricket via Tests alone; football during the season proper (Attwood 1990). Such a process avoids what Colin Tatz refers to as “sponsorship and television’s emasculation of the rules” by returning sports to their original continuity and metonymy, to the beauty and culture that once made cricket, for instance, “a sort of morality” (1986: 57–8). For Christopher Lasch, TV has had an entirely negative impact on US sports – tennis is now played on all-weather courts, which reduce the importance of speed and tactical acumen; entire sports are disarticulated from their seasonal rhythms; spectators become less knowledgeable; and players grow more violent. All these changes are allegedly due to television (1979: 192–3). As if to make the point, the legendary US coach Bear Bryant once said: “I’ll play at midnight if that’s what TV wants” (quoted in McKay 1991: 91).

Televised sport shifts attention away from the processes of sport and onto its outcomes. Participation becomes defined and evaluated in terms of relationship to ultimate success, according to such critiques (Goldstein and Bredemeier 1977: 155). It is tempting to conclude that television uses sport to “articulate capitalist rationality, masculine hegemony, Eurocentric racism, militaristic nationalism and liberal values” (McKay 1991: 93–4; also see Clarke and Clarke 1982; McKay and Kirk 1992). As Schiller puts it, “the audience is targeted in its most vulnerable condition, relaxed yet fully receptive to the physical action and the inserted sales pitch. It is the ideal ambiance for the penetration of consciousness by a wide variety of ideological messages” (1989: 130). It’s no surprise that Peugeot Talbot decided to sponsor UK athletics in the 1980s because the company sought to connect its cars with health, success, and beauty: “a very necessary and important association,” in the words of one executive (British Film Institute 1986). This industrialization eventually made the most famous sports announcer in US history, Howard Cosell, leave the scene in the mid-1980s, saying, “I have observed the disgusting extent to which television will go in order to get a rating . . . sports today is endlessly complex, an ever-spinning spiral of deceit, immorality, absence of ethics, and defiance of the public interest” (1986: 3–4).
Critics locate sport and TV as sub-sections of the advertising industry (Parente 1977: 130). They say it has lost its nobility and become a creature of spectacle rather than action. Sporting organizations were initially wary of television but soon learnt of its potential as a source of revenue and hence growth. For, just as television was appearing, sports themselves were managerializing. They were no longer the province of amateur administrators. The desire for growth meant following the precepts laid down by broadcasters: simple rules, good facilities, reasonable duration, obvious skill, visual appeal, and large crowds. When broadcasters paid facilities fees to sporting organizations, to cover space taken up at grounds, electricity, and other overheads, this was reasonable. But once that transaction became a fee for the right to broadcast the event, a new order of corporatization was at hand (Whannel 1992: 22–3, 78).

The same period saw an increasing governmental obsession with rearing hearty youths, and new corporate interest in recruiting and maintaining healthy employees. There came to be a significant national component to sporting policy and a trend toward nationalism in the coverage of global events, as research into successive men’s World Cup football competitions indicates (Tudor 1992).

In terms of spectatorship, there is some evidence that sports that professionalized alongside and as part of the development of US TV coverage in the 1960s and 1970s saw attendance grow for major games, especially across genders. This quickly inflated the salaries of players, whilst diminishing their connections to teams and spatial communities via promiscuous transfer systems (Harmond 1979: 86–7, 93). The same tendency rips apart suburban sporting associations. Perhaps the most brutal local instance was the fate of Australia’s South Melbourne, for many years a working-class, inner-city club in the old Victorian Football League. It was dispatched to Sydney, because live coverage of games there on Sundays would boost ratings back in Melbourne, where professional football was illegal on “the Sabbath” (Stoddart 1986: 105). The return on this cultural loss was the emergence of new markets, such as the search for the “pink dollar” which initially brought a significant gay male following to the Sydney Australian Football League side.

Such commodification reached its symbolic apogee at the 1992 Olympics in Barcelona. After winning the gold medal for basketball, the US “Dream Team” staged a protest on the victory podium
because Reebok, an official Olympic sponsor, had supplied the team with warm-up suits that must be worn to display its logo. But some players were Nike clients, and threatened to boycott proceedings. At the ceremony, two team members wrapped themselves in the national flag to cover the Reebok emblem, while the others unzipped their jackets to obscure it (Miller et al. 2001).

The 1988 Seoul Olympics were known colloquially as “the Breakfast Games,” because NBC paid the organizers US$300 million to conduct most events before two in the afternoon, in order to coincide with prime time in the US. This shifting of time is not new; an early notorious instance being the 1967 US Open golf and All-Star baseball game, which started late to accommodate TV, to the players’ annoyance. In fact, baseball moved from being an entirely daytime sport, and golf gave up match-play conditions for major tournaments, under ratings pressures, while Australian tennis scheduled night games at the request of Channel 7. Nowadays NBC uses a “plausibly live” policy, pretending that the Olympic events it carries are taking place naturally during prime time when they are in fact recorded and edited hours before. Time is manipulated in concert with the interests of global capital to suit narrative drive, audience targeting, and commercial spacing. At a less public site of interference, Channel 10 endeavored to influence the election of Australian Olympic officials by using its leverage as an Olympics broadcaster (Harmond 1979: 90–1, Edgerton and Ostroff 1985: 271; Boylen 1988; Jeffery 1989).

The whole question of television lighting has seen lamp makers around the world use the Olympics as their test-case and showroom; not because of the light required for spectators or competitors, but to provide the illumination craved by TV to highlight advertising hoardings and logos. This amounts to perhaps three times the illumination expected by people in the stands (“Lighting Assignment of Olympic Proportions” 1988: 50). By the early-twenty-first century, an “eye-in-the sky” held up football games in the US and Test Matches and tennis tournaments around the world, to permit TV-mediated advice to officials on refereeing and umpiring decisions. The idea of the body as an untrammeled expression of humanness is overdetermined by this technocratic discourse, which requires that bodies and their intersection are depicted beyond the ability of the naked umpiring or spectating eye.
The political economies of sport and television are now so closely intertwined that it is difficult to imagine life otherwise. One-third of English Premier League club revenue comes from TV, with wages increasing at a fast rate – much more than anywhere else – in step with the value of these rights. In the decade from 1990, European football rights costs grew by 800 percent, during a period of minimal macroeconomic inflation (Ofcom and Human Capital 2006: i–11; Papathanassopoulos 2002: 197). India’s explosion of television in the twenty-first century made billions of dollars flow into cricket worldwide, as the country became the major economic power of the sport worldwide (though always struggling with the political hegemony of England and its white-settler sporting satellite, Australia). The advent of fifty news networks across fourteen languages saw cricket become India’s lingua franca, a means of distributing stories nationally that displaced other news from the headlines due to its replicability (Mehta 2007). As per a struggle over TV rights to cover the game that led to a cricket revolution in 1970s Australia, when new money supplanted old boys’ clubs, South Asian television finance was transforming the sport. The local Indian cricket administration denied rights sales in 2007 to the highest media bidder, as per its Sydney equivalent thirty years earlier. The response was to set up a rival league. But that provocation was of minor moment next to the Indian Board’s own rebellious intervention. The Board took the recent English invention of Twenty20, whereby the game is even quicker – and much more fun – than baseball, and set up new urban franchises across the nation via the Indian Premier League (IPL). In 2008, ESPN Star Sports, a joint Disney–News Corporation venture (Mickey meets Rupert), invested a billion US dollars over a decade in the new Twenty20 cricket world championships, while the IPL used a draft system whereby players are bid for as per the US – but as established stars rather than rookies. People flocked from across the globe to sign up for unprecedented sums. What are the implications in terms of the nursery for young players provided by the longer, less-profitable version of the game? What will happen to national identification (Gibson 2009b; Hutton 2009)? Meanwhile, powerful teams and leagues were establishing their own televisual networks. Manchester United, Benfica, Barcelona, Middlesbrough, Olympique de
Marseille, Real Madrid, AC and Inter Milan, and Chelsea boast channels, as does the New York Yankees, while Major League Baseball started a network in 2009, and the National Hockey and National Football Leagues expanded theirs. The NFL Network won the ratings among US cable stations in December 2008, for the first time (Schwartz 2008; Papanathanassopoulos 2002: 189; Reynolds 2008).

Some sports are virtually owned by TV. Consider boxing. We often think of the premium-cable station HBO as a by-word for quality, based on its critically lauded, globally successful dramas. But sport lies at the heart of the station’s viability. At the time of HBO’s formation in the 1970s, broadcast networks had deserted boxing, which mostly circulated through closed-circuit arena screenings. The station approached the leading promoters and offered to pay a fee to co-screen events, arguing that it posed no threat to the existing model because of its tiny size. The satellite telecast of the world-heavyweight bout between Joe Frazier and Muhammad Ali in 1975 in Manila established HBO as a household acronym. Its average monthly increase of 15,000 subscribers quickly doubled. By the end of the year, 300,000 homes had signed up through hundreds of wee cable companies; the network could boost a system’s subscriber rolls by as much as 20 percent. A 1981 survey disclosed that the Marvin Hagler–Mustafa Hansho and Mike Weaver–James Tillis fights out-rated commercial network shows (Mair 1988).

This increase in subscriptions inspired senior management to “claim some ownership in the sport,” in the network’s words. It built up likely contenders as stars, then signed them to long-term contracts (Gottlieb 2006). HBO spent tens of millions of dollars marketing Mike Tyson during his heyday; its corporate parent, Time Warner, fetishistically referred to him as “a walking billboard for HBO.” In 1991, boxing became the most successful pay-per-view genre, with a-million-and-a-half sales for a contest between George Foreman and Evander Holyfield, in an era when pay-per-view was available in fifteen million homes, and the decision to buy necessitated a physical visit to rent a converter box – all for an event the network itself helped to organize. Today, boxing is the second or third reason customers give for subscribing. Fresh from US$126 million in receipts from pay-per-view in 2005, in 2006
the network advised that its boxing centerpiece was “as big as any commitment that we’ve ever made ... the anchor and foundation of our efforts” (quoted in Umstead 2006).

YouTube has featured unauthorized uploads of the network’s bouts. A few hours after Fernando Vargas was knocked out by Shane Moley in 2006, the last thirty-five seconds of the fight as narrowcast by HBO on pay-per-view were available at the site. Within less than a week, 180,000 watchers had seen it, compared with 350,000 HBO subscribers who had paid close to US$50 each for live access. The network was exasperated, in part because this compromised plans for free replays to regular subscribers. HBO lobbied to restrict what its subscribers may do with what they have paid for, arguing before the FCC that its programs should not be subject to the same reuse rights as free-to-air material. Many critics worry that it wants to criminalize copying programming to boost profits, rather than as a necessity to remain afloat. This is a question of commodifying new forms of content and delivery, not surviving: HBO’s sporting offerings have been very popular since becoming part of digital on-demand services in 2006, as corporate parent Time Warner seeks to restrain any audience gallop to satellite (Ourand 2006).

Despite these successes, the idea of an endlessly expanding universe of TV sport, a recession-proof genre that keeps going and going, may be a fantasy. Morgan Stanley says the major US television networks lost US$1.3 billion on sports between 2002 and 2006. The NFL suffered a 13 percent decrease in TV ratings in the five seasons to 2002; symptomatically, Disney dispatched Monday Night Football from ABC to ESPN in 2006 due to falling audience numbers, where it was a success at that much lower ratings threshold. This has led to an expected US$3 billion dollar write-down in the value of rights to sport paid by US media companies. Even India has seen risks to IPL’s advertising base (Miller et al. 2003; Hiestand 2005; Goetzl 2008; “IPL Loses Sponsors” 2009).

In the UK, it’s not clear how much sport will be too much. During the first five years of the Premier League, sixty matches were screened per season; by 2006, the number was 138. Games remained popular with viewers, but there were few competitors for the franchise, and the European Commission expressed major concerns about the prospects for new bidders, due to the price. That
opened the way to Setanta, a global satellite channel that was moving from an original home in Irish pubs around the world to homes around the globe. Between them, Setanta and Sky paid £2.7 billion for national and international rights between 2007 and 2010. Half the revenue went to the teams themselves. With the major rights-holders through 2013 being a subsidiary of News Corp, which has manifold debts, and Setanta, which operates under serious financial strictures, and many teams themselves owned by debtors, the bubble looked tighter yet more tenuously by 2009. Setanta and ITV raced to renegotiate rights deals as the recession deepened, in addition to deferring some payments. More and more mavens and pundits thought that football would trip, stumble, and perhaps even fall as its owners, players, and broadcasters lost capitalization because advertising revenue was diminishing. The implications were much more dire for other sports that were covered by TV, in part due to the popularity of football, which allowed less-popular pastimes to be cross-subsidized (Thiel 2009; Ofcom and Human Capital 2006: ii; Gough 2009; Gibson 2009b, c). Television and sport still went together very successfully, but the idea that they would grow into an even larger behemoth was uncertain for the first time since the 1960s.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

(1) What does flow mean in television?
(2) What is a genre?
(3) What is the controversy about 24 – and what do you make of the debate?
(4) How has TV changed sport – and sport changed TV?

NOTE

(1) In fairness to the fuddy-duddy, even postmodern novelists are susceptible to flow (Wallace 1997: 31–2). It was a concept within the professional discourse of TV advertising well before Williams made his Atlantic crossing – his description even reads rather like Professor Houghland’s demonstration in Murder by Television. Flow is used to gauge viewer loyalty to program, station, genre and so on, to work with the “hammock” effect, whereby two popular shows are slung at either end of a less successful program to guard viewers’ attention. For debates on these questions, see Miller (2002).
FURTHER READING

In most societies in which supernatural elements are important in attaining success, some form of divination is practiced, because foreknowledge is one way of control. In parts of East Africa, the entrails of chickens are used for divining the future, while among the Karen of Burma it is the gall bladder of a pig; in Hollywood polls are used to determine the mysterious tastes of the audience.

(Hortense Powdermaker 1950: 285)

I was around when television started, and nobody can deny that when television started it was more peaceful and more friendly. I think we have used the competition within television ... to edge ourselves and others towards the presentation in ever greater volume of things that were better not presented ... television people ... must be made aware that if things go as they are now, they will – unwittingly because of competition and such factors – destroy civilization.

(Karl Popper, quoted in Wedell and Luckman 2001: 195–6)

We all know the power of television to make us laugh, cry, hide behind the sofa or forget our worries, particularly as we spend more time at home trying to escape the doom and gloom of the credit crunch. To help the nation seek some solace in February, one of the most depressing months, psychologist Donna Dawson has put together her pick of the month’s programmes on Sky+HD to help lift your spirits.

(Donna Dawson 2009)

Babette had made it a rule. She seemed to think that if kids watched television one night a week with parents or stepparents, the effect would be to de-glamorize the medium in their eyes, make it wholesome domestic sport.

(Don DeLillo 1986: 16)
The masses are the opium of television. The quotations above from Don DeLillo and Karl Popper encapsulate the anxiety over the influence of TV that bedevils households, while Sky’s in-house program adviser allegedly uses the psy-function to direct viewers toward uplifting and self-improving shows (on Sky). For its part, the image from “Champions for Change” was a 2007 billboard campaign by the California State Department of Public Health that placed women as the governesses of the home, with responsibility for family health in terms of increased biking, swimming, fruit, vegetables, walking, dancing, raking, running, football, and basketball—and decreased television-watching.

For their part, TV producers want to make audiences, not simply attract viewers. Audiences are not already-extant entities participating in a relationship of supply and demand, in the sense that a person who goes to the supermarket is a consumer. Most of the time, television is not directly selling anything to its audience, and the audience is not buying anything from it. Rather, the TV “industry has always defined itself at the intersection of time and real estate” (Maggio 2008). Fifty years ago, Smythe explained that audience attention—presumed or measured—was sold by stations to advertisers (2004: 319–20). TV texts are therefore not so much consumer commodities but “symbols for time” (Hartley 1987: 133).

Hartley suggests that “the energy with which audiences are pursued in academic and industry research” is “larger and more powerful than the quest for mere data,” because it seeks “knowledge of the species” (1992: 84; also see Ang 1991). Effects and ratings research traverses the industry, the state, and criticism.
Academic, commercial, and regulatory approaches to television focus most expansively and expensively on audiences as citizens and consumers. Audiences tend to characterize discussions about TV, far more than its technology, law, or even content.

The fear that television impresses “the same stamp on everything” is exemplified in the critical-theory/political-economy wing of TV Studies 1.0. Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s account of production-line culture (1977) argues that because demand is dispersed and supply centralized, television operates via an administrative logic. Far from reflecting already-established and -revealed preferences of consumers in reaction to their tastes and desires, it manipulates them from the economic apex of production. Coercion is mistaken for free will. The only element that might stand against this leveling sameness is individual consciousness. But that consciousness has been customized to the requirements of economical media production. Television is one more industrial process subordinated to dominant economic forces within society that are always seeking efficient standardization. TV and its associated industries “employ the characteristic modes of production and organization of industrial corporations to produce and disseminate symbols in the form of cultural goods and services, generally, although not exclusively, as commodities” (Garnham 1987: 25).

For Horkheimer, media technologies promise deliverance from drudgery and suffering, but deliver control over individuals and minimal spontaneity. In place of “the joy of making personal decisions, of cultural development, and of the free exercise of imagination,” we have “technological expertise, presence of mind, pleasure in the mastery of machinery, [and] the need to be part of and to agree with the majority of some group.” The capacity to engage in “personal cultivation” is disabled because the “record player, radio, [and] television” diminish conversation between people. This “machinery of mass opinion” makes leisure decisions for people who are exhausted by their jobs, becoming “more and more like machines” themselves. The sovereignty of the consumer is really about a new mastery and a new servitude, for those who labor to serve – and shape – that consumer; people who might in turn be consumers in another role. Despite having invented technology “correlative with the development of the autonomous
individual,” the logic of industrial uniformity tailors consciousness “to ever more precisely prescribed tasks,” set by the technology itself (Horkheimer 1996). In Alexander Kluge’s words, capitalism seeks “to designate the spectators themselves as entrepreneurs. The spectator must sit ... in front of the TV set like a commodity owner: like a miser grasping every detail and collecting surplus on everything” (1981–2: 210–11).

Frankfurt School critics, as per the drama and sports traditionalists we encountered in Chapter 3, argue that entertainment TV appeals to base instincts and lowest common denominators, instilling either quietude or hysteria. The opulence of media technology is matched only by its barren civilization. Such criticisms come from both left and right, agreeing that a surfeit of signage and a deficit of understanding cheapen public culture, as kitsch overruns quality (Martín-Barbero and Rey 1999: 15–16, 22, 24). Here is an everyday-life exemplum of such anxieties, detailing television’s advent in Australia:

In September 1956 many Sydney residents had their first opportunity to experience first-hand contact with the new mechanical “monster” – TV – that had for the last seven or eight years been dominating the lounges of English and American homes. Speculation on its effects had run high. On the one hand it was claimed: it would eventually destroy the human race since young couples would prefer viewing to good honest courting; children would arrive at school and either go to sleep or gorge half-baked concepts about the Wild West and the “gals” who inspired or confused the upholders of law; it would breed a generation of youngsters with curved spines, defective eyesight, American vocabulary but no initiative; it would result in a fragmentation of life whereby contact among, and even within, families would be reduced to the barest minimum. On the other hand, supporters claimed that it would initiate a moral regeneration of the nation by enticing straying husbands home to see “Wagon Train” and “The Perry Como Show”; it would encourage dead-end kids to explore the richness of books and of life in general; and it would unite the family by offering common goals and common interests.

(Campbell assisted by Keogh 1962: 9)
*Television and the Australian Adolescent* (the 1962 source of this quotation) finds its authors concerned about “habits of passivity” that television might induce, and the power of particular genres to “instill certain emotions, attitudes and values.” The upshot of all this, they feared, might be “a generation of people who are content to be fed by others” (Campbell assisted by Keogh 1962: 23). Today’s version claims that niche cable-TV stations focus viewers “on our own little segment of reality” to the point where “we lose all touch with the larger reality that matters to us” (Andersen 2005: 14); esteemed participants at the Peabody/Loveless Seminar on the industry worry that audiences “avoid content, styles, values, or commitments that counter or contradict their own” (“Television in an Era of Fundamental Change” 2007). These critiques contrast an allegedly active public with a putatively passive audience:

> we are not happy when we are watching television, even though most of us spend many hours a week doing so, because we feel we are “on hold” rather than really living during that time. We are happiest when we are successfully meeting challenges at work, in our private lives, and in our communities.  

*(Bellah et al. 1992: 49)*

Happiness has become a major research object in the US, as economics, marketing, and the psy-function merrily merge to divine that TV viewers are less happy than others (Robinson and Martin 2008).

Organizations like Adbusters, with their “Mental Detox Week,” loathe TV and work assiduously toward its demise (adbusters.org). They are touching on themes that recur throughout popular culture itself – mistrust of the apparatus. David Cronenberg’s 1983 film *Videodrome* famously sees “Professor Brian O’Blivion,” a criminal parody of Marshall McLuhan, proposing that “television is reality and reality is less than television.” And it’s certainly true that when newspapers start noting that more Britons vote in *Big Brother* than the European elections, panic about television is in full flight, even though US data show the number of children watching news is on the increase (Lewis *et al.* 2005: 2; “Saturday Morning Network News” 2009).

Cary Bazalgette, writing as Head of Education Projects at the British Film Institute, argued for the necessity of expecting and
impacting aesthetic discrimination among students, given the nature of much TV. She tells the following tale:

I showed the Odessa Steps sequence from *Battleship Potemkin* [Sergei Eisenstein 1925] to a class of very large and frightening dockers’ daughters in south-east London, at the end of which the biggest and scariest of them all hammered on the desk with her not inconsiderable fist and said “Why don’t they show things like that on television instead of some of the fucking rubbish we do get?”

(Bazalgette 1999)

So aesthetic critiques of TV cross classes.

Television continues to provide both measures of, and stimuli to, social change in its dual function as an index and an incarnation of the social world. Worries over this indexical and incarnate power underpin a wealth of Television Studies 1.0 research that questions, tests, and measures the number and the conduct of people seated before the apparatus. The most socially significant part of TV Studies 1.0, as measured by psy-function funding, publication, influence, and community concern, is the search to comprehend, to capture, the audience. Why? Because television audiences participate in the most global (but local), communal (yet individual), and time-consuming practice of making meaning in the history of the world. The concept and the occasion of being an audience link the society and the person, even though watching and listening involve solitary interpretation as much as collective action. In the US, despite the fact that so many houses have several TV sets, 80 percent of homes have just one on during prime time. Viewing remains a collective act as well as an individual one (Collins 2009). Production executives invoke the audience to measure success and claim knowledge of what people want, regulators to organize administration, psychologists to produce proofs, lobby-groups to change content, and advertisers to promote products. Hence the link to panics about education, violence, and apathy supposedly engendered by TV, and routinely investigated by the state, psychology, Marxism, conservatism, the church, liberal feminism, marketers, anti-racists, and others. The television audience as consumer, student, felon, bigot, citizen, voter, and idiot engages such groups.
THE DEM/GEM

Two accounts of the audience are dominant in TV Studies 1.0, public policy, and social activism. In their different ways, each is an effects model, in that they assume the media do things to people, with the citizen understood as an audience member at risk of abjuring either interpersonal responsibility or national culture: the domestic effects model (or DEM) and the global effects model (or GEM).

The DEM is dominant in the US and exported around the world. It is typically applied without consideration of place or time, and is nested within the psy-function (see Comstock and Scharrer 1999; Cooper 1996; Surgeon General’s Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior 1971). The DEM offers analysis and critique of education and civic order. It views television as a force that can either direct or pervert the citizen-consumer. Entering young minds hypodermically, TV both enables and imperils learning. It may even drive the citizen to violence through aggressive and misogynistic images and narratives. The DEM is found at a variety of sites, including laboratories, clinics, prisons, schools, newspapers, psy-function journals, media organizations’ research and publicity departments, everyday talk, program-classification regulations, conference papers, parliamentary debates, advertising agencies, and state-of-our-youth or state-of-our-civil-society moral panics. The DEM is routinely embodied in the claims made by marketers about the efficacy of their work; and spectacularly embodied in the nation-wide US media theatrics that ensue after mass school shootings, questioning the role of violent screen images (not religion, race, masculinity, a risk society, or firearms) in creating violent people. For instance, following a referral from Bill Clinton after the 1999 Columbine school shootings, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) surveyed studies of “exposure to violence in entertainment,” concluding that consuming violent texts was only one “factor contributing to youth aggression, antisocial attitudes and violence. Nevertheless, there is widespread agreement that it is a cause for concern.” The FTC noted that high levels of exposure to violent texts generated “an exaggerated perception of the amount of violence in society” (2000: i–ii). Whiteness? Gender? Gun laws? Protestantism? These are subordinate topics – when they are deemed relevant.
Smythe wrote of the DEM in 1951: “Everybody seems to be doing it, especially those who are best qualified by virtue of the fact that ‘they wouldn’t have a television set in the house’” (2004: 319). Recalling the 1960s in Greenwich Village, Bob Dylan put it this way: “sociologists were saying that TV had deadly intentions and was destroying the minds and imaginations of the young – that their attention span was being dragged down.” The other dominant site of knowledge was the “psychology professor, a good performer, but originality not his long suit” (2004: 55, 67). The psy-function still casts a shadow across that village, and many others.

Dorothy G. Singer and Jerome L. Singer call for centering media effects within the study of child development:

[C]ritical analyses and careful research on social learning ... and literally scores of psychophysiological and behavioral empirical studies beginning in the 1960s have pointed much more to aggression as a learned response.... [C]an we ignore the impact on children of their exposure through television and films or, more recently, to computer games and arcade video games that involve vast amounts of violent actions?

(2001: xv)

To take two small samples of the DEM’s proclivities and prominence, between mid-2004 and mid-2005, US psy-function studies found television responsible for “childhood obesity, the early onset of puberty, a propensity towards bullying, and a net gain in intelligence” (Attallah 2007: 339). In the first three months of 2009, psy-function research was promoted in the bourgeois media for its claims that children watching TV were the most likely to develop asthma and mental illness and engage in violent and sexual conduct (Sample 2009; Doughty 2009). Quite a record. How do they keep breathing through it all? In Argentina, parents remain more convinced of the perils of TV than they are of video games or the Internet – it remains the demon of choice (Morduchowicz 2008: 115). The nation’s alarmingly-named Liga de Armas de Casa, Consumidores y Usuarios [League of Household Warriors, Consumers and Users] (ligadeamascasa.com.ar) conducts a “Cruzada a favor de la familia y en contra de la TV basura” [Crusade for the Family and Against TV
Rubbish], targeting programs that are said to undermine morality, foment violence, glamorize drugs, and distort the minds of the young (Galli 2005).

Ego psychology engages in experimentation as part of its contribution to the DEM. Another element of the psy-function, psychoanalysis, reads audience responses from texts. It doesn’t feel the need to talk to or observe anyone in order to announce that, for example, women enjoy soap operas because their lives are fragmented as per soap storylines since they spend so much time waiting and subordinating their needs to others. As a consequence, women supposedly identify with maternal concerns in soap characters, and are uninterested in more teleological narratives about unerringly seeking and ultimately attaining a goal (Modleski 1984). This fraction of TV Studies 1.0 holds that certain universal struggles are enacted through images. They form “a pathway to our deepest psychic levels,” exercising a “potent resonance with the unconscious” through TV (Nelson 1992: 22). A somewhat less mechanistic, behavioral approach to TV effects emerged in the 1980s via cultivation analysis. Rather than looking for these hypodermic-like impacts, either through experimental or textual methods, it seeks correlations between how much and what kind of television people watch and their views of social life. Interesting information has been uncovered, for example, about correspondences between the distorted representation on the racial background of victims and perpetrators of crime in US TV news and drama versus criminological data and the apparent impact on popular knowledge as disclosed in opinion polls (Shanahan and Morgan 1999).

The GEM, primarily utilized in non-US discourse, is spatial and historical rather than psychological. Whereas the DEM focuses on the cognition and emotion of individual human subjects via observation and experimentation, the GEM looks to the customs and patriotic feelings exhibited by collective human subjects, the grout of national culture. In place of psychology, the GEM is concerned with politics. Television does not make you a well-educated or ill-educated person, a wild or self-controlled one. Rather, it makes you a knowledgeable and loyal national subject, or a naïf who is ignorant of local tradition and history. Cultural belonging, not psychic wholeness, is the touchstone of the global effects model.
Instead of measuring responses electronically or behaviorally, as its domestic counterpart does, the GEM interrogates the geopolitical origin of TV texts, and the themes and styles they embody, with particular attention to the putatively nation-building genres of drama, news, sport, and current affairs. GEM adherents hold that local citizens should control television, because they can be counted on in the event of war. This model is found in the discourses of cultural imperialism, everyday talk, broadcast and telecommunications policy, unions, international organizations, newspapers, heritage, cultural diplomacy, and post-industrial service-sector planning, as per the NWICO and globalization issues described in Chapter 2 (see Schiller 1976; Beltrán and Fox 1980; Dorfman and Mattelart 2000).

The GEM favors “creativity, not consumerism,” in the words of UNESCO’s “Screens Without Frontiers” initiative (Tricot 2000). It is exemplified in Armand Mattelart’s stinging denunciation of First-World TV’s influence on the Third World:

In order to camouflage the counter-revolutionary function which it has assigned to communications technology and, in the final analysis, to all the messages of mass culture, imperialism has elevated the mass media to the status of revolutionary agents, and the modern phenomenon of communications to that of revolution itself[,] …

… an element in a total system answering to the imperialist metropolis’s conception of the role of the superstructure in the counter-revolutionary struggle in Third World countries, i.e. that of smuggling in its models of development and social relations.

(1980: 9, 17)

Néstor García-Canclíni notes in this context that: “We Latin Americans presumably learned to be citizens through our relationship to Europe; our relationship to the United States will, however, reduce us to consumers” (2001: 1). Transcending the old NWICO critiques of imperial and corporate power, vigorous critiques of imported television have come from Islamists, with religious leaders and researchers leading the way. They have focused on secular, pro-Western elites dominating the airwaves to the exclusion of faith-based TV and
governance. Spirituality and ethics have displaced technological transfer and capitalism as sites of struggle, and exerted great influence on Arab states and diasporas (Mowlana 2000: 112–14). In Nigeria, concern is expressed that violent gangs have formed in the twenty-first century in emulation of US versions seen on TV (Onwumechili 2007: 138). In Canada, the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network targets viewers who are spread across a massive nation, often in small clusters, to enable the maintenance of their culture. The network broadcasts in several languages. The only way it could survive in this form is thanks to a GEM mandate from regulators – market economics would probably see the spectrum space go to a US-programmed network (Beaty and Sullivan 2006: 62).

How should we evaluate these models? The DEM suffers from all the disadvantages of ideal–typical psychological reasoning. The psy-function claims the status of a science, and goes guarantor of both happiness and productivity. Its histories praise famous forefathers and their “findings,” rarely problematizing the production of data in any meaningful way (Danziger 1998). It assumes “anything that is important in its history will have been absorbed into the ongoing research tradition.” This very sanguine model connects to the essentialist conceit “of an a-historical human nature” (Brock 1995). The DEM relies on methodological individualism, failing to account for cultural norms and politics, let alone the arcs of history that establish patterns of text and response inside politics, war, ideology, and discourse. Each massively costly laboratory test of television’s impact on audiences, based on, as the refrain goes, “a large university in the mid-West,” is countered by a similar experiment, with conflicting results. Prudish politicians, generous grant-givers, and jeremiad-wielding pundits call for more and more research to prove that TV makes you stupid, violent, and apathetic – or the opposite. Television Studies 1.0 academics line up at the trough to indulge their contempt for the apparatus and their rent-seeking urge for public money. The DEM never interrogates its own conditions of existence – namely, that governments, religious groups, and the media themselves use it to account for social problems, and that TV’s capacity for private viewing troubles those authorities who desire surveillance of popular culture. And it trends to focus on life in the First World, from which endless, effortless extrapolations are magically made to account for all of humanity
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When the audience is invoked by critics and regulators, the assumption is often that “[c]hildren are sitting victims; television bites them” (Schramm et al. 1961: 1). Television is blamed for “sapping IQs and compromising SAT scores, while we all sit there on ever fatter bottoms with little mesmerized spirals revolving in our eyes,” an “innocent populace” set upon by a nasty toy (Wallace 1997: 36).

As for the GEM, its concentration on national or sectarian culture denies the potentially liberatory and pleasurable nature of varying takes on the popular, forgets the internal differentiation of publics, valorizes frequently oppressive and/or unrepresentative local bourgeois in the name of maintaining and developing national culture, and ignores the demographic realities of its “own” terrain. In Australia, networks that are statutorily obliged to show many hours of local production (which may be popular but are often costly) often argue for special provisions to protect their businesses, raising barriers to new competitors entering markets (Manning 2006). In Britain, much of the BBC’s mission has been about elevating an often unwilling and unwitting audience (Brusdon 2004). In Jordan and Saudi Arabia, reality television is the object of fatwas from the Muslim Brotherhood in Jordan and Saudi Arabia, because it is deemed to aid globalization and Yanqui interests (Kraidy 2007: 191). The GEM also animates the ordinary science of policy research into ownership and control that downplays the power of audience interpretation. The GEM irresistibly “imagines audiences as imperiled,” bewitched, or horrified by foreign content (Attallah 2007: 343). But they may watch imported television ironically as well as pleasurably, like Peter Corris’ hard-bitten Sydney private eye, Cliff Hardy, for whom the US TV he happily sits in front of is “appalling” (Corris 2009: 12).

Studies of the image of US TV in the Middle East in 2004 reveal that it provides almost the only sources of positive feeling engendered by that great, tumultuous, destructive, productive country. There is also, of course, massive variation across the region. The US-enabled and US-allied society of Saudi Arabia is much more opposed to US popular culture than Morocco or Jordan. Everywhere, the much-feared youth of each country are more positive about US television than their elders. The Saudis receive almost no US TV drama for public screening, but are
determined haters, whereas those most-exposed to Hollywood are most positive about the country. Across the board, reactions to US television imports are effectively unrelated to what angers people: Washington’s policies on Iraq and Palestine (Zogby International 2004). When an exported series such as *The West Wing* (1999–2006) touches in depth on US–Middle East relations, it becomes a useful debating point for Arab audiences, not a cause of anti-US feeling (Cass 2007). Similarly, do Canadians fail to maintain a sense of distinctiveness because their preferred entertainment programs in the early-twenty-first century were *CSI, CSI: Miami, American Idol* (2002–), and *Survivor* (2000–) (Beaty and Sullivan 2006: 68)? After all, during the waning days of apartheid, the favorite program among white Afrikaners was *The Cosby Show* (1984–92) (Glenn 2008: 69). In the Indian case, the deregulation of the 1990s that brought new forms of TV also brought new producers and audiences, with non-resident Indians acting as affluent audience targets and makers of programs, mostly in Britain and the US (Moorti 2007). Were these vulnerable audiences, and if so, vulnerable to which influences?

The DEM/GEM complex has been “devoted to showing how TV affected other people’s behavior (the masses, women, children, and so forth) … by those who pathologized, feared or opposed TV” (Hartley 2005: 102; also see Hartley 2008: 70–1). Hence David Foster Wallace’s critique of “TV-scholars who mock and revile the very phenomenon they’ve chosen as vocation” because they are like people who despise “their spouses or jobs, but won’t split up or quit” (1997: 29). The DEM/GEM operates in contrast to the more populist, qualitative theories of Television Studies 2.0.

Harold Garfinkel responded to the DEM/GEM’s condescending attitude to the populace by developing the notion of the “cultural dope,” a mythic figure who supposedly “produces the stable features of the society by acting in compliance with pre-established and legitimate alternatives of action that the common culture provides.” The “common sense rationalities … of here and now situations” actually used by people can be obscured by such categorizations (1992: 68). As Foucault said, “On se plaint toujours que les médias bourrent la tête des gens. Il y a de la misanthropie dans cette idée. Je crois au contraire que les gens réagissent; plus on
veut les convaincre, plus ils s’interrogent” [“Some complain that the media brainwash people. This seems misanthropic to me. I believe that people resist; the more one tries to convince them, the more they ask questions”]¹ (2001: 927).

Such critiques have generated an entire paradigm of research. Marshall McLuhan declared television to be a “cool” medium, because it left so much up to the viewer to sort out (1974: 31). Umberto Eco’s mid-1960s development of a notion of encoding–decoding, open texts, and aberrant readings – developed as a consultancy on audiences for Italian public broadcasting – was crucial (Eco 1972). Eco looked at the ways that meanings were put into programs by producers and extracted from programs by viewers, and the differences between these protocols. His insights were picked up by Frank Parkin (1971) then Stuart Hall (1980), David Morley (1992), and Ien Ang (1982) on the left, and Elihu Katz (1990) on the right. Much valuable work of this kind has been done to counter the données of TV Studies 1.0 and the GEM. In the case of children and television – perhaps the most contentious and loaded area of audience study – anxieties from the effects tradition about turning Edenic innocents into rabid monsters have been challenged by research into how young people distinguish between fact and fiction; the particular generic features and intertexts of children’s news, drama, action-adventure, education, cartooning, and play; and how talking about TV makes for social interaction (Buckingham 2005: 474–5).

The active-audience perspective has spawned a research paradigm that fabulates two other model audiences: the all-powerful consumer (invented and loved by neoliberal policy-makers, desired and feared by oligopolistic corporations) and the all-powerful interpreter (invented and loved by Television Studies 2.0 narcissographers, tolerated and used by cynical corporations). These models have a common origin. In lieu of the DEM/GEM’s citizen-building, their logic is to construct and control consumers and activists. Drawing on Garfinkel’s cultural-dope insight to adopt the reverse position from rat-catching psy-doomsayers, they claim that the audience, like neoclassical economics’ consumers, makes its own meanings, outwitting institutions of the state, academia, and capitalism that seek to measure and control it.

There have been two principal iterations of this approach: uses
and gratifications (U&G) and ethnography/cultural studies. Uses and gratifications operates from a psychological model of needs and pleasures; cultural studies from a political one of needs and pleasures. U&G focuses on what are regarded as fundamental psychological drives that define how people use the media to gratify themselves. A strong sense of normativity underpins the theory. Like people in general, audiences are viewed as individual organisms who adapt to prevailing social systems, rather than as politically and economically active agents who can transform their environment through organizing for progressive change, or even as collective subjects influenced by ritual as much as individuated needs (Staiger 2005: 54–5). The method sits well with the prevailing, slightly guilty logic of many TV watchers, exemplified in journalist Lucy Mangan embracing “the passivity that lies at the heart of all happy television viewing” (2008). It celebrates the used and the gratified.

Conversely, cultural studies’ ethnographic work has shown some of the limitations to, for example, psychoanalytic and GEM claims that viewers are stitched into certain perspectives by the interplay of narrative, dialog, and image. Contra speculation that soap operas see women identify with maternal, policing functions and US images of power and happiness, this research suggests that actual viewers may identify with villainous characters because of their power. The genre appeals because it offers a world of glamour and joy in contradistinction to the workaday world of patriarchy (Ang 1982; Seiter et al. 1989). This position has been elevated to a virtual nostrum in some later research into fans, who are thought to construct parasocial or imagined social connections to celebrities and actants in ways that either fulfill the function of friendship, or serve as spaces for projecting and evaluating schemas to make sense of human interaction. TV Studies 2.0’s counter-critique attacks TV Studies 1.0’s opposition to television for failing to allot the people’s machine its due as a populist apparatus that subverts patriarchy, capitalism, and other forms of oppression (or diminishes the tension of such social divisions, depending on your politics). Popular television is held to be decoded by viewers in keeping with their social situations, hence empowering the powerless (Horton and Wohl 1956; Jenkins 1992). Sometimes, such faith in the active audience reaches cosmic proportions. It has been a donnée of Television
Studies 2.0 that television is not responsible for – well, anything. This position is a virtual nostrum in some research into, for instance, fans of drama, who are thought to construct connections with celebrities and actants in ways that mimic friendship, make sense of human interaction, and ignite cultural politics. Interestingly, neoliberal economists concur, associating Brazilian increases in divorce and decreases in fertility with the spread of TV and telenovelas, which portray happy independent women and happy small families (Chong and La Ferrara 2009; La Ferrara et al. 2008).

The active audience is said to be weak at the level of cultural production, but strong as an interpretative community, especially via imagined links to stars. Eco suggests that viewers can “own” a program, psychologically if not legally, by quoting characters’ escapades and proclivities “as if they were aspects of the fan’s private sectarian world” (1987: 198). This world is then opened up to other followers through shared experiences such as conventions, Web pages, discussion groups, quizzes, and rankings. TV has a unique hold here. Whereas just 38 percent of US residents talk about their favorite websites, 79 percent chat about preferred television programs (Deloitte Media & Entertainment 2007). References to segments of an episode, or the typical behavior of an actant, may become “catalyzers of collective memories,” regardless of their significance for individual plot-lines (Leets et al. 1995: 102–4). As Joanne Woodward once remarked of the difference between film and TV: “When I was in the movies I heard people say, ‘There goes Joanne Woodward.’ Now they say, ‘There goes somebody I think I know’” (quoted in McLuhan 1974: 339). This level of identification is assumed by Jane Wyman’s children in All That Heaven Allows (Douglas Sirk 1955) when they buy her a TV set to cathex onto in place of her hunky gardener, Rock Hudson.

Consider televised sport. Broadly based magazine formats such as Grandstand (1958–2007) or SportsCenter combine an omnibus approach to a variety of sports with talk segments. The gossip format of such programs is far from incidental. It fits Eco’s concept of sport cubed, or sport chatter, where sport becomes multiplied first by TV coverage and then by TV talk, putting us still one further remove from the point of supposed origin (1987: 162–4). University tests have shown an inverse relationship between the time programs devote to actual live sporting activity and their
ratings. Spectator numbers and interest often increase with stop-
pages, discussions, replays, advertisements, and diversions (Meier 1984: 274).

Talking about television may, as Eco says, be phatic, providing a
bridge between people. For example, continuous serials mirror the
time that viewers have passed since each previous episode through
an intertextual merging of television drama and life. This encour-
gages a view of the TV text as neither a mirror nor a window, but
rather as part-generator of the manufacture of experience by the
viewer. The complexity of drama is said to lead audiences to
engage in very subtle and complex practices, such as writing slash
fiction that turns Star Trek characters into lovers, or interrogating
the science in House (2004–) and Fringe (2008–) for accuracy

Researchers in this tradition frequently described themselves as
optimistic versus pessimistic, deriding Television Studies 1.0 as in
denial of the agency that audiences exercise. Audience resistance to
the way programs are encoded by producers is supposedly evident
to 2.0 scholars from narcissography: perusing audience paratexts or
watching with their children (Fiske 1987). Very droll. But can fans
be said to resist labor exploitation, patriarchy, racism, and US neo-
imperialism, or in some specifiable way make a difference to pol-
itics beyond their own selves, when they interpret texts unusually,
dress up in public as men from outer space, or chat about their
romantic frustrations? And why have such practices become so
popular in the First World at a moment when media policy fet-
ishes consumption, deregulation, and self-governance? Why is
this not about an active audience in the spirit of Stuart Hall: “I
speak and talk to the radio and the TV all the time. I say, ‘that is
not true’ and ‘you are lying through your teeth’ and ‘that cannot
be so’. I keep up a running dialogue” (Taylor 2006)?

The idea that audiences using several different communications
technologies while watching TV makes them more independent
of, for example, commercials is laughable. No fewer than one-third
of sports audiences who send instant or text messages while
viewing refer to the commercials they have been watching, and
almost two-thirds have greater recognition of those commercials
than people who simply watch television without reaching out in
these other ways to friends/fellow-spectators (Loechner 2007). The
Internet provides cheap market testing, so TV producers leak information or request input about planned changes to programming in order to drum up opinion without paying for it, and they keep weather eyes open on televisionwithoutpity.com, tvsquad.com, and thefutoncritic.com. Over half the people visiting such sites, supposedly the bailiwick of liberated viewers, are professionals in the TV industry, and televisionwithoutpity.com was even bought by NBC (Kushner 2007). This is, ironically, a replay of the earliest forms of TV Studies 1.0. In the early 1940s, NBC would mail a program schedule to all 6,000 people who owned television sets in the United States with a questionnaire inviting viewers to respond to the shows in terms of their likes and dislikes (Kersta 1942: 120). Once more, the new media are faithful retreads.

It is often alleged that the political economists of TV Studies 1.0 did not account for the ability of audiences to interpret what they receive. This accusation is unsustainable. Unlike their psy-function stable-mates, the writings of the principal scholars from that tradition show they were all aware of this capacity. In the 1950s, Smythe wrote: “it is important to understand that audience members act on the program content. They take it and mold it in the image of their individual needs and values.” He took it as read that soap-opera habituées sometimes viewed the genre as fictitious and sometimes as a guide for dealing with problems (1954: 143, 148). Smythe saw no necessary contradiction between this perspective and political economy. Similarly, in his classic 1960s text Mass Communications and American Empire, Schiller (1969) stressed the need to build on the creativity of audiences by offering them entertaining and informative media. And at the height of Armand Mattelart’s 1970s policy interventions in revolutionary societies, from Latin America to Africa, he recognized the relative autonomy of audiences and their capacity and desire to generate cultural meanings (1980). Even Horkheimer derided “[t]he stereotyped rejection of television” by those who considered themselves above it; their arrogance “highlights with special clarity the impossibility of turning the clock back,” because “flight into the past is no help to the freedom that is being threatened” (1996: 140). And Adorno recognized that the best way to draw mass acclaim was to attack the mass media – that manipulating one’s audience by denouncing audiences as vulnerable to demagoguery is itself an old demagogic trick (1972: 72).
USES OF THE DEM/GEM

Of course, these theoretical and conceptual limitations have not undermined the substantive, material bases to the two principal effects models: how to explain and control conduct and how to sell things to people (the DEM) versus how to strengthen national, regional, and sectarian culture (the GEM). So we need to be aware how the models are deployed, regardless of our skepticism about them. Some uses of the DEM and GEM offer interesting critiques rather than being common-or-garden, normal-science displacements of social problems onto television. The two models may even mix interestingly. Consider Mexican telenovelas, many of which are researched, produced, and revised by TV Azteca via a blend of genre study and análisis semántico basado en imagines [semantic analysis based on the imaginary], using viewer interviews that detail responses to stories as they unfold on screen. This research helps to determine future plots (Clifford 2005; Slade and Beckenham 2005: 341 n. 1). The process involves an interesting application of textual and audience analysis, and is open to progressive politics. The DEM and the GEM can merge over young people, in protocols like the UN’s Convention on the Rights of the Child. Children’s television has inspired such agreements and manifestoes as the Africa Charter on Children’s Broadcasting, which criticizes the exploitation of young audiences through hyper-commercialism, and scholarly studies that disclose the dominance of US cartoons across the world. The DEM/GEM nexus also leads to investigations of decoding the Hollywood image and its investment in commodities by contrast with quotidian life in import cultures – classics being the way that the expansion of US TV in Korea and India this century generates dissatisfaction with the everyday (Osei-Hwere and Pecora 2008: 15, 18; Götz et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2008). Progressive politics can animate the mixture of content analysis and examination of audience numbers by health researchers within the DEM/GEM, such as research into smoking in TV drama – so *A Case for Two* (1985–2004) favorably portrayed smoking throughout its run on German TV, leading to public-health anxieties. This was not just a national issue, because the program was exported to fifty-nine countries (Hanewinkel and Wiborg 2008). Similarly, researchers have exposed attempts by US firms to circumvent Singapore’s
sioning prohibition of cigarette advertising through product placements on television that associate smoking with Europe and the US (Assunta and Chapman 2004).

The DEM on its own is rarely progressive, because it is dominated by the psy-function. Consider potentially valuable recent studies into food advertising aimed at children on commercial US TV. Drawing on samples of successful programs, this research evaluated 50,000 commercials for nutritional content and found that nine-tenths were for foodstuffs associated with high health risks. In a country where one-fifth of pre-schoolers are clinically obese, the effects of such advertising on audiences are not really in much doubt (Powell et al. 2007). Responding to these studies, Nickelodeon, the children’s network clearly keenest to exploit children as consumers, and Bill Clinton, a binge eater of fast food, entered into a partnership in 2005 to encourage young people toward healthy diets (Banet-Weiser 2007: 1). But one needs to take the next step. A reductive, television-centric, nation-based response to this research would be to petition the state, the networks, or the advertisers to regulate commercials. Realistically, however, an entire revision of food production, distribution, and use is required that transcends the wee box in the corner – an easy target for exploitation by capital and blame by science. Instead we must engage US corporate agriculture, state protectionism, and the fact that 4 percent of the world’s population (Yanquis) consumes 25 percent of its food (Miller 2007: 112–43).

Censorship is a core and regressive aspect of the DEM/GEM. Ofcom polices Britain’s “9 pm Watershed,” which means some nudity, sex, drugs, and violence can be shown from then until six the next morning, when it is assumed that children are asleep (2008c). Similar watersheds are popular around the world: in Argentina it’s 10 pm–8 am; Germany 10 pm–5 am; Canada 9 pm–6 am; and the US 10 pm–6 am (with the embarrassing term “safe harbor” being used in place of the quaintly euphemistic “watershed”). Throughout most of Asia, audiences are deemed by censors to be too bigoted and fragile to deal with queerness, so Murdoch’s STAR network muted the words “gay” and “lesbian” in fifty-three countries during the 2009 Academy Awards, while Chinese TV eliminated two same-sex kisses shown during coverage (Flumenbaum 2009). In the US, the First Amendment to the
Constitution supposedly guarantees freedom of speech against government censorship. But the hyper-religious sexual obsessions of the US population – or its very vocal Christians, at least – give the FCC an incentive to stop people watching and listening to what they want. Front organizations for the Republican Party and right-wing Protestants gleefully orchestrate rote email campaigns to protest on behalf of supposedly vulnerable youth whose morals are corruptible by the loose lips and looser limbs of liberals. The Internet makes signing such petitions easy. It has seen the number of indecency complaints to the FCC grow from under fifty in 2000 to almost a million and a half in 2004. While cable channels cannot be censored, broadcast ones are subject to the “Safe Harbor” rule, which restricts materials screened before 10 pm if they are deemed “indecent” by the magically endowed Commission. Programs censored include the award-winning 9/11 documentary (2002) (heroes never say “fuck,” apparently – though they did in the telecast of Saving Private Ryan (Steven Spielberg 1998)) while the accidental display of a breast during the 2004 Superbowl at half-time resulted in a gigantic fine for the host broadcaster, and America’s Funniest Home Videos (1989–) became the object of critique (though not, ultimately, a fine) for depicting a naked infant reclining on top of its pacifier or dummy in what the FCC embarrassingly named the “butt plug” video. There are numerous other cases. Apart from holding the Commission and the nation up to deserved ridicule for their prurient prudishness, these laughable interventions chill program-makers, who have to guess which artistic or factual materials may draw the opprobrium of nutty religionists (Rintels 2006). The US used to have self-regulation to protect young livers from advertisements for spirituous liquors, but the 2009 economic crisis put an end to them (Semuels 2009). In the UK, the Advertising Standards Authority can order companies to withdraw commercials that appeal to risky conduct such as gambling (Blitz and Bradshaw 2009) and Ofcom presides over a Broadcasting Code that viewers can refer to when they complain about programs (Ofcom 2008c).

The American Psychological Association’s Task Force on the Sexualization of Girls produced a report evaluating TV from a DEM perspective. While its feminist concerns about the restricted repertoire of female subjectivities were important, terror in the face of young people and sex seemed to be the true animators of a
remarkably conventional document. It was dedicated in faithful Yanqui DEM style to reiterating the *nostra* of just one approach, ego psychology, ignoring linguistic and other cultural differences plus the lessons of ethnography. The report’s reactionary politics were paradoxically underlined by its faith in superstition, via recommendations that churches mobilize – for the umpteenth time in human history – to restrict young women’s sexuality (2007). If they had been less insular in geographical and disciplinary terms, the report’s authors might have been pleased that just 5 percent of commercials in the US feature women doing housework, when the percentage is closer to 25 percent in Latin countries (Valls-Fernández and Martínez-Vicente 2007) – but that would have required transcending the psy-function’s universalism and heeding developments elsewhere.

We see a similar panic informing the Kaiser Family Foundation’s *Sex on TV* series of reports, a seemingly endless stream of studies into US television’s sexual imagery aimed at the young that draws on such wonderful psy-function neologisms as the notion that TV is a “sexual super-peer,” and each viewer has a “Sexual Media Diet” – as measured by a profoundly Puritanical and odiously anxious form of content analysis (Kunkel et al. 2005). The rather ominously-named Common Sense Media coalition rails at commercials that reference the body during US “football”: “sex, violence, and erectile-dysfunction drugs marketed during pro football games create an environment that makes millions of parents squirm – and gives kids way too much information way too soon” (2009). It may well make parents squirm. And your point is?

Bodies like the FCC and their moralistic *confrères* also obsess about violence. But like their anxieties over sexuality, they never connect these questions to corporate methods of selling and advertising’s role in cultural politics, so beholden are they to capitalist ideology and its principal guardian, individualistic models of responsibility as represented by the psy-function. It’s telling to read the FCC’s 2007 report on the subject for the way in which supposedly learned, responsible servants of the public invoke their own, unexciting parenting experiences to validate their feelings of panic about childhood (an instance of narcissography crossing over from Television Studies 2.0 to 1.0). Noting that one to two-thirds of children have TV sets in their rooms, and will have spent three
school years in front of them before commencing first grade, the Commissioners examined audience effects for the umpteenth time, hoping for Constitutional means of restricting speech. Thank you, thousands of overemployed behavioral scientists since the 1960s. Can we move on now? Actually, no, because other theocratic regimes, such as Sudan’s, are even more frightened about exposing their audiences to unpleasant truths such as desire and violence. Sudanese television proscribes all footage of sex, violence, and war, instead using soap operas, poetry, and cartoons to ensure Islamic familial moral uplift (Howard 2008: 58–9).

That said, I think there is room for a new (type of) effects study. It seems to me that a major research program is needed that looks at the viewing patterns since early childhood of US congressional representatives, Defense Department officials, and state politicians and judges who preside over capital punishment. This might allow us to understand their bloodthirsty roles in world affairs and domestic executions – in short, their violent tendencies. Put another way, and following Laura Nader’s (1972) imprecation to her fellow anthropologists that they “study up,” let’s investigate hegemony through effects studies. Here are some threshold issues. The Bush Administration (like Obama) supported the death penalty, despite the welter of evidence that it fails to deter criminals and arguments against its constitutionality (Sarat 2001). When George W. Bush sent a record number of people to be executed during his time as Governor of Texas, which TV programs and movies had he been watching? On the foreign-policy front, the Bush Administration opposed international law’s attempt to provide democratically-generated norms of conduct. It asserted that threats to US society existed, where rigorous scrutiny by academic and policy experts doubted the fact, and proceeded to engage in massive programs of destruction that disrupted the lives and livelihoods of millions of people. How many war films had Donald Rumsfeld seen before and during his period as Secretary of Defense? Which movies espousing anti-Palestinian positions had Bush’s various press secretaries been exposed to? Did Secretary of State Colin Powell respond positively to violence in wartime cinema? Did Vice President Dick Cheney have a special relationship to the vigilante films that might be correlated with his policy advice? Could he in any sense be said to ‘cycle’ with these texts?
When the Bush Cabinet was shown graphics referring to “collateral damage” from proposed military intervention, were members’ heartbeats and other signs of excitation regularly measured? When the Administration offered or witnessed military PowerPoint presentations, were any studies done of their genital responses to the material? Which members of the 2001–9 administration were exposed to criminological studies of the costliness and ineffectiveness of capital punishment, and what have their responses been to this research? Similar questions could be asked of the Blair Cabinet in the UK and the Howard government in Australia. Why did these administrations feel able to endorse mass violent conduct? The project I am proposing would use the DEM to explain how world leaders endorsed monumental violence. It is unlikely to happen. It doesn’t suit the model. And it doesn’t suit politics. The old-style DEM, based on individuals or gangs and their private lives, will continue in its time-honored way.

SURVEILLANCE

Another key applied area of audience research relevant to the DEM/GEM is surveillance to satisfy the desire of marketing and advertising to know what audiences watch (Maxwell 1996, 2000). The euphemism for constant surveillance in the industry is “accountability.” That term should refer to corporations and governments being accountable to popular representation under a democracy, but in TV, it signifies the amount of information about audiences that networks hand to advertisers – what people watched, when, and where, and what that then urged them to purchase. Audience surveillance starts with focus groups, which are conducted to see what potential audiences will think of potential new shows. Focus groups sample the population to find small numbers of people whose identities represent the social formations desired by advertisers. They are shown pilots of programs to judge the likelihood that their cohorts will watch. Focus groups are part of the great unstudied lacuna of television studies, apart from earnest methodologists (Morrison 1998). These groups are neglected because they don’t interest the textualists, narcissographers, political economists, and psy-function mavens of TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0. Only a few businesses undertake focus groups, which
are crucial to the life and demise of every US show. The firms are very small; they routinely work for both producers and networks, thereby creating an outrageous conflict of interest; none of them are Spanish-speaking, unlike public relations or advertising itself; and they veer between being influential and of no significance whatsoever. But they are vital sources of surveillance before programs have begun.

Ratings of broadcast shows are the key to determining success in TV – how many people watched and who they were. The US networks attained their peak viewing numbers in 1976, with 92 percent of the national audience; by 2005, they had 45 percent of it. US cable stations have grown at their expense. More people watched CNN that any network on election night in 2008, and no fewer than thirty-seven cable stations that carry commercials reported their best prime-time viewing figures that year, while CBS, ABC, NBC, and Fox dropped by an average of 11 percent. The numbers are not about raw humans, though – their social identities and consuming practices also matter. Three basic systems of fantasizing about consumers dominate marketing: individual, regional, and global. The first is animated by classifications of race, class, gender, age, and psyche; the second by geopolitical clusters; and the third by a growing cosmopolitanism. In the area of sport, Fox Soccer Channel succeeds not because it commands huge audiences, but because of their composition – men aged 18–34 with household income over US$75,000. A show like Alias (2001–6), which did not rate well, remained on the air due to the youthfulness of its fans and because it promoted high DVD sales. In the US, low-rating situation comedies that are about elites, like 30 Rock (2006–) and The Office (2005–), are much-loved by affluent viewers. This can enable unpopular series to survive, because advertisers of costly merchandise are promised ruling-class audiences. At the same time, with overall declines in ratings, broadcast networks are being forced to offer free commercial time to advertisers who have paid for programs that do not attract the right people in terms of commercial desires. Then there is very specific, local targeting, which is seeing broadcast stations following the lead of radio and the airlines, via credit and debit cards articulated to frequent viewing, and a rewards system with local advertisers for redeeming points (Attallah 2007: 330; Flaherty 2008; Hassan et al.
In the case of Australia, where cable came very late and the networks were dominant for five decades, ratings eventually changed to disclose that only half of TV viewing occurred exclusively during prime time, and people under fifty-five were abandoning television in ways that were quite unusual internationally, even amongst other privileged white-settler imperialist colonies/US–UK satellites. The DEM/GEM nexus has also been used against its own politics, by industry exponents of the psy-function, when intercultural communications research helps to exploit children’s purchasing power across nations in the face of the pesky refusal of young boys to consume as assiduously as young girls. Hence Disney’s concerted international focus on boys in the new millennium and surveillance of them by a team of ethnographers led by an executive (Kelly Peña) known in Hollywood as “the kid whisperer” (“Subscription TV” 2009; Young 2008; Barnes 2009a, b).

Audience numbers have massive effects, but they are not pure, unvarnished accounts of popularity. For example, ratings apartheid was practiced for decades in the US until 2007, initially because Spanish-language networks thought their viewers were being lost in the Anglo mass. When Spanish-language networks were finally measured alongside Anglo ones, the results shocked Anglo executives: Univision won the ratings amongst advertising’s most desired age group – eighteen-to-forty-nine – no fewer than fourteen times in 2008; Latin@s were not departing network TV for cable or the Internet, due to their economic situation (Bauder 2008; Goodwin 2009). This prompted one more tedious but nasty turn in a perverse GEM-like national debate over assimilation that made ludicrous accusations to the effect that young Latin@s were not learning English or patriotic identification, as a consequence of watching shows in another tongue (Arnoldy 2007). But empirical studies of minority groups using TV to solidify their culture and remain in touch with places of origin, such as Turks in Greece or Arabs in the US, counter the notion that this precludes integration. Latin@s move easily between languages, code-switching both inter-sententially and between phrases, in keeping with their use of both Anglo and Spanish television channels (Madianou 2005: 55; Rizkallah and Razzouk 2006; “Bi-lingual Hispanics” 2009).
belated recognition of Univision’s importance also emphasized the limitations of ratings. Measurement of bilingual audiences to Anglo networks was so incompetent that it was wrongly used to down-play the appeal of ethnically inclusive English-language material, misreading viewers’ desires and hence diminishing work prospects for minority talent. Numerous multicultural shows were prematurely canceled, such as *Greetings from Tucson* (2002–3), *Kingpin* (2003), and *Luis* (2003), because their audiences were underestimated – in every sense. What else were Spanish speakers to do but turn to Univision, when Anglo networks systematically ignored, distorted, and/or misunderstood them, as decades of content analysis in the *National Brownout Report* has illustrated (National Association of Hispanic Journalists 2006; Rincón & Associates 2004; James 2007)? This connects not only to the intellectual narrowness of Anglo executives, but also attempts by traditional networks to minimize the power of cable stations by stressing prime time as the centerpiece of measuring audience size. This suits their heavy investments in marquee drama programming shown at that time, and their cozy relationships with the companies that research viewers.

There was massive anxiety in the 1980s when video-cassette recorders and pay cable seemed to take control of the audience away from TV networks and toward film studios, cable companies, and viewers. These concerns were heightened when Digital Video Recorders (DVRs)/Personal Video Recorders permitted viewers to elude the clutches of capital by avoiding commercials in real time. DVRs were even advertised for these qualities, supposedly making viewers into schedulers. Initially, the major versions of these devices only worked when subscribers hooked them up to the Internet to allow service providers, TiVo and ReplayTV, to collect information. In addition to amassing a huge database of consumer information, they pinpointed the identities and actions of television viewers. By 2009, almost one-third of US homes had one (Lewis 2001: 40; Rose 2001; Attallah 2007: 330; “The Revolution That Wasn’t” 2009). Time-shifting became common for a while. The initial upshot was a dramatic loss of confidence in TV’s efficacy amongst major advertisers, despite this additional intelligence about viewers out of fear that “[l]e pouvoir de programmer passe des mains de l’éditeur à celles du télépectateur”
“the power to program is shifting from the editor to the spectator”] (Cristiani and Missika 2007). But the data don’t support this view. In the US, where the DVR is much more popular than anywhere else, just 5 percent of TV is time-shifted, and people skip 3 percent of commercials (“The Revolution That Wasn’t” 2009).

Ratings firms develop ever-more-impressive-sounding methods of investigating audiences – 10,000 US viewers are under surveillance through People Meters nowadays, to add to the 15,000 examined by other means, such as measuring DVR records and using the Anytime Anywhere Media Measurement across technologies (“Nielsen Media Research” 2006). Again, the elemental desire that drives advertisers is not absolute numbers of viewers. They want information about, and surveillance of, those audiences in terms of identity, wealth, and taste, so highly targeted networks with original programming seek a signature in the public mind (Richardson and Figueroa 2005). The latest methods focus on correlating consumption with viewing (Collins 2009). New online sites replaying network television and movies, such as Hulu, are predicated on “geo-filtered access logs.” These are measured each day, alongside confessional testimonies by potential viewers – if you tell us about your life and your practices of consumption, we’ll tell you the programs that may interest you (Mermigas 2008).

Cable, which used to be in the vanguard calling for more finely grained ratings to prove that they had taken audience numbers away from the networks, opposes such innovations, because leading companies like MTV have young audiences who are less inclined to sit through commercials than their elders. Some research suggests their attitude is about altering the TV schedule to suit viewers’ own schedules, rather than an effort to avoid advertising. So now there are more and more ideas about interactive commercials, where viewers use their remote controls to respond to pitches for products – and offer more data about themselves. In addition, capitalist lackeys in neuroscience argue that they scan audience brains to see which segments activate purchasing desires while viewing (Helm 2007; Downey 2007c; Reynolds 2008; Edgecliffe-Johnson 2007; Bürgi 2007).

For many decades, advertisers, marketers, and stations, both private and public, have been obsessed with young viewers. I recall being invited by BBC Three, whose motto is “accessible news,” to
talk about media coverage of executions in the Middle East. I agreed to go to the Corporation’s New York studios uptown. Then I got follow-up emails: how old was I (forty-three at the time), and given the answer, would I mind directing the producers to an online photo of me? They explained there was a “requirement” to vet my looks to see whether I would appeal to their youth audience at my advanced years. What is this obsession about? For the BBC, it demonstrates ongoing relevance and secures faithful viewers for the future (Ofcom 2007: 29). For commercial stations, it is because the young are thought to be still deciding on their favorite commodities – toothpaste, transport, and so on. To quote 1970s ABC executive Leonard Goldstein, they are “the most curious, who would seek out the new.” The advent of the People Meter in 1987 strengthened this obsession, because it permitted more authoritative information on viewing than from people keeping diaries, the previous method. So the success of Friends (1994–2004) encouraged networks to find comedies that would appeal to people in their twenties and thirties for the next decade. Other age groups got the message that they were not a priority and did the sensible things of turning to cable networks. Ironically, when CBS reverted to the idea of appealing to a mass audience in 2008, it won the ratings both overall and among young people (Collins 2009).

Lest it be assumed that ratings and so on are purely the stuff of TV Studies 1.0, marketers like nothing better than the 2.0 fetish of active audiences full of knowledge about programs; nothing better than diverse groups with easily identified cultural politics and practices; nothing better than fine-grained ethnographic and focus-group work in addition to large-scale surveys that provide broad-based demographic data. The supposedly resistive individual or group is just one more category for their delectation. Training students to analyze TV texts is in no way threatening to commerce: “Advertisers think media education is great” (Bazalgette 1999). The industry’s own research on marketing’s efficacy is guarded as proprietary information. It is publicly disseminated via journalistic reports about the constant monitoring of marketing activities and their routinely urgent modification, ironically indicating a lack of confidence in applied research that is echoed in the executive mantra, “Marketing is just a tool.” Marketers know that
respondents are not candid; that they are silent about viewing pleasures that embarrass them; and that resistance to audience surveys is too high to justify confident findings (Klady 1998: 9).

None of this deters the desire for surveillance of viewers, with the goal of selling information about them to advertisers. ESPN uses interactive TV fora such as “My Vote” and “My Bottom Line.” They uncover more and more data about audience drives in the name of enabling participation and pleasure in watching. Internationally, ESPN has sought to purchase broadband portals that ensure global dominance, and now owns Cricinfo, Scrum.com, and Racing-Live (Nordyke 2008; Hampp 2008; Spangler 2009; Gibson 2009b). How do such techniques work? Visitors to HBO’s website on boxing encounter a section entitled “COMMUNITY,” which invites readers to participate in polls, subscribe to a newsletter, and express their views on bulletin boards. Of course, this “COMMUNITY” is also and equally a system of surveillance that allows the network to monitor viewers for ideas without paying them for their intellectual property.

Marketers use both TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0, avowing their powerlessness over audiences when challenged in the public sphere (2.0), but boasting omnipotence over them in the private world (1.0): the essay that won the oleaginous “Best New Thinking Award at the 2003 Market Research Society Conference” acknowledged that successful marketing does not “view ... the consumer as an individual” but “part of the herd” (Earls 2003). And producers who hide behind the rhetoric of sovereign consumption frequently have contempt for audiences. Tim Kring, the creator of Heroes (2006–), refers to people who view his show on network TV as “saps and dipshits who can’t figure out how to watch it in a superior way” (quoted in Hirschorn 2009).

Networks are forever announcing new, failsafe schemes for captivating and capturing the audience. In 2006, NBC unveiled “Television 2.0,” which was meant to be the end of drama in prime time. In 2008, it declared the return of the “8 o’clock Family Hour” with serial drama throughout the year – this was called “The New Paradigm.” Then 2009 ushered in “The NBCUniversal2.0,” a “New, New Paradigm” with less original programming and more reality and talk shows, described in the idiotic vocabulary of managerialism as a “margin enhancer.” It’s hard to believe that
these people inhabit the same world as us when they continue to use inelegant and aggressive metaphors to describe the surveillance and management of viewers. The industry turns the manifold, manifest failures of these managerial-warlockcraft follies into assertions that audiences are their masters. Consider this embarrassing quotation from the head of NBC-Universal’s TV and movie interests in 2009: “We have a sniper focus on 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. to drive a power audience flow” (de Moraes 2008; Friedman 2009c). The translation is that the network had given up on creating high-quality drama other than during those two hours.

Audiences are also targeted through product placement, which began seventy years ago in the movies with autos, diamonds, alcohol, cosmetics, and tobacco, *inter alia* (Wasko 1994; Wenner 2004; del Pino and Olivares 2006). Product placement now has the capacity to tailor placements to specific audiences via digital insertion into specific platforms and regions. “Major distributors employ placement companies or brokers to ensure that virtually everything you see, other than background stuff, is a negotiated deal” (Herman 2000: 48) through logos, advertising, or actual use of products. The latter is the most costly, because objects are animated within shows (DeLorme and Reid 1999).

There are about thirty-five product-placement companies in the US. The Entertainment Resources and Marketing Association links manufacturers to members’ placement operations; visitors to erma.org receive a primer on the wonders of making consumer goods integral to scenery. Retailers and consumer-goods producers pay placement companies annual retainer fees of US$50,000 or more to scan hundreds of scripts a year for scenes in which to place their brand names and products. One placement company boasts that this is “legitimately the only way to pay one time for an ‘ad’ that appears forever” (Herman 2000: 48).

Televi’s Mexican *telenovelas* have product placements that change with each foreign sale (Wenner 2004). Industry insiders boast that the process will soon operate in reverse: “program content may be finding its way inside TV commercials” (Friedman 2009d). Britain outlaws this cynical, covert practice, but more and more countries are opening up to its clandestine methods of selling: globally, television product placement grew 37 percent in 2006 (European Union 2007). The US comedy *Trust Me* (2009), set in a fictitious advertising
agency, even featured the program’s sponsors as clients of the on-screen firm (Stasi 2009). Car companies in the US continued to spend untold amounts on commercials up to the point of their public disgrace, and NBC’s loss of 13 percent in the 2008 ratings was matched by a jump in profit – of 50 percent (Friedman 2008a, b, c). How? Because massive automobile product placement successfully amortized the costs of unpopular shows. With the huge economic downturn of 2008–9, product placement also became an increasingly key element of US TV journalism, with the traditional barrier between advertising and editorial functions blown apart: McDonald’s pays to appear on Fox News programs, and local medical centers pay for stories to feature their achievements (Hart 2009a).

CONCLUSION

As Susan J. Douglas explains, audiences today are addressed as “ironic, knowing, media-savvy” – and that can include the notion of being both a victim to media effects and a manipulator of media messages. From pessimistic political economists and psy-function mavens through optimistic narcissographers and the used and gratified, and finally on to anxious regulators and producers, there is a recognition that debates about audiences have become part of public discussion, from lamenting the quality of TV to celebrating its populism, from deriding its mind control to parading its resistance. Many shows now address the viewer by implying: “’We know that you know that we know that you know that this is excessive and kitschy, that you’re too savvy to read this straight and not laugh at it’” (Douglas 2009: 49). In 1997, ABC sought to lift itself from third in the ratings via the US$40 million “TV Is Good” campaign, which saw buses emblazoned with ironic invocations of TV-viewing as ludicrous, such as “It’s a beautiful day; what are you doing outside?, “Scientists say we use 10% of our brain. That’s way too much,” “You can talk to your wife anytime,” “8 hours a day. That’s all we ask,” and “Don’t worry, you’ve got billions of brain cells.” ABC’s campaign remained in use for many years (Einstein 2002). It fitted Eco’s sly exemplification of postmodernity:

For me the postmodern attitude is that of a man who loves a woman who is intelligent and well-read: he knows that she
knows he cannot tell her, “I love you desperately,” because he knows (and she knows that he knows) that that is a line out of Barbara Cartland. Yet there is a solution. He can say, “As Barbara Cartland would say, I love you desperately.”

(Eco 1983: 2–3)

John T. Caldwell (2008a) confirms that reflexivity about TV on TV is an ordinary part of the industry and its assumptions about viewers. Resistive interpretations by active audiences? Perhaps, but a more accurate account might be what IBM has dubbed, in an ugly and revealing neologism, “consumer bimodality.” This is the discourse of both corporations and the self-appointed prelates of the new media that decries people who watch TV as their principal electronic medium. IBM, as arrogant as it is sub-literate, disparages “Massive Passives” as people “in the living room,” while valorizing and desiring “Gadgetiers and Kool Kids” who “force radical change” because they demand “anywhere, anytime content.” This bloated corporation diminishes “the historical and still predominant passive experience” as “a ‘lean back’ mode in which consumers do little more than flip on the remote and scan programming” (2006: 1, 10).

As ever, these trite binaries are entirely misleading, as Table 4.1 below illustrates; for the two groups are often composed of the same people. Quite apart from the question of how passive audiences are when they use remotes to interpret long-form drama versus how active they are while typing on keyboards to look at temperature forecasts, the fact is that people move inexorably, inevitably, between screens, using TV as a reliable source of information about the Web. This applies to the young most of all, those fabled early adopters of new technology who are so desired by corporate lizards.

Every year, every season, every week, pundits celebrate or lament the passing of what is divined as the era of the mass audience. The mysterious disappearance of this group is understood variously as the demise, or at least the decline, of terrestrial, broadcast TV and the rise of these alternative technologies and occasions of viewing.

Things are changing. For example, Christmas Day, December 25th, is a traditional occasion for collective, familial television in the UK, marked for some by the Queen’s Message (1957–), an Olympian
pronouncement on the year passed and the year to come by the head of state. In 2008, the Director of BBC Future Media and Technology drew a shift in age terms: “Mum and dad are watching linear television in the living room but kids are watching ... on the iPhone, iPod Touch or laptop” (quoted in Clark 2008). Britain’s most popular TV website is iPlayer, the BBC’s online platform. iPlayer viewership grew fourteen times in the first year of service, mostly on computers (85 percent) but with some limited access via game consoles and cellphones. The major television networks in Britain have equivalent services: Sky Anytime, 4oD, and ITV Player. Only iPlayer is gratis (Clark 2008). In the US, within three weeks in 2005, iTune’s new offer to download TV from ABC and Disney saw a million shows purchased at US$1.99 per episode, inspiring CBS, Time Warner, and NBC to follow suit (IBM 2006: 8).

But wiser heads/those who read books as well as blogs, numbers as well as narcissography, have heard revolutionary refrains before. Two decades ago, it was asserted that ITV was about to expire because its advertising model would collapse with the advent of multichannel broadcasting via satellite. Buying agencies and advertisers predicted doom. The result of more advertising-supported channels? Rather than a problem for ITV, it was a goldmine, as the splintering of audiences meant advertisers paid a premium for any service that could deliver what approximated to a mass (Dyke 2005). The problem for commercial broadcast networks today is satellite, cable, and the recession, not the loss of an audience for television.

People who watch TV on different devices and via different services are watching more, not less, television. Even IBM gets it: “TV content is more popular than ever” (2006: 3). Consider NBC’s 2008 numbers for its situation comedy The Office (not the UK

Table 4.1 US children visiting websites after watching commercials for them, December 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Visiting Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children aged 6–11</td>
<td>46.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>50.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>49.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 6–7 years old</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 8–9 years old</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 10–11 years old</td>
<td>40.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Mediamark Research & Intelligence, 2008.
original, but a remake): a typical episode had 15.5 million viewing on television, 6.9 million streaming and 37,000 downloading to computers, 33,000 watching on demand, and 37,000 peering at their cells (Friedman 2008b). Television still dominated as the mode of production, distribution, and reception. Time-shifting amounted to a more mobile version of what had long been the dominant norm – watching from afar. For public-sector broadcasters, the fragmentation of audiences offers some paradoxical pleasures. They welcome “more intense interaction, giving up some control and becoming less of an institution and more of a ‘space’” (Simons 2008). For private-sector rent-seekers, what matters continues to be not “people who actually watch television” but “the commodity audience,” the one whose attention and consumption profile can be sold (Meehan 2002: 217). It would be odd to assume that control of audiences has ever been total; and equally odd to assume that the resistance of audiences is either absolute or novel (Juluri 2003: 13).

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

(1) How has the psy-function engaged TV viewing?
(2) What is the DEM?
(3) What is the GEM?
(4) How does TV engage in surveillance of audiences?
(5) What is product placement?

NOTES

(1) Thanks to Dana Polan and Dominic Thomas for endorsing my translation of this sequence, which differs from the usual version.
(2) Thanks to Manuel Alvarado for reminding me of this sequence.

FURTHER READING

“My” television is gone. It began to disappear (disintegrate? Dissolve? Die?) in the early 1980s, but I didn’t notice. I was too busy figuring out what had intrigued me for so long (and what became a career [job security? identity? burden?]).

(Horace Newcomb 2009: 117)

“[I]t is one of the great ironies of the project to challenge cultural paternalism and celebrate audience diversity that by undermining one bit of the ruling class, it appeared to endorse the ambitions of another. Thus did post-Marxist academia give a progressive seal of approval to letting the multicultural market rip; and if, as the Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises said, the ultimate socialist institution is the post office, then postmodernism and poststructuralism have persuaded post-socialists to abandon playing post offices and take up playing shop.”

(David Edgar 2000: 73)

Nothing shocks me except reality television and house prices.

(Cliff Hardy, in Corris 2009: 105)

Remember the problems of TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0 described in Chapter 1? How might we go beyond that stage to account for new social relations and technologies? As we have seen, television has become an alembic for understanding society. In both Television Studies 1.0 and 2.0, TV is privileged because “it speaks about us” (Attallah 2003: 485). But it seems as if old moves are being repeated, rather than a dynamic new agenda appearing. This chapter suggests how to construct Television Studies 3.0, then provides three case
studies to illuminate infrastructures, texts, and themes. The first is about policy, the second about programming, and the third about a topic. The resources described in the first case study are germane to conducting the analyses essayed in the second and third segments.

Studying TV today requires interrogating the commodification of textuality, the global exchange of cultural and communications infrastructure and content, the suburbanization of First-World politics, and the interplay between physical and visual power (Hartley 1999: 13). A new formation, a hybrid, critical Television Studies 3.0, cannot accept the old shibboleths that separate political economy and cultural studies. It must realize that “programs [do] not fall out of the sky” – so we must understand their material conditions of production – and equally, that their meanings are far from “explicit and unambiguous” – so we must understand their malleable materiality as texts (J. Lewis 1991: 23, 25). John D.H. Downing has criticized hegemonic traditions of media research because “politics and power … are often missing, presumed dead” (1996: x). The absence of politics and power in the study of TV is no longer sustainable. Nor is the time-honored automatic extrapolation from US or UK research to understand the rest of the world, which dogs the GEM and the DEM, cultural imperialism as much as textual analysis, and political economy as well as the psy-function (Sreberny 2008: 9–10). Television texts and institutions are not just signs to be read; they are not just coefficients of political and economic power; and they are not just innovations. Rather, they are all these things. TV is a hybrid monster, coevally subject to textuality, power, and science – all at once, but in contingent ways (Latour 1993).

So comprehending television requires a more comprehensive interdisciplinarity than is on offer from TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0. If your background is in the social sciences, try moving beyond your own experiences and methods to look at what history and textual analysis have to say. If you come from the humanities, take a peek at the law and content analysis. If you’re an ethnographer, try out uses and gratifications and effects studies. If you’re an audience researcher, see what political economy and environmental science have to say. If you generally work alone, try teamwork. If you only read scholarly and primary materials in one language, learn another and work with native speakers. If your thing is drama, try covering politics. If you like to focus on reality, how about looking at sport? If you want to
understand TV, you can’t just engage approaches and genres that you like. That’s giving up without even trying to do the hard work. And never reduce television to TV itself or the social relations surrounding it. We need to acknowledge the specificity of television as a cultural, economic, and technological apparatus, even as we recognize that it has only a relative autonomy from its social setting.

TV Studies 3.0 necessitates a radical contextualization that acknowledges the shifts and shocks that characterize the existence of institutions and programs: their ongoing renewal as the temporary property of productive workers and publics, and their stasis as the abiding property of unproductive businesspeople. It must combine political economy, ethnography, and textual analysis. A model derives from Roger Chartier’s tripartite historicization of books. He aims to reconstruct “the diversity of older readings from their sparse and multiple traces,” focusing on “the text itself, the object that conveys it, and the act that grasps it,” and identifying “the strategies by which authors and publishers tried to impose an orthodoxy or a prescribed reading” of it (1989: 157, 161–3, 166). This grid turns away from reflectionism, which argues that a text’s key meaning lies in its overt or covert capacity to capture the Zeitgeist. It also rejects formalism’s claim that close readings of sound and image can secure definitive meanings, because texts accrete and attenuate meanings on their travels as they rub up against, trope, and are trooped by other fictional and social texts and interpreted by viewers (Attallah 2007). At the same time, we need to comprehend that television is situated alongside “corporations, advertising, government, subsidies, corruption, financial speculation, and oligopoly” (McChesney 2009: 109). As an example, the international transfer of texts needs to address sites (from trade conventions to small meetings); business models; industry actors (from independent or studio producers to buyers); texts themselves; and such contextual features as audiences, legal frameworks, and economies (Bielby and Harrington 2008: 47).

That approach fruitfully connects text to performance, in what Ian Hunter calls an “occasion … the practical circumstances governing the composition and reception of a piece” (1988: 215). Those circumstances may reflect, refract, or ignore social tendencies. Televisual texts are part of a multi-form network of entertainment, via commercial-free and commercial-driven stations, video,
CD-ROMs, the Web, DVDs, electronic games, telephones, radio, and multiplexes. Engagements with audiences and texts must be supplemented by an account of the conditions under which these materials are made, circulated, received, interpreted, and criticized. “The produced program is . . . more than the sum of the program ingredients” because it is encrusted with “contextual and explicit layers of meaning” that are generated at moments of creation and consumption (Smythe 1954: 143). Television represents a space beyond the worlds of work, school, and family, even as it overlaps with them as a forum for ideas that may challenge those institutions (Newcomb and Hirsch 1983). The life of any TV text is a passage across space and time, a life remade again and again by institutions, discourses, and practices of distribution and reception— in short, all the shifts and shocks of a commodity. To understand a program or genre we require an amalgam of interviewing people involved in production and circulation, from writers and editors to critics and audiences; content and textual analyses of shows over time, and of especially significant episodes; interpretations of knowledge about the social issues touched on; and an account of programs’ national and international political economy.

Core resources for undertaking Television Studies 3.0 include:

- policy documents from public bureaucracies (international, national, regional, state, and municipal governments) and private bureaucracies (corporations, lobby groups, research firms, non-government organizations, religions, and unions);
- debates (Congressional/parliamentary, press, lobby-group, activist, and academic);
- budgets (where do producers and stations draw their money from?);
- laws (is there enabling legislation, and are there legal cases about labor, copyright, environmental impact, importation, or censorship?);
- history (what came before and what is new?);
- places (can analysts in dominant nations contextualize their experiences as partial, not universal, by examining other examples?);
- people (who is included and who is excluded from making TV?);
• pollution (what are the environmental costs of television?);
• genres (what is being made and screened?);
• scripts (are they written before or after production, as in drama versus reality shows respectively?); and
• reception (how are people making sense of what they hear and see on various technologies?).

POLICY

Statistics are at the core of analyzing any industry: how many people there are, what they make, what it sells for, who buys it, and so on. In very large countries with wealthy populations, it’s tempting to look to domestic numbers, laws, and trends and effortlessly extrapolate from them to divine what television is, what people like, and so on. This makes it all the more important for analysts in the Global North to relativize their own experience rather than universalize it, even as they recognize that it often forms policy blueprints elsewhere. In this instance, I’ll suggest some good overall sources, then show how they can be drawn on to comprehend how US TV drama is funded.

More and more major organizations are putting together policy information on TV. UNESCO promulgated a Framework for Cultural Statistics in 1986. Periodically revised on a piecemeal basis, it was scheduled for replacement in 2009. The UN’s International Flows of Selected Cultural Goods, 1994–2003 and Latinobarómetro, Eurostat, and Eurobarometer are helpful, along with the European Commission’s 2006 White Paper on a European Communication Policy and 2007 Communication for a European Agenda for Culture in a Globalizing World. Other valuable resources include the Motion Picture Association of America (mpaa.org), the World Intellectual Property Organization (wipo.int) (which has its own Creative Industries Division and a 2003 Guide on Surveying the Economic Contribution of the Copyright-Based Industries), the National Association of Television Program Executives (natpe.org), and the Convenio Andrés Bello (www.cab.int.co). Good ways of staying current include subscribing to online digests, such as the Benton Foundation’s service (Benton.org) and daily headlines from the Free Press (freepress.net), mediauk.com, Indiantelevision.com, mediaguardian.co.uk, Center for Media Research and Media Daily News (mediapost.com), TVNewsday.com, pressgazette.co.uk,
NatpeVideoNuze Report, mediabistro.com, smartbrief.com, contentinople.com, creative.org.au, tvbythenumbers.com, digitaltveurope.net, variety.com, and telecoms.com. Be sure to look at non-English-language and international sources as well as the dominant ones, or your analysis will betray its provincialism. Gossip sites are frequently helpful for disclosing scandalous business practices – not just celebrity gallivanting. Consider tmz.com, archives of the much-lamented fuckedcompany.com, thesmokinggun.com, and jossip.com. Some excellent podcasts are The Listening Post – Al Jazeera English; On the Media – WNYC; Digital Planet – BBC World Service; Media Matters – WILL; Media Show – BBC Radio Four; and Media Talk – the Guardian. You can find the podcasts gratis on iTunes.

Sadly, in the case of the United States, which forms this case study, most television-industry information is proprietary: tiny but informative research reports sell for vast amounts (I’d love to have summarized the latest research on people streaming TV, but the document sells for almost US$2,995 – if you’d like to buy it, contact InStat). A further problem is that in the US, unlike most other nations, the fantastical claim is repeatedly made that there is no such thing as cultural policy, or that it exists in live performance and the plastic arts but not television. Of all the places seeking generation or regeneration through state strategy designed to stimulate industries, California should be the last on the list, given its claims to being at the very heart of laissez-faire. Yanquis take this as an article of faith, and pour scorn on European media subvention in favor of a mythology that says Hollywood was created because of the desire to tell stories that bound the nation together and, less altruistically, to make money by fleeing the militant unions and shadowed frosts of New York’s Lower East Side for the Southland’s unorganized labor and bountiful sun.

The industry’s laissez-faire rhetoric is so powerful that even those who directly benefit from the way that public–private partnerships drive Californian screen drama willfully deny that corporate capital and state aid animate the industry. One needs to be inventive to find out the truth when investigating Hollywood, a veritable citadel of cultural policy secreted behind an illuminated sign of private enterprise. To transcend that rhetoric, we must follow the money, asking how television is actually financed. Where is the evidence? In TV credits, trade magazines, legal
disputes that go to court and necessitate disclosure, balance sheets and annual reports of public authorities, industry analyses by for-profit research firms (if you can afford them), books about how-to-shoot offshore or finance shows with taxpayers’ money, and occasional papers or protests from unions and activists. Hollywood relies on the state in a myriad ways, some of them barely visible. It uses foreign sources of government money, about 200 publicly-funded film commissions across the US, Pentagon services, and ambassadorial labor from the departments of State and Commerce. The State Department undertakes market research and shares business intelligence. The Commerce Department pressures other countries to import screen texts with favorable terms of trade. Negotiations on so-called video piracy have seen Chinese offenders face severe penalties, even as the US claims to monitor human rights there. And the US pressures South Korea to drop screen quotas (Miller 2005).

If it’s German money from the 1990s or the early-twenty-first century funding Hollywood, the chances are that it came from tax breaks for lawyers, doctors, and dentists. If it’s French money, it might be from firms with state subvention in other areas, such as cable or plumbing. If a TV show is shot in Canada, public welfare to attract US producers is a given. If it is filmed in any particular state of the US, the credits generally thank regional and municipal film commissions for subsidizing everything from hotels to hamburgers. State, regional, and municipal commissions reduce local taxes, provide police services, and block public way-fares. Accommodation and sales-tax rebates are available to Hollywood producers almost universally across the country. The California Film Commission, for example, reimburses public personnel costs and permit and equipment fees, while the state government’s “Film California First Program” has covered everything from free services through to wage tax credits (Miller 2005).

On the war front, Steven Spielberg is a recipient of the Defense Department’s Medal for Distinguished Public Service, Silicon Graphics designs material for military and cultural uses, and virtual-reality research veers between soldierly and audience applications, much of it subsidized by the Federal Technology Reinvestment Project and Advanced Technology Program. The University of Southern California’s Institute for Creative Technologies uses
military money and Hollywood directors to test out homicidal technologies and narrative scenarios. The governmental–screen industry link is clearly evident in the way that studios sprang into militaristic action in concert with Pentagon preferences after September 11, 2001, and became consultants on possible attacks via the “White House–Hollywood Committee,” which ensures coordination between the nations the US bombs and the messages it exports. The industry even argues before Congress that preventing copyright infringements is a key initiative against terrorism, since unauthorized copying funds transnational extra-political violence. And with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration struggling to renovate its image, who better to invite to lunch than Hollywood producers, so they will script new texts featuring the agency as a benign, exciting entity (Miller et al. 2005)?

Finally, it is worth seeing how closely the fiscal fortunes of Hollywood are linked to the complexion of the government. After the 2000 election, Wall Street transferred money away from Silicon Valley/Alley and Hollywood and toward manufacturing and defense as punishments and rewards for these industries’ respective attitudes during the campaign and subsequent coup. Energy, tobacco, and military companies, 80 percent of whose financial contributions had gone to George Bush Minor in the 2000 elections, suddenly received unparalleled transfers of confidence. Money fled the cultural sector, where 66 percent of campaign contributions had gone to Al Gore Minor. There was a dramatic shift toward aligning finance capital with the new Administration – a victory for oil, cigarettes, and guns over drama, music, and wires. The former saw their market value rise by an average of 80 percent in a year, while the latter’s declined by between 12 and 80 percent (Schwartz and Hozic 2001). Thinking about policy in this way is outside the methods and concerns of TV Studies 1.0 and 2.0, but central if we want to comprehend the industry.

PROGRAMMING

To illustrate how to imagine TV Studies 3.0 in order to analyze a particular program rather than a policy, let’s examine a 1960s drama – The Avengers (1961–9) – and a contemporary reality show – Queer Eye for the Straight Guy (2003–7). In the case of The Aveng-
ers, I try to reconstruct a historic show via original sources and recollections from an era when paratexts about TV were far less numerous than is the case of *Queer Eye*, which has a superabundance of information and critique that is instantly available.

*The Avengers* entered an established field of prime-time TV drama and made it look very different. The late 1950s and early 1960s on UK and US television had been characterized by male action adventure, frequently in dyadic form. In the mid-1960s, situation comedies began to dominate schedules, because they were cheap to make. That changed in 1965–6, when eight espionage programs appeared across the three principal US networks, capitalizing on James Bond’s popularity. The longest-lasting show, *Mission: Impossible* (1966–73, 1988–9) rose and fell with the high moment of covert action by US spy agencies, before Watergate deglamorized breaking the law in the name of security. It returned in the 1980s during a lengthy writers’ strike, when offshore remakes appealed to the networks and Australia offered cheap locations and personnel. Another success, *Get Smart* (1965–70, 1993) embodied both the 1960s popularity of stylish espionage and TV’s taste for parodying its own genres (Miller 2001b; Miller et al. 2005).

Stereotypes about women proliferated in action adventure of the day, as they did in most other genres. Exhaustive content analysis of US network television from the 1950s to the 1970s reveals that women comprised just 20 percent of working characters. Action series had especially strict segregation, with few heterosocial partnerships. The genre was basically a male world of crime. Barbara Tuchman summarizes the situation thus: “Symbolically subservient, policewomen who have been knocked to the floor by a bad guy are pulled from the floor by a good guy; in both cases, women are on the floor in relationship to men” (1979: 531). The situation continues to trouble critics, as the extensive content analyses cited by the American Psychological Association Task Force on the Sexualization of Girls (2007) clarify.

But something different happened in the ITV’s UK drama series *The Avengers*, at a time when casting a woman in an adventure series, and then *not* having her romantically involved with the male lead, shocked network executives. A huge hit around the world, for decades it was the only import shown in prime time on the US
broadcast networks during ratings periods. To study the show, we must first of all deal with the extraordinary ephemerality of television before producers realized how long their texts could thrive as money-making opportunities and archivists recognized the medium’s importance as cultural history. For example, just 15 percent of 1960s British TV still exists. In the case of *The Avengers*, its massive overseas sales saw the series with different titles and voices depending on the territory, while it also spawned adaptations for radio, theater, film, and literature, in addition to inspiring clothes, music, fanzines, board games, websites, coffee-table books, memoirs, and other paratexts that are part of its heritage (Miller 1997, 2003a; for later academic work on this series, see Black 2004; Britton and Barker 2003; Chapman 2002; Freeman 1999; O’Day 2001; Redmon Wright 2007). To comprehend the twists and turns of this complex cultural commodity, we need a wide array of tools in our kitbags: archival study of the series’ paratexts and episodes, accounts of the production process and how it drew both on established generic narrative codes and on fantasies about audiences, through to actually existing fragments of critique and reception (Henderson 2007).

When I wrote a book about *The Avengers* (Miller 1997), the series was not yet available on DVD and only spottily on VHS, so I spent many hours viewing programs on film at the British Film Institute. My other sources included press books, scrapbooks, production stills, cultural histories of the era, fan sites and discussion groups on the World Wide Web, and email correspondence. The Web had only just become publicly available when I was doing my research, in 1995 and 1996. I wasn’t aware of any earlier book-length studies of programs that extensively drew on it, so I lacked a how-to guide. I located numerous online fan groups and used what I now know to call a snowballing sample to contact people who remembered the program, drawing on my own international networks and these nascent fan sites. This allowed me to find out what viewers around the world made of the show, and I followed up on their memories in search of other sorts of verification whenever possible. This produced some dissonance. For example, my recollection before I wrote the book was that I had watched *The Avengers* in 1965–6 in London each Thursday, along with *The Man From U.N.C.L.E.*. This was not true, as I learnt from consulting news-
papers for British TV schedules of the day. But my faulty memory disclosed something interesting, in that I had collocated similar texts in order to understand them. Similarly, when one of my informants recalled watching the show in the US in 1963, this couldn’t have happened, because it had not been sold there at that time; but when further interrogated, that memory led the viewer to talk about how *The Avengers* struck her in the context of family dynamics and viewing practices in the physical space of her early childhood.

Since then, of course, many other studies of texts have been done that draw on the Web to learn about audience interpretations, and get feedback (in my case, a site is dedicated to my errors and pomposities in the book – theavengers.tv/forever/bloop-1.htm). I assume I am not alone in receiving a letter from the copyright holder of *The Avengers* threatening legal action due to my publisher’s reproducing stills from the series. This was only a threat, because the company – the French cable giant Canal Plus – liked the publicity offered by my work, perhaps because it was reviewed by *Playboy*, the *New York Times*, *Entertainment Week*, the *International Herald Tribune*, and the *Globe & Mail*, inter alia.

Spy-theme storylines often clearly bifurcated good from evil in *The Avengers*, thereby recreating the structural opposition of West versus East, of capitalism versus state socialism. The Soviet Union was an enemy, but a familiar one that in certain ways was a mirror image of oneself; the real villains were frequently frustrated British ex-imperialists or craven capitalists. Once an accomplice to straight, unstylish, empiricist but ideological policing, screen espionage in the 1960s re-focused on a hip modernity that privileged individualization and pleasure over uniformity and politics. *The Avengers* was part of a wider movement of stylish commodity/sex motifs. Technology, fashion, and fun fused in its stories and its look. Storylines allegorized, cars and clothes diverted, and satire displaced didacticism. Once more, one can see the influence of Bond.

*The Avengers*’ first lead female character was Mrs Catherine Gale (Honor Blackman). She was planned as a mixture of actress and princess Grace Kelly, visual anthropologist and sex theorist Margaret Mead, and *Life* magazine photojournalist Margaret Bourke-White. Press releases described Mrs Gale as a “cool blonde, with a degree in anthropology, who married a farmer in Kenya and
became adept with a gun during the Mau-Mau troubles.” When her husband was killed in that struggle, she moved to Cuba to aid Fidel Castro until he became a Marxist, then worked for the British Museum. A strikingly acute thinker and boldly active character, the French fan magazine of the 1990s Génération Séries described Mrs Gale as “féministe (un peu) avant l’heure ... et vaguement lesbienne” [“a bit of a feminist before her time ... and vaguely lesbian”], a summary based on her black motorcycle and icy attitude. The Observer called her a “leather fetishist’s pin-up” (quoted in Miller 1997).

“The Gilded Cage” episode finds Cathy explaining the finer points of the global trade in gold to her work partner John Steed (Patrick Macnee). In “The Undertakers,” Steed fantasizes aloud about taking a trip together on an ocean liner. She is cleaning a rifle and shows no interest in his suggestion. An array of guns on the wall of her apartment provides a backdrop to her reprimand of him in “Death of a Great Dane”: “Must you be so callous?” she asks as they look over x-rays of a sick man. She labels him a “cynic.” But this is to forget the treasured moment that finds them listening to music at her place. She is lying on a couch, wearing a serious lift-and-separate plus form-hugging clothes. Steed sits on the floor below her. Standing up, she lets a silken scarf fall on his head. He is enchanted. Then there is the wonderfully ambiguous moment in “Death of a Batman” when Steed removes Mrs Gale’s boots by standing with his back to her, the boots held between his legs as he pulls, hard and pleasurably.

Writers for the series worked with a set of gendered pointers on the two characters. Cathy is straightforward, virtuous, and sensual. Steed is slightly untrustworthy, willful, and exciting. Her beauty, her sexuality, her power, and her look out at the male form and back at the male gaze are foregrounded. Blackman says she “half-killed” some extras: her skills put her on a front cover of Judo Illustrated. The program was hardly free from prevailing modes of representing women: the video slick to a “pirated” North American release is a color studio shot of Macnee fully clothed and Blackman in bra and panties. Blackman has said she “got quite hysterical” over policies that limited her character’s conduct, and both Mrs Gale and her successor, Mrs Emma Peel (Diana Rigg), were frequently trapped by sadistic men who wanted to cause them
harm. (The need to balance the series’ shooting schedule with Macnee’s contractual deals for vacation time provided some of the stimulus to this focus on his partner.) Such set-ups troped conventional horror-film methods of demeaning women, such as the evocation of panic, and point-of-view shooting from the perspective of assailants. The idea of disfigurement as a gendered punishment, taking away woman’s principal currency in a patriarchal cultural economy, is referenced in unknown men cutting up pictures of Mrs Gale or Mrs Peel. That opening sequence is frequently followed by an invitation to an isolated country estate, psychological torture, and powerlessness, until there is a turnaround. The women always prevail, sometimes with assistance from Steed, in ways that show how resourceful and rational they are. He provides a top-and-tail presence to mark equilibrium, but his partner is often the agent of change (Miller 2003a).

When Rigg replaced Blackman in 1965, the show was shot on film in order to satisfy US network deals, which required high production values in return for purchasing the series. Publicity for the new lead said she was “a younger and gayer girl and there is more warmth and humour in the partnership” with Steed. The person who wrote that material, Marie Donaldson, was also responsible for the new character’s name: writing down in a meeting the producers’ requirements – for additional “Man Appeal” – she shortened this to “M Appeal,” then sounded it out. There have been criticisms of Rigg and the other heroines on the grounds that abilities are linked to traditional beauty, and that realism was sacrificed in the interests of style and passion. But the face, body, vehicle, clothing, and apartment must be as they are if the diegesis is to cohere and the joke about the implausibility of it all to emerge (Miller 1997).

The indeterminacy of Mrs Peel’s connection to Steed – have they or haven’t they? – is added to by the reversed styles of gender. In 1965, executive producer Brian Clemens said the producers made Steed “fight like a woman,” with his umbrella or a honey jar, to differentiate him from Mrs Peel’s martial artistry. “The Town of No Return,” Rigg’s debut, stages a fencing duel between them. When it’s over, she mentions having just finished writing an article for Science Daily. The episode ends with her on a motorbike and Steed riding side-saddle. Rigg remarked that “I identify with the new woman in our society who is evolving. Emma is
totally equal to Steed. The fighting is the most obvious quality.” As the series was about to commence in the US, Rigg said of her character that “the widow part shows that she knows what it’s all about.” Publicity made much of “A Touch of Brimstone,” an episode that was not shown in the States because of her “sin queen” attire: a black whalebone corset, laced boots, whip, and spiky dog-collar. A thirty-eight-second sequence (why are these always timed when other segments commented on are not?) even offended British officials. The program clearly referenced subcultural codes from 1950s porn. Perhaps that was why it drew more viewers than any other episode screened there. “The Danger Makers” has a telling scene in which Mrs Peel approaches Steed from behind. Their physical positioning conditions the dialog that follows. She draws very close, neck to neck, asking him how to “play it” with a person she must quiz. Steed turns to look at her, his face close to her breasts: “Show him your bumps.” The alibi for this remark is that the character in question is interested in phrenology. What reads as a sexist remark is transformed by the banter in their delivery, her approach from his rear, and the set-up of the two-shots (Miller 1997).

The sense of changing eras is beautifully captured during “Escape in Time.” Apparently dispatched via time travel back to the eighteenth century, Emma tells the villains: “I’m thoroughly emancipated.” When the controls are reset to 1570, she is put in the stocks. A brutal man accuses her of being “a heretic, a bawd, a witch – designed to drive a man to lust.” Her reply, from this somewhat undignified and powerless place, is to look up, toss back her hair, and offer the following: “You should see me in four hundred years.” Back in the twentieth century, and the battle won, she looks at a woman she has just fought with, now in chains: “Didn’t we get the vote?” The stereotype of a woman tied down whilst evil men taunt her is also overdetermined in “The Positive Negative Man” by a gaze back at her tormentors. Told she is dealing with “a superman,” Mrs Peel replies: “His pectorals are far from perfect.” Frustrated, her opponents counter that 100 such men, generated from the force of electricity, will destroy the government and take over society. “What if there’s a power cut?” is her riposte. “The Cybernauts” episode sees Emma researching the holdings of murdered industrialists in the import–export, automa-
tion, and electrical businesses. When Steed describes the victims as “all in the top bracket,” she adds “where the vultures gather.” This skepticism about the patriarchal domain of capital is shown to be very apposite as the story develops. Mrs Peel directly encounters sexism at a karate school where the chief instructor says: “It is difficult for a woman to compete in such company.” Her counter is good-humored but with an edge: “It’s the idea of competition that appeals to me.” Then she defeats an opponent and makes her point. The ironic deployment of strong female sexuality in concert with physical force is exemplified in “The Gravediggers.” Mrs Peel is on the ground. Steed, standing, holds a villain between her legs. She closes them around the man’s head, scissoring him into a nearby pond. Years later, Rigg looked back on the era like this: “kinky. I always seemed to be strapped into a dentist’s chair with my feet in the air,” while Macnee tried to scotch rumors that his early-childhood spankings at prep school and Eton had left him with a life-long taste for sado-masochistic sex (Miller 1997). Textually, the program represented a Britain that was passing as an imperial, manufacturing power and regenerating as a cultural, service power, and a renewed moment of struggle in gender relations. Economically, it stood for global success across a wide variety of places, formats, interpretations, and fans. It plays a starring role in the history of popular television by any measure.

The online application to appear on Extreme Makeover (2002–7) performed dual tasks. At one level, it was a recruitment device. As such, it was unreliable and rapidly becoming outmoded. In its second, covert, role – surveillance – it was a neatly targeted way of securing data about viewers that could be sold to advertisers, achieved under the demotic sign of outreach and public participation, via plastic surgery for the soldier who thinks his career is being held back by ugliness, or Botox shots for the fast-food manager who wants to advance his job prospects (Heyes 2007: 25). Which is where we meet Extreme Makeover’s cousin in surveillance, commodification, and governmentality – Queer Eye for the Straight Guy (QESG).¹ It began on the Bravo network and became the station’s highest-rated hour ever; 3.35 million were viewing by the third episode. Parodies followed on Saturday Night Live (1975–) and MAD TV (1995–), while Comedy Central offered Straight Plan for the Gay Man (2004–5) (Nutter 2004; Heller 2006b: 3; Westerfelhaus
Mark Simpson (2004) dubbed it *Metrosexuality: The Reality TV Show*, and the program avowed that it taught “the finer points of being a ‘metrosexual’” (bravotv.com/Queer_Eye_for_the_Straight_Guy/Episodes/207/).

What are its origins, beyond unfurling commodity interest in the queer dollar? *QESG* is part of the wider reality-television phenomenon, a strange hybrid of cost-cutting devices, game shows taken into the community, cinéma-vérité conceits, scripts written in post-production, and *ethoi* of Social Darwinism, surveillance, and gossip – bizarre blends of “tabloid journalism, documentary television, and popular entertainment.” No wonder Ofcom embarrassingly and embarrassingly distinguishes between “Serious Factual” programs – by which it means news, current affairs, and documentary – and reality, which it euphemizes as “Other Factual.” In 2006, “Other Factual” comprised 44 percent of peak-hour Channel 4 shows and 36 percent on BBC Two (Ofcom 2007: 38).

Makeover, programs such as *QESG* take economically underprivileged people and offer them a style they cannot afford to sustain, promoting the responsibility of people to get better jobs, homes, looks, and families. Reality TV is suffused with deregulatory *nosta* of avarice, possessive individualism, hyper-competitiveness, and commodification, played out in the domestic sphere rather than the public world. The genre represents a moment in US television’s ongoing struggle with other media for the attention of young people, something that began in the late 1960s, when popular magazines were locked in a contest with color TV for audiences. Both sides reacted by addressing young people as readers (through stories on popular culture) and as problems (through generational stereotyping). This practice continued as the cultural industries promoted the existence of catchy-sounding generational cohorts to advertisers (“the Greatest Generation,” “Baby Boomers,” “Generation X,” “Generation Y,” and “Generation Rx”) with supposedly universal tendencies and failings. Reality shows poached young people back from alternative activities, and bound themselves to the Internet as a means of audience participation/surveillance, melding numerous technologies and techniques of surveillance/participation (Ouellette and Murray 2008: 8–10; Hill 2005: 15; Banet-Weiser and Portwood-Spacer 2006; Heller 2006a; Bennett 2006: 408; Deery 2006: 161; Fraiman 2006; Miller 2008; Attallah 2007: 332; Ouellette and Hay 2008: 123).
Between 2001 and 2008, reality shows proliferated to the point where they occupied 20 percent of prime-time US network programming. So the writers’ unions, which include over 3,000 people, sought to gain coverage of the genre, though program owners insisted that their work did not amount to creating scripts as per drama. This counter-claim was ludicrous. Reality television relies as much as ever on writers, but engages the labor process in reverse: a logger notes scenes of interest from raw footage, which are then resurrected as a show by five to ten writers working for a supervising story producer. Like all TV, reality programs are written; people create scripts with dialog and drama, even though they don’t invent characters as per action or comedy. For example, on *Survivor* (2000–), story editors interview contestants on-site then influence their subsequent conversations. *Big Brother* leaves the script to post-production (Higgins and Benson 2005; Ross 2009; Writers Guild 2008). A study of US cable networks at the height of QESG found that reality shows accounted for 39 percent of writing jobs – this for a putatively natural, unscripted genre, that is actually created again and again in highly competitive environments that work against collective bargaining and the expression of collective interests on the production side, even as the texts themselves fetishize individual transcendence. The result for employees? Eighteen-hour days, no healthcare, no meal breaks, no overtime, and poor wages. The genre features infinitely greater insecurity of every kind than other television. Writers on *America’s Next Top Model* (2003–) were fired when they sought to unionize, while two class-action lawsuits were settled in 2009 for US$4 million. Meanwhile, editors and other workers filed a similar action that year against FremantleMedia North America, which owns *American Idol* (2002–), in protest at up to twenty-hour work days, seven days a week, without meal breaks (Richardson and Figueroa 2005; “In Focus” 2006; Friedman 2009g).

The common view is that reality television proliferated simply because it met audience desires: Michael Grade, head of Britain’s ITV, claims that drama fails to match the genre’s “emotional drain” (quoted in Billington and Hare 2009); John Birt, the BBC’s former Director-General, says it has “liberated Britons to express themselvesimaginatively and individually” (2005). Nevertheless, although it is fixed upon by cultural critics who either mourn it as
representative of a decline in journalistic standards or celebrate it as the sign of a newly feminized public sphere, reality should frankly be understood as a cost-cutting measure and an instance of niche marketing. Stuart Hall notes the failure of attempts to use *Celebrity Big Brother* (2001–) for political purposes. They derive from the mistaken belief that “this was an authentic site of the popular and that one could go into it and pass a message to the outside in an untransformed way” (Taylor 2006).

The origins of reality television lie in the activities of the Propaganda Ministry of the Nazi Party in the 1930s. *Die Kriminalpolizei Warn! [The Criminal Investigation Department Warns!]* was the Party’s centerpiece of TV programming. Fritz Schiegk spoke live with police officers about unsolved cases and invited audiences to cooperate in catching opponents of the state. When television returned to Germany after the war, the genre quickly became popular. For forty years, that show’s successor, *Aktenzeichen XY . . . ungelöst [File Sign XY . . . Unsolved]* (1967–), has been a model for police–civilian collaboration series around the world, such as *Crimewatch* (1984–) and *America’s Most Wanted* (1988–). The key contemporary source of the reality-TV phenomenon has been Italy, where public television pioneered the modern genre due to competition from new private concerns (Bourdon et al. 2008: 113–20).

A second key genealogy situates reality from the same period and the home of the DEM, namely the psy-function. During the 1930s, the psychology department at Columbia University hired Allen Funt as a research assistant. Funt drew on the psy-function sadisms he learnt there to create a radio show called *Candid Microphone* (1947–8, 1950), which migrated to television in 1947 as *Candid Camera* and traversed five decades of television history (1948–53, 1960–7, 1974–9, 1991–2, 1998–2001). *Candid Camera* pioneered the notion of surveillance as a source of fun, information, and narcissism – Funt would hail his audience with “You are the star!” (Simon 2005: 180–1).

The makeover varietal of reality TV focuses on dramatic aesthetic transformations (Heyes 2007). Its emphasis on spectacle and cost – transformations are very personal and hence cheap for broadcasters – has made the genre appealing. The Kaiser Foundation’s 2006 study of US reality television drew on encounters with TV
producers and healthcare critics and professionals to get at the
dynamics of how the genre represents medicine and related fields. The research found that, for all its populist alibis, reality television
constructs professional medical expertise as a kind of magic beyond
the ken of ordinary people – and certainly beyond their informed
critique. Again and again, whether it’s plastic surgeons or paediatric-
cians, miraculous feats are achieved by heroic men who deliver
ignorant and ugly people from the dross of the everyday, tran-
scending what off-screen primary-care physicians have been able to
do for them. For all the world channeling *Ben Casey* (1961–6),
these daring young men make astonishing breakthroughs. The
Foundation’s study could find nothing in the genre even remotely
critical of this model of what “they can do.” The representation of
medical expertise deemed it ungovernable other than by its own
caste (Christenson and Ivancin 2006). Such a landscape is not about
powerful citizen-viewers, as per TV Studies 2.0; it’s about deities
in scrubs. The use of the commodity form to promise transcenden-
tce through the national healthcare system, as embodied in patri-
archal medicine, is sickening. And as with makeovers of houses and
personal style, it offers a transcendence of the putatively grubby
working and lower-middle classes that viewers cannot afford to
emulate. Helpless and ugly, patient bodies testify to the surgeons’
skill just as fashion consultants might confront a lack of savoir-faire
(Heyes 2007: 19). Enter *Queer Eye.*

With excellent ratings, a soundtrack album that topped the
 electronic-music sales charts, and revenue from many parts of the
world via both export and format sales, QESG won an award from
the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) and an
Emmy for Outstanding Reality Program in 2004. It was variously
heralded as a mainstream breakthrough text for queers, an exemplifi-
cation of male vulnerability, a virtuous exemplar of progressive
popular culture in an era of conservatism, and the epitome of cultural
imperialism – the encapsulation of the “ambivalent text” thanks to
an allegedly carnivalesque instantiation of “Commodity and Difference”
(Rogers 2003; Hart 2004; Fraiman 2006; Di Mattia 2007; Allatson
2006; Pullen 2007: 194, 207, 210). Bravo paired QESG with *Boy
Meets Boy* (2003), another gay reality show, on Tuesday evenings,
thereby branding itself as an alternative to its corporate parent
(Cohan 2007: 177). This endowed Bravo with a certain chic quality,
“as the unofficial gay network.” *Metrosource* places *QESG* in the pantheon of greatest moments of gay television: “it catapulted gay culture into the mainstream” (DeJesus 2008: 46). The American Film Institute nominated *Queer Eye* as its major cultural development for 2003, alongside copyright (Cohan 2007: 178).

Some inevitably criticized the show for stereotyping, including out Congressman Barney Frank, while from the other side of politics, the Family Television Council thundered that it appealed to an “element in our culture already earning an advanced degree in Sin Acceptance.” Media Research Center maven L. Brent Bozell III (as improbable as his name) called it “The Gay Supremacy Hour” and said “I want to vomit.” When NBC, Bravo’s network parent, first screened the show in 2003, it drew 6.7 million watchers despite some affiliates declining to screen the show until the middle of the night because of its queerness, leading to a write-in campaign orchestrated by GLAAD. Meanwhile, adherents of straightacting.com opposed the program, because it didn’t suit their preference for sport-loving, macho gay men, while others were sly in their mix of endorsement and critique. Boston Red Sox baseballers who participated insisted they did so only to aid charity, even as they subjected themselves to floral footbaths, waxing, and other procedures. Taboos were under erasure, as per unwanted hair (Berila and Choudhuri 2005; Council quoted in Sender 2006: 132; Dossi 2005; Bozell 2003; “Tell Your Local NBC Affiliate” 2003; Rocchio and Rogers 2007; Clarkson 2005; Skinner 2003; Cometta 2005; Westerfelhaus and Lacroix 2006: 427; Allen 2006).

*QESG* embodied the ethos of reality TV: originating on cable, an under-unionized sector of the industry, with small numbers of workers required for short periods, and production funds derived in part from the producer’s credit-card award points (later turned into a marketing point by the card company). These flexible arrangements quickly led to a lawsuit on behalf of a queer star who was dispensed with after two episodes, while those left recognized that “we could be fired at any moment” (“Dave Collins” 2004; participants quoted in Giltz 2003). There was a furor when themokinggun.com disclosed that the Fab Five were receiving just US$3,000 each per episode, with tiny raises and none of the typical perks of celebrity – they got mere fractions of the tens of thousands of dollars available to minor but unionized characters in broadcast drama.
This contingent, flexible labor is textualized in the service-industry world of the genre, which creates “a parallel universe” for viewers (Lewis et al. 2005: 17) in a show that “generates huge ratings . . . [and] manufactures celebrities with no clout.” Fame is produced, but without the ability to use it to gain economic and artistic power, because the celebrity derives from ordinariness and a tie to the everyday (Attallah 2007: 332). QESG looked for loser-male makeover targets in the suburban reaches of the tri-state area (New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut) who needed to be transformed from ordinary folk into hipsters. Cosmopolitan queers descended on these hapless bridge-and-tunnel people, charged with increasing their marketability as husbands, fathers, and (more silently and saliently) employees. This seems to compromise claims for the program’s “ideological edginess” in favor of one that turns “straight men into straight men with better shoes.” Change was predicated on affluence (Allen 2006).

The program’s success can be understood in four ways. First, it incarnated a trend in US television: a sanitary, light-skinned, middle-class queer urban world of fun, where gays and lesbians are to be laughed with, not at. Their difference is a new commodity of pleasure – safely different from, but compatible with, heteronormativity. Second, it is a sign that queerness is a lifestyle that can be adopted, discarded, and redisposed promiscuously. Third, it signifies the professionalization of queerness as a form of management consultancy for conventional masculinity, brought in to improve efficiency and effectiveness, like time-and-motion expertise, total-quality management, or just-in-time techniques. And finally, it indicates the spread of self-fashioning as a requirement of personal and professional achievement through the US middle-class labor force. Even the queer language games of the show became systems of translation across cultures, while their camp ways showed the power of mainstream containment and a bias toward urban living that offended the self-regard of those who repeatedly lay noisy claim to being “the Heartland” of the nation (Weiss 2005; Lacroix and Westerfelhaus 2005).

Commodities were central to the secular transcendence of QESG. Viewers were gently led toward a makeover that would meld suburban heteronormativity with urban hipness. A virtual gay parachute corps solved a dilemma for capital; namely, that “white,
heterosexual men have been hard to train as consumers” (Sender 2006: 133). QESG undertook “a full-scale humanitarian relief mission: Queers Without Borders” that reached “a virgin makeover-market niche in basic cable” (Chocano 2003). They did so in accordance with US self-help literature for men, which focuses on augmenting capital, rather than the women’s version, which seeks emotional resolution to private–public dilemmas (McGee 2005). The QESG website offered the following:

**FIND IT, GET IT, LOVE IT, USE IT.** You’ve seen us work wonders for straight guys in need of some serious help. Get the same results at home with the same great products, services and suppliers that put the fairy dust in our Fab Five magic wands at “QUEER EYE’S DESIGN FOR LIFE PRODUCT GUIDE.”

(www.bravotv.com/Queer_Eye_for_the_Straight_Guy/Shopping_Guide)

Sales were immense (Redden 2007: 150). “Q[ueer]E[y]e isn’t really about mutual understanding between homos and heteros. It’s about mutual understanding between Bravo/NBC and Diesel … and Roberto Cavallia and Ralph Lauren and Via Spiga and Persol and Baskit Underwear” said New York Magazine, while the Village Voice announced that the “agenda is about tempting guys who have managed to get by without facials and instant tans to become consumers of same,” distilling yet concealing “the essence of the infomercial: It meets a need you didn’t know you had” (Dumenco 2003; Goldstein 2003). No wonder Terry Sawyer worries that this implies the status of minstrelsy for queers, via their incarnation as “materialistic vamps” (2003). In that sense, a reactionary like Bozell is correct to call the program “almost a parody of product placement, a veritable plug-a-minute infomercial.” The problem is that he also derides it for being “drenched in references to raw, perverted homosexual sex” (2003). TV Studies 1.0 can create odd fellow-travelers.

The wholesale commodification of male subjectivity witnessed in QESG is actually about re-asserting, re-solidifying very conventional masculinity. The latter has long relied on women’s work and queer work, or gay work at least, for its style: there has always been
a contribution by women and gay men to straight men’s looks and professionalism. The question is, has that ever led to a feminization of the public sphere, or recognition of the legitimacy and centrality of queerness, as per the utopics of TV Studies 2.0? This program was the ultimate in the commodification and governmentalisation of queerness as a set of techniques that could be applied and then cast aside. When that is done in the service of retaining conventional straight masculinity, one has to ask how progressive it actually is. And of course the show did not last forever, with a huge 2004 ratings slump prior to the inevitable detours of a failing program. It tried focusing on weight issues as well as personal style in an attempt to reinvigorate itself in 2006, before being cashiered the following year. Bravo asserted, in true TV Studies 2.0 fashion, that *Queer Eye* had “really helped open the closet doors on gays and their presence on television and in popular culture,” and claimed corporate credit for featuring queer leads (“Bravo’s ‘Queer Eye’” 2006; Dossi 2005; Bravo, quoted in Rocchio and Rogers 2007; Pullen 2007: 207).

**TOPIC**

News and current affairs is a crucial element of a vibrant and informed citizenry, both in terms of domestic and foreign affairs. Citizens rely on independent information in order to make judgments about their governments, employers, and organizations, and international relations. As we saw in earlier chapters, television has become the crucial source of such knowledge. And despite the success of the Internet in drawing people away from newspapers as sources of information, TV remains the key to public knowledge of current affairs. My focus here is on the US. In the pre-remote-control era, networks around the world used nightly news as a loss leader. News was “an audience builder,” designed to hold attention through the evening’s programs that followed it. Since that time, it has been a crucial means of endowing stations with a cover of corporate citizenship (de Leeuw et al. 2008: 131).

Competent journalism should focus on: domestic political affairs defined through law-makers’ deliberations and judicial review; policy issues defined by social movements and parliamentary parties; election coverage; cultural politics; science; and international
relations, understood in terms of local and global security. The intent must be to draw citizens into the policy process – informed public comment, dissent, and consent. But around the world, tough domestic and foreign stories are being frozen out. Since the 1990s, news agencies, which provide the vast majority of data behind stories, have shifted their focus to sport, fashion, and the media. These topics are cheap, because they tie in to promotional strategies for firms that offer raw material free of cost and controversy, so that it can be sold globally (Sreberny and Patterson 2004: 5).

In the US, this tendency is twinned with a close link between the state and TV. I was extremely troubled in 2003 by the way that television news and current affairs fell into step with the transparently problematic interpretations of military threat claimed by the government, so I sought to establish both the backdrop to this failing and its current contours. I knew that the supposedly independent, critical television coverage of the American war in Vietnam had mostly been lockstep propaganda until elite opinion more generally shifted (Hallin 1989). This was a repeat, as we can see by borrowing from political economy and textual and content analysis.

Given the expansion of US power over the last quarter of a century, it is noteworthy that TV coverage of governmental, military, and international affairs dropped from 70 percent of English-language network news in 1977, to 60 percent in 1987, and 40 percent in 1997. In 1988, each network dedicated about 2,000 minutes to international news. A decade later, the figure had halved, with about 9 percent of the average newscast covering anything “foreign.” Between May 2000 and August 2001, 22 percent of network news was international – ten points below, for example, its British and South African equivalents, and twenty points below Germany. Just 3 percent of US coverage addressed foreign policy. In 2000, three stories from beyond the US (apart from the Olympics) made it into the networks’ twenty most-covered items. And all three were tightly linked with domestic issues: the Miami–Cuba custody dispute over Élian Gonzales, the second Intifada, and the bombing of the USS Cole off Yemen. The main broadcast networks have closed most investigative sections and foreign bureaux, other than in Israel. ABC News once maintained seventeen offices overseas. Now it has seven. CBS has one journalist covering Asia, and seven others for the rest of the world (Miller 2006; Thussu 2004: 47).
How did this come to pass? When GE purchased NBC in 1986, and tobacco beneficiary Lawrence Tisch bought CBS the following year, they commenced programs of disinvestment and disemployment, with news divisions subjected to similar profit expectations as entertainment sectors. Hundreds were fired from the news service, following a budget cut of millions. NBC eliminated 30 percent of its news employees in the five years to 1992. The impact on programming was obvious. Consider ABC’s 20/20 (1978–). This program takes audience interest as the alibi for its trivia, but the reality lies in its drive for a Tayloristic control of input, such that topics are tested in advance with advertisers, rather than being spontaneous reactions to stories of import (Barkin 2003: 89). The celebrity aspects of contemporary newsgathering derive from decisions to program such shows as Inside Edition (1989–) and Entertainment Tonight (1981–) against network news in the late 1980s. By 1990, news shows had responded by doubling their own coverage of star gossip (Calabrese 2005: 271–2). This has not been a success in attracting audiences; ratings have plummeted during the era of “soft” news (Boyd-Barrett 2005). These innovations are designed to cut production costs, not satisfy viewers.

It should come as no surprise, then, that from September 2001 to December 2002, network-news coverage of the September 11 attacks and their aftermath basically ignored a stream of relevant topics: Zionism, Afghanistan after the invasion, and US foreign policy and business interests in the Middle East (McDonald and Lawrence 2004: 336–7; Traugott and Brader 2003: 183–4, 186–7; Tyndall Report 2003). And that corporate influence pushed hard to distort the US public’s knowledge of the geopolitical situation. Viacom, CNN, Fox, and Comedy Central refused to feature paid billboards and commercials against the invasion of Iraq (Hastings 2003). During the occupation, General Motors – the country’s biggest advertiser at the time – and other major corporations announced that they “would not advertise on a TV program about atrocities in Iraq” (quoted in McCarthy 2004). UN activities in the region, including weapons inspections, were the least-covered relevant items on network news (Huff 2003). And when US authorities finally admitted in January 2005 that no weapons of mass destruction had been found in Iraq, only ABC made that a lead story. Fox News barely touched on it, and CBS and NBC relegated
it to a minor item – fewer than sixty words on the nightly news (Whiten 2005).

And consider the coverage of civilian casualties in US imperialist conflicts since 2001. Lawrence Eagleburger, a former Secretary of State, who was called in to comment by CNN after the attacks on the US, said: “There is only one way to begin to deal with people like this, and that is you have to kill some of them even if they are not immediately directly involved,” while Republican-Party house intellectual Anne Coulter told a disabled Vietnam veteran: “People like you caused us to lose that war.” She proceeded to propose that the right “physically intimidate liberals, by making them realize that they can be killed too” as well as informing Fox News watchers and magazine readers that liberals desire “lots of 9/11s” and “Arabs lie” (quoted in Alterman 2003: 3–5). Coulter’s reward for such hyperbolic ignorance was frequent appearances on NBC, CNN, MSNBC, ABC, and HBO, inter alia (Alterman 2003: 5; FAIR 2005).

When US retaliation commenced, desperate Afghans in refugee camps were filmed by the BBC, which then sold the footage on to the US ABC network. But the soundtrack to the two broadcast versions gave them incompatible meanings.

British media presented the camps as consisting of refugees from U.S. bombing who said that fear of the daily bombing attacks had driven them out of the city, whereas U.S. media presented the camps as containing refugees from Taliban oppression and the dangers of civil war.

(Kellner 2003: 125)

CNN instructed presenters to mention September 11 each time Afghan suffering was discussed. Walter Isaacson, the network’s President, decreed that it was “perverse to focus too much on the casualties or hardship” (quoted in Kellner 2003: 107).

As the 2003 Iraq War loomed, Rupert Murdoch said: “there is going to be collateral damage … if you really want to be brutal about it, better we get it done now” (quoted in Pilger 2003). The human impact of the invasion was dismissed by PBS News Hour Executive Producer Lester Crystal as not “central at the moment” (quoted in Sharkey 2003). Fox News Managing Editor Brit Hume
said that civilian casualties may not belong on television, as they are “historically, by definition, a part of war.” In the fortnight prior to the invasion, none of the three major commercial networks examined the humanitarian impact of such an action. Human Rights Watch’s briefing paper, and a UN Undersecretary-General’s warning on the topic, lay uncovered. Viewers were treated to a carnival of matériel that privileged the technological sublime and oscillated between glorifying and denying death. Thirty-eight percent of CNN’s coverage of the bombardment emphasized technology, while 62 percent focused on military activity, without referring to history or politics. In the rest of the world’s media coverage of the Afghan and Iraqi crises, invasions, and occupations, such military maneuvers and masculinist odes took second place to civilian suffering. The Qatar-owned TV news network Al Jazeera, for example, dedicated only one-third of its stories to war footage, emphasizing human distress over electronic effectiveness, vernacular reportage rather than patriotic euphemism. Thousands of civilian Afghan and Iraqi deaths reported by it and South Asian, South-East Asian, Western European, and other Middle Eastern news services were taboo topics on US television for years. Empathy for non-combatants was essentially banned by NBC, while CNN and PBS discouraged commentators from referring to torture (FAIR 2003a; Lewis et al. 2004: 14; Rich 2003; Jasperson and El-Kikhia 2003: 119, 126–7; Herold 2001; Flanders 2001; Kellner 2004: 334; della Cava 2003; Greenberg 2003; Hart 2009b).

More than half the US TV-studio guests talking about the impending action in Iraq in 2003 were superannuated white-male pundits (FAIR 2003b), “ex-military men, terrorism experts, and Middle Eastern policy analysts who know none of the relevant languages, may never have seen any part of the Middle East, and are too poorly educated to be expert at anything” (Said 2003). During the war, news effectively diminished the dominant discourse to technical efficiency and state propaganda. Of 319 people giving “analysis” on ABC, CBS, and NBC in October 2003, 76 percent were current or previous officials. Of the civilians, 79 percent were Republican-Party maven. And all in all, 81 percent of sources were Yanquis (Whiten 2005; Rendall and Butterworth 2004; Grand Rapids Institute for Information Democracy 2005). The New York Times refers to these has-been and never-were interviewees like this:
“part experts and part reporters, they’re marketing tools, as well” (Jensen 2003). Their virtually universal links to arms-trading were rarely divulged, and never discussed as relevant. Retired Lieutenant General Barry McCaffrey, employed in this capacity by NBC News, points to the cadre’s “lifetime of experience and objectivity.” In his case, this involved membership of the Committee for the Liberation of Iraq, a lobby group dedicated to influencing the media, and the boards of three munitions companies that make ordnance he had praised on MSNBC. Even amongst the thoroughly ideologized US public, 36 percent believed the media over-emphasized the opinions of these retirees (T. Miller 2007). Perhaps the most relevant number to consider is that the company that owns MSNBC and NBC, General Electric, is one of the largest defense contractors in the world. It receives billions of dollars from the Pentagon each year. Disney (which owns ABC) is also a beneficiary of largesse from the Department of Defense (Turse 2008: 3).

In addition to these complex domestic imbrications of private and public, the US government attempts to limit the expression of alternative positions on world television. To hide the carnage of its 2001 invasion, the Pentagon bought exclusive rights to satellite photos of Afghanistan. And consider its treatment of Al Jazeera. The US State Department tried to disrupt the network via pressure on Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Hamid bin Khalifa al-Thani of. Its Washington correspondent was “detained” en route to a US–Russia summit in November 2001, and its offices were assaulted by US munitions in Afghanistan in 2001 (where it was the sole broadcast news outlet in Kabul) and Iraq in 2003. The network was subject to then-Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld’s denunciation of it as “Iraqi propaganda” and the Bush regime’s ignorant and insulting moniker: “All Osama All the Time.” Throughout the early US occupation of Iraq, Al Jazeera workers were assaulted by US soldiers, culminating in murders. Rear Admiral Craig Quigley, then US deputy assistant defense secretary for public affairs, justified the attack on the network’s Kabul operations with the claim that Al Qaeda interests were being aided by activities going on there. Quigley’s nutty proof was that Al Jazeera was using a satellite uplink and was in contact with Taliban officials – pretty normal activities for a news service (T. Miller 2006; 2007).
When I appeared on New York 1, a local cable news channel, shortly after the 2001 attacks on the US, I was asked to comment on the psychology of terrorists via trans-historical queries, “What makes people do these things?” “Are they maladjusted?” I endeavored to direct the conversation toward US foreign policy and its support of totalitarian regimes in the Middle East that restricted access to politics, hence turning religion into a zone of resistance. And I spoke of US TV journalists’ sparse and prejudicial narrative frames and background knowledge. The production staff later told me that the board lit up with supportive reaction when the program accepted phone calls from the public. Those I spoke with thanked me for saying the *non dit*. The staff said I would be invited back. I was not. And when CBS News contacted me in 2005 to discuss the admission that the White House had acted contrary to law by directing the National Security Agency to spy on US citizens without judicial review, the producer asked me if I could contextualize this in terms of the history of the media during wartime. I replied that I could. Then he asked me about the limits to publicizing information. I indicated that whilst most critics would agree that the precise timing and location of an event such as D-Day could legitimately be kept secret, extra-juridical contravention of civil liberties would generally be considered another matter. The producer thanked me for my time, and noted that my services would not be required. He already had a lawyer to support the revelation, and needed someone who would attack the *New York Times* for having broken the story and forced the President to tell the truth. He didn’t want the history of the media during wartime. He wanted jingoism.

In order to understand the rabid nationalism of US television journalism, one needs to become acquainted with the alternatives that exist – journalists who do not merely report government statements with faith; journalists who do not believe that being at war embargoes the truth; journalists who are encouraged to learn other languages than their own; journalists who ask independent academics rather than dependent, coin-operated think-tanks and soldiers for opinions; journalists who work for peaceful communication and against imperial censorship; and journalists who do not believe there are always and everywhere two binarized positions on a topic in addition to a putatively decent, middle-American mid-point that
acts as cover for nationalistic blood-letting. TV Studies 3.0 must always go beyond the spatial and temporal coordinates of here and now to ask how things might be otherwise, elsewhere or in another time. We must contextualize texts at the same time as we textualize contexts.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

(1) What should Television Studies 3.0 look like?
(2) How can we use more global material to learn about TV?
(3) How does the state help in making US TV?
(4) What should be television’s role in foreign-affairs reporting?

NOTES

(1) The title was changed to Queer Eye in its third season, when targeted makeovers expanded to include queers and women.
(2) Sign me up.

FURTHER READING

The TV is Dead. Long Live the TV.

(Wired, quoted in Borland and Hansen 2007)

Television has made billions based on how many people watch a show at its regular time. That idea may already be obsolete.

(Washington Post, quoted in Bauder 2007)

TV is far from dead.

(Verizon, quoted in Buckley 2008)

TV used to be a one-way pipe.... Now the audience is being completely heard on every aspect of the show. That has changed the nature of television and the kind of shows that get programmed.

(Carlton Cruse, co-creator of Lost, quoted in Kushner 2007)

Television is dying.

(Damon Lindelof, co-creator of Lost 2007)

The end of television as we know it.

(IBM Business Consulting Services 2006)

Americans are watching more traditional television than ever.

(Nielsen 2008)

Long Live Traditional Media.

(Deloitte Media & Entertainment 2007)

American representations of television in India often offer a stereotypically prosaic image: a huddled mass seated on the floor, transfixed by
the television set jammed between articles of everyday living. Incommensurability is the defining feature of these images; the television set becomes sign and symbol of modernity and the West, while the cluttered room with its bags, calendars, utensils, crude objects of everyday life encapsulates the lack of development characteristic of the East.

(Sujata Moorti 2007: 1)

There’s a world where life is lively, where nobody spends six hours a day unwinding before a piece of furniture ... your best and only access to this world is TV.

(David Foster Wallace 1997: 39)

There’s something ironic in the eight epigraphs collected together above. *Wired* magazine, self-anointed sacerdotal prophet of new media, says TV is finished yet reborn. The *Washington Post*, scion of traditional newspapers, thinks it’s obsolete. Verizon, a US$100 billion-dollar-a-year telephone company, sees the device adapting to new circumstances. And the men who made millions from the successful prestige drama *Lost* (created because of the success of the down-market reality program *Survivor*) can’t agree on the future of the medium that feeds their appetites (Torres 2008). IBM, the pioneer of computing that now earns vast sums consulting on communications, and Nielsen, the biggest audience-measurement company in the world, take diametrically opposed positions on where TV is today, while Deloitte, a major accounting and consultancy multinational, comes down on the same side as Nielsen. Meanwhile, Mike Griffith, chief of Activision, which makes *Guitar Hero* (2005–) and the *Tony Hawk* series (1999–), has announced that “Video games are poised to eclipse all other forms of entertainment” because TV is “stagnating or contracting” (quoted in “Games Will ‘Eclipse’ Other Media” 2009). By contrast with these ideas, which so carelessly conjure up beginnings and endings in easily activated slogans, Moorti localizes and engages these categories through a dialectical process where opposites intersect without neat resolution or universal application, and Wallace shows the way the medium offers us a life on screen that its very existence seems to preclude.

The debate over the so-called decline of TV brings me to a struggle I had in 1998 to begin a new academic journal about television. I discussed the idea with three publishing houses, each of which was interested. One quickly proceeded to test the market,
and duly reported almost universal acclaim for the proposal. Then, I was told, the managing director of the firm held a cocktail party on his yacht and asked his guests what they thought of this idea. Someone had just been at a conference in the Netherlands that had announced the end of TV. The notion of a new journal devoted to it suddenly seemed anachronistic. The project was put in crisis due to this conversation, and I had to rework the proposal with my editor from the publishing house. *Television* became *Television & New Media*, contracts were exchanged, and we began a productive ten-year collaboration. I tell the story both to record the irrationality of capitalism, and to indicate how long people have been burying TV – as long as they have been buying it.

This much is clear: we are in the midst of a major transformation in television. Shifts are underway in wealthy nations from analogue to digital systems, rendering broadcast TV unwatchable by some existing technology. In the OECD countries, 52 percent of TV households received only broadcast signals in 1995. By 2002, that number had dropped to 37 percent, as cable in particular proliferated. Digital television was in one-fifth of households by 2001, and analogue signals will end there by 2015. Synchronized moving images and sounds can now be sent to and received from public spaces, offices, homes, shops, schools, and transportation. The devices include TVs, computers, telephones, and personal digital assistants. The networks vary between broadcast, satellite, cable, telephone, and Internet. The stations may be public, private, community, or amateur. The time of watching is varied, from live to on-demand. These technologies increasingly transgress the boundaries and policing established by nations. The spread of some transmission systems is very limited – perhaps two-and-a-half-million homes worldwide had Internet television in 2005 – but others are on the move – cable and satellite channels in the OECD almost doubled between 2004 and 2006. At the same time, very few people frequent more than a handful of stations – in the US, the average is fifteen a week. In terms of types of TV, between one-third and one-half of viewers in OECD countries watch public television (this figure is dragged down by the US, where 2 percent of the population watches PBS each day). In terms of technology that permits one to shift time and space, DVRs, which integrate TVs and computers, and Slingboxes, which enable use of digital
television anywhere, are fringe toys other than in the US. Internet video advertising remains tiny both in absolute terms and its actual growth. The old, sluggish, supposedly dying US networks received US$9.2 billion in revenue in 2008, up 5 percent from 2007. All the signs during the profound recession of 2009 were that they remained the most-trusted site for advertisers (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 2007: 172–6; Sweney 2008; “Downloading TV” 2008; Fine 2009).

An example of new trends comes from Showtime, a premium US cable and satellite channel that features films, boxing, and original drama and has fifteen million subscribers. The network carries no commercials and receives no government funding. Somewhat slower than others to offer shows online for fear of alienating paying customers, in 2008 it offered the first season’s episode of The Tudors (2007–) on YouTube with sexual content removed. The next year, the beginning of The United States of Tara (2009–) was available to 170 million people through 125 websites, phone services, and film theaters. The same sites began screening its series The L Word (2004–9) and Secret Diary of a Call Girl (2007–) gratis, which encouraged many viewers to subscribe (Stelter 2008; Goetzl 2009; Hein 2009). The Internet was a useful marketing device for television.

In Korea, the future for the rest of us arrived some time ago. Since 2005, Seoul’s bus and metro systems have been laden with commuters watching television on their cell-phones – over seven million customers enjoying broadcast TV, not something sent via an individual stream to their apparatus. The service is free as mandated by the government, which also did sensible things like establishing fully-compatible, universal technological standards (“Screen Test” 2007) – policies that are far too rational and anti-neoliberal for countries such as the US or the UK to learn from, sadly. Japanese TV corporations are coping with threats from the Wii, Nintendo’s cheap alternative electronic-games console designed for easy-going neophytes and familial and casual users rather than needy obsessives with too much time on their hands. Within two years of its launch, the Wii boasted forty million users. The next move was to start the Wiinoma channel, available through the Wii via the Internet and featuring programming aimed at children and parents in a partnership with the nation’s biggest advertising
agency, Dentsu. But as its other attempts to make the gaming console the basis for something else – such as music – had failed, it was unclear that the TV set would be subordinated to it (Lewis 2009).

In 2008 there were 1.1 billion TV sets in the world, with 43 percent receiving signals from broadcast and 38 percent from cable (“World Television Market” 2009). Television is more diverse, more diffuse, more popular, more powerful, and more innovative than ever. Our spanking-new flat-screen TVs will soon be tossed cavalierly away if the next generation from Sony, Samsung, LG, Toshiba, Sharp, and Panasonic, with streaming movies and Yahoo!/Intel widgets for Internet connections with information about weather and stock prices, or Blu-ray players that access the Internet, takes off. They are already available in Japan, as screens move from elegant anorexia to bulimic interactivity. But even the cybertarians at MySpace and Jupitermedia, not to mention Sony and Sharp, insist that viewers want TV to remain TV, with a few add-ons – their preference is for watching programs, albeit with some added elements, while flat-screen sets are generally already constructed with connections to computers. This is the fate of a technology that is moving from “an object of denial to [an] objet d’art” (Richtel 2009; Garrahan and Taylor 2009; Moses 2009; MacMillan 2009; Attallah 2007: 347 n. 8; Daum 2007). As it undergoes that transition, “TV will be finished only when the population as a whole turns instinctively to another medium just to see what’s on” (Ellis 2007: 5). Even hard-edged US viewers in search of business news prefer television as a source of information, with barely one-sixth looking online (Behavior Research Center 2008).

The Internet is finally catching up with high-quality services that borrow from TV’s resolution standards, thanks to Hulu, TV.com, and Veoh, re-broadcasters of network drama online. In just twelve months, Hulu became the sixth-most viewed video site, as legal online viewing of television shows by adults in the US grew by 141 percent in 2008 (streaming is becoming more popular than downloading, as it is generally free, fast, simple, and legal). TV.com viewers increased by 1,261 percent in January 2009 over the previous month. Of US Internet users aged thirteen to fifty-four, one-fifth now use these services. Many do so to get back in touch with favored series prior to the appearance of new episodes on TV.
They are coming to be known as “Televidualists.” Advertisers flock to Hulu by contrast with YouTube: after its first year, Hulu had 70 percent of YouTube’s revenue with 1 percent of the users. When CBS streamed coverage of the 2009 college basketball finals online, it sold US$30 million in advertising immediately – much less than the US$400 million for TV, but indicative of the maturity of streaming (when it is articulated to television). And in the UK, by the end of 2008, one-fifth of Britons with broadband were watching TV with it. In Germany, the number increased by 38 percent in 2008 (Mermigas 2008; Collins 2008; “Downloading TV and Watching Video” 2009; Friedman 2008d; Baltrusis 2009; Friedman 2009e; Tancer 2009; “Hulu Who?” 2009; O’Malley 2009; Friedman 2009f; Learmonth 2009a; Richmond 2009a; Franchi 2009; Ofcom 2009: 31; “Internet Radio and TV” 2009).

In some ways, things have not changed as much as the prelates of technological convergence and television’s decline predicted – yet these self-anointed sacerdotes continue on their merry way! In other ways, a lot has changed – but through deregulation, cable, and macroeconomic crisis – not technology and cybertarianism. The idea of a comprehensive service offered by a single station still lingers, but niche, specialized, genre-driven stations proliferate. In their cynical way, marketers have dubbed this a “New TV Ecosystem” (Navar 2008). The lesson of new technology remains the same as ever: as per print, radio, and television, each medium is quickly dominated by centralized and centralizing corporations, despite its multi-distributional potential. This centralism is obviously less powerful in the case of the Internet than technologies that are more amenable to being sealed-off. And the cost of producing high-quality work for the electronic media has diminished.

Cybertarian interpretations emphasize the technical ease of entry for new players on new platforms; but the most influential change derives from the massive increase in political TV advertisements occasioned by this price reduction (Preston 2007). When the recession/depression hit at the end of 2008, US media buyers sought huge cuts in the cost of television commercials both at that moment and for the year to come; but national TV remained the most reliable means of reaching the largest number of people and having the maximal impact on their consumption (Lafayette 2008). And commercials are, in any event, no longer the core of US tele-
vision. QVC, a shopping network that sells products directly as its source of revenue, makes almost as much profit as the networks, while HBO subscriptions exceed advertising revenue for popular networks (Higgins 2006; James 2009b). Worldwide, 49 percent of TV is advertiser-supported, but 42 percent is paid for through subscriptions, a model that is clearly the future – and much more sophisticated than the Internet has been able to create. Within the advertising-driven sector, although 2008 and 2009 figures show a global drop in expenditure, television’s share was increasing because advertisers were cutting their TV budgets last of all the media (“World Television Market” 2009; “TV Advertising” 2009).

Lynn Spigel explains what is happening:

[I]ncreasing commercialization of public-service/state-run systems, the rise of multichannel cable and global satellite delivery, multinational conglomerates, Internet convergence, changes in regulatory policies and ownership rules, the advent of high-definition TV, technological changes in screen design, digital video recorders, and new forms of media competition – as well as new forms of programming … and scheduling practices … have all transformed the practice we call watching TV. This does not mean all of television is suddenly unrecognizable – indeed, familiarity and habit continue to be central to the TV experience – but it does mean that television’s past is recognizably distinct from its present.

(2005b: 83)

The challenge for public broadcasters, for example, is to maintain and develop their strengths as new technology comes along, something the BBC has done better than virtually any other TV network, private or otherwise, in the world (Thompson 2009).

Since its inception, television has principally been a means of profiting and legitimizing its controllers, and entertaining and civilizing its viewers. In the words of the famous BBC executive Huw Wheldon, the Corporation’s 1960s mission was “To make the good popular, and the popular good” (quoted in Airey 2004). A nice phrase; but Bourdieu sees these as competing rather than consistent imperatives. He refers to a duel between “populist spontaneism and
demagogic capitulation to popular tastes” versus “paternalistic-pedagogic television” (1998: 48). This tension is embodied in the career of the person quoting Weldon, Dawn Airey (who ran Britain’s Channel Five as twenty-first-century TV’s first out lesbian CEO) with mainstays of, in her words, “football, films and fucking” (quoted in Wells 2003).

Whatever happens to TV in the next few years, we must bear in mind that its history is not a tale of visionary inve(n)(s)tors finding means to satisfy the existing curiosity of audiences – a consumer-driven market – but an uncertain dance of law, the state, capital, labor, performance, and interpretation that reveals complex, shifting power relations. Yet media policy is dominated by neoliberalism, with neoclassical economists saying there should be no governmental barriers to the exchange of programs and no state subvention of entertainment. The market is a site of magic for such true-believers. Neoclassical economic discourse is also of great moment in such areas as cross-sectoral ownership, anti-union activity, control of distribution, hidden public subsidies, the rhetoric of technological determinism, and the New International Division of Cultural Labor. Public understanding of these topics is governed by economists, business journalists, corporate lobbyists, and agents of the state. Research is needed that addresses this hegemony, via a critical engagement with the analytic, financial, and governmental power of the psy-function and neoliberalism. That might provide counter-discourses to the continuing public dominance of TV Studies 1.0, which 2.0 has barely addressed. Such work can draw on what I see as the strengths of a critical Television Studies 3.0. Making a radical–democratic future for TV depends on analysis and activism of this kind. Attaching electrodes to Psychology 100 students to examine their neurons, or asking your friends whether they like reality programs, does something else.

LEFTOVERS

I have left this section for the very end of the book for two reasons. First, it is of immense importance, yet is not addressed within TV Studies 1.0 or 2.0. Second, it really is about the life and death of television – namely, the carbon impact created during and after its use as a consumer appliance. For example, the UK’s National Grid
(2006) proudly promotes its relevance to TV by telling consumers how valuable it has been, planning for peak usage based on ebbs and flows based on audience activity. When half-time comes in football matches, and at their end, people race to the kettle. Power use surges by as much as 10 percent in what is known as the “TV pick-up.” Is this desirable? What is it telling us?

I remember television sets exploding when I was a child. Some were known as “curtain-burners” because they got so hot (Low 2009). In 2007, 207.5 million sets were sold around the globe, of which 56 percent were old-style, fat-screen TVs. The estimated number for 2011 is 245.5 million, with just one-third being fat-screen and the remainder flat-screen. China and the Asia-Pacific region in general continue to buy old-style sets in much greater
numbers than consumers elsewhere ("Samsung Holds Lead" 2007). Marketing for flat-screen televisions stresses the pleasure to be derived from intense use of energy; as the cost of the sets dropped, their uptake increased, with little regard for electricity consumption – up to 250 watts per hour (Crosbie 2008). In Britain, it is estimated that flat-screen televisions will add 700,000 tonnes a year to carbon emissions by 2010, an increase of 70 percent on 2006 levels. They use three-times the electricity required for analog sets (Russell 2006).

And what about when we are finished with television – not in the sense of watching it, but when we throw away our old TV sets? Television is responsible for monumental environmental despoliation, for all the claims that it is part of the “post-smokestack” creative sector, a post-manufacturing utopia for workers, consumers, and residents with by-products of code, not smoke. The Political Economy Research Institute’s 2004 Misfortune 100: Top Corporate Air Polluters in the United States has media owners at numbers 1, 3, 16, 22, and 39. Media production relies on the exorbitant water-use of computer technology, while making semi-conductors requires the use of hazardous chemicals, including some known carcinogens. Most color televisions have a Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT), which sends electron beams from cesium cathodes into high-voltage electrodes that are projected onto our phosphorescent screens and emit radiation inside tubes to illuminate the phosphors. CRTs are made of zinc, copper, cesium, cadmium, and silver. Viewers are protected from radiation by glass screens forged from strontium, barium, and lead oxide, while neodymium oxide and nickel alloy enhance images. The average tube has four pounds of lead. Major environmental problems occur both when televisions are made and when they are thrown away, when components seep into underground water. Old TVs contribute heavy metals and toxic chemicals when trashed. This worsened with the 2009 transition to digital broadcasting in the US, when 270 million outdated analog sets, considered the hardest device to recycle, were expected to be discarded (Conner and Williams 2004; Puzzanghera 2007).

 Dumped TVs from the past go to be recycled offshore, principally in Nigeria and China, because First-World environmental and industrial legislation prohibits the destruction to soil, water, and
workers that are caused by the dozens of poisonous chemicals and gases in these dangerous machines (California alone shipped about twenty million pounds of electronic waste in 2006 to Malaysia, Brazil, South Korea, China, Mexico, Vietnam, and India). Much e-cycling is done by pre-teen young girls, ragpickers who work without protection to pull apart outmoded First-World televisions and computers. In China, they pick away without protection of any kind at discarded First-World televisions in order to find precious metals for sale to recyclers. The remains are dumped in landfills; waste from discarded electronics is one of the biggest sources of heavy metals and toxic pollutants in the world’s trash piles. The accumulation of electronic hardware causes grave environmental and health concerns, stemming from the potential seepage of noxious chemicals, gases, and metals into landfills, water sources, and e-waste salvage yards (Shiva 2002; Basel Action Network and Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition 2002; Lee 2007; Shabi 2002).

The ragpickers who undertake informal recycling in this way have been important fringe participants in modernity for centuries. They were figures of pathos in the British situation comedy, Steptoe and Son (1962–5, 1970–4). The Steptoes and their horse and cart looked for gems amongst the dross of “Swinging London.” They represented throwbacks to a time that had not really passed for working people. Steptoe Junior spent his evenings dreaming of transcendence, devouring the works of Karl Marx and George Bernard Shaw; but he could never leave his ragpicker status behind. The Labour Government of the day even invoked the Steptoes to show that it blended old-style workerism with creative innovation (Black 2006: 330–1). The popular Yanqui sitcom Sanford and Son (1972–7) about working-class African Americans, and the renowned Nigerian writer Ken Saro-Wiwa’s Basi and Company (1985–90), were partly based on it. Today’s reality is less savory.

There is some hope here. In the US, environmental factors – at least at the production and consumption end of things, if not recycling – are weighing on the minds of consumers, which opens up new corporate power plays: in 2009, Sony announced new liquid-display sets that would require much less power than others, in part by going to sleep when they were not being watched, thanks to motion-sensor surveillance of viewers. The plan was to play environmental politics against economies of scale – to charge a premium
for green consumers and hence counter the tendency for HDTV prices to fall (“Sony to Launch Power-Saving TVs” 2009).

So next time you’re in class, you might get some discussion going about how to study TV as waste, questioning your fellow-students: how did you get rid of your last set? Where did it go? What happened to it? Don’t forget to ask your Television Studies teacher for more information, just as you would on any other topic to do with studying TV.

FINALLY . . .

In 1942, NBC executive Noran E. Kersta wrote that: “Television as a communication medium can surpass in speed, accuracy, and security any other communication medium in existence” (1942: 29). He was right then, and he’s right now. As Fortune business magazine put it recently: “TV is Dying? Long Live TV!” (Colvin 2007). In Hernan Galperin’s wise words, there is a shift from “spectrum scarcity, dumb terminals, and one-way services” to “on-demand programming, intelligent terminals, and abundant channels” (2004: 3). The Open Mobile Video Coalition of 850 US stations believes there will be 500 million sets once a universal mobile standard emerges to cover backrests in cars, cell-phones, and MP3s (Kapko 2008). We are experiencing a movement “away from an oligopolistic-based scarcity associated with broadcasting toward a more differentiated abundance or saturation associated with the proliferation of new and old television services, technologies and providers” (Moran with Malbon 2006: 10).

Television’s reach is extending, its flexibility is developing, its popularity is increasing, and its capacity to influence and incorporate older and newer media is undimmed. To think otherwise would diminish the material histories of televisual texts and their consumption, reducing commodity signs with complex careers to business-as-usual attempts by the US psy-function to blame them for high national levels of interpersonal violence and low levels of educational attainment, or buying into cybertarian simplifications. Those obsessions should be ever more-troubled by electronic texts’ extraordinarily open, malleable, polyphonic qualities – their status as TV texts (Chartier 2005). The psy-function and cybertarianism are both astoundingly solipsistic in the grandiose pronouncements they
make, based on absolute ignorance of the role television plays across
the world. Each one fails to comprehend the ongoing verity about
TV and other devices for audience pleasure and surveillance: that
“television is demographic, not democratic” (Nelson 1992: 105).

Television Studies 3.0 must blend ethnographic, political–
economic, environmental, and aesthetic analyses in a global and
local way, establishing links between the key areas of cultural pro-
duction around the world (Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe, and
the Middle East) and diasporic/dispossessed communities engaged
in their own cultural production (Native peoples, African and
Asian diasporas, Latin@s, and Middle-Eastern peoples). TV Studies
3.0 needs to be a politically revised version of area studies, with
diasporas as important as regions. It should be animated by collect-
ive identity and power, how human subjects are formed, and how
they experience cultural and social space. Taking its agenda from
social movements as well as intellectual ones, Television Studies
3.0’s methods will draw on economics, politics, communications,
sociology, literature, law, science, medicine, anthropology, history,
environmental science, and art, with a particular focus on gender,
race, class, religion, age, region, and sexuality in everyday life across
national lines. And it won’t privilege pessimism, optimism, audi-
ences, owners, states, technology, or labor – but, rather, stress their
mutual imbrication. The same thing goes for debates about TV
itself – don’t fall for the parlor-game rhetoric of doom and gloom
without looking at the numbers. We need “autonomy from the
industry and fan logics” (Beaty 2009: 24). TV studies 3.0 must
position television “as its subject, but not its center” in order to
help build a participatory and democratic polity, economy, and
culture (Lewis 2009: 91).

At the beginning of this book, I posed the question: what is tele-
vision? Here now is my television A-to-Z:

**Advertising**: Texts that interrupt television, or are the best televi-
sion, or enable television.

**Broadcasting**: When television went through the air and was
aimed at everyone.

**Culture**: What television was not.

**Drama**: Once characterized television, and has *always* character-
ized its internal workings and debates about it.
Effects: Measuring the impact of worrying about television on Television Studies 1.0 practitioners: politicians, family power dynamics, god-botherers, and the careers of psychology and communication professors.

Flow: The movement of Raymond Williams backwards, forwards, and sideways on a trans-Atlantic liner – *sans soleil*.

Government: The space between television as a vast wasteland and a toaster with pictures.

High Definition: A faster way of making television sets obsolete.

Ideology: What people who live outside plutocracies and militarized states no longer believe in.

Journalism: Endangered species, formerly common in the United States.

Knowledge: Used to disagree with people who refer to an information society.

Liveness: Plausible, in the case of sports coverage.

Media: Subject for corralling undergraduates and teaching them that what they enjoy is also good for them.


Ownership: A topic that used to matter but is no longer important, because people allegedly interpret television programs in accordance with their local rituals.

Production: Invisible other than as what media-studies undergraduates must do rather than research and write their essays.

Quality: It’s not quality, it’s television.

Race: A Grand Prix.

Sex: Only on satellite and cable.

Technology: Sold to the public by offering sport exclusively on latest innovation.

Uses and Gratifications: Jeremy Bentham watching *Survivor*.

Violence: To be derided, other than when done by the state to foreigners.

Women: A market segment.

X-cess: Television Studies 2.0 academics writing about wrestling or their children.

Youth: Spectators learning how to be responsible consumers.

Zworykin: Fabled television inventor from RCA who “liberated” an already-patented invention.
Meanwhile, it’s time for me to close this file and look at my second computer screen, the one that uses Slingbox to bring me my satellite subscription wherever I am in the world. I know I’ll be watching television as I do so. It’s the latest of many incarnations I have experienced since the 1960s.

**QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION**

(1) What does TV’s future look like now, versus before you read this book?
(2) Should we *bury* TV, or *buy* it?
(3) What can be done about e-waste and TV?
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